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INTRODUCTION 
Competitive gymnastics at the college and elite levels 
has become progressively more difficult and dangerous over the 
past 15 to 20 years. Gymnasts are now given bonus points for 
"courage, originality and virtuosity" in routines. This has 
led to continual development of unprecedented skills. "Since 
skills that are being pioneered have no history for the coach 
and gymnast to call upon, the method of teaching them revolves 
around trial and error .... Mistakes in learning usually 
result in falls that are potentially dangerous if not properly 
guarded against. Further, the errors of performance may bring 
about unpredictable injuries due to abnormal loading of tissue 
structures by continued repetition of the same error over and 
over" (Sands 1981, p.l). Release moves on the horizontal bar 
have become increasingly original and potentially dangerous. 
Little quantitative data has been published which can provide 
information on the optimal performance of release moves or on 
factors that affect performer safety. 
The present work develops a computer simulation model of 
the Tkatchev release move (see Figure 1). The model predicts 
the orientation of the body, position of the body, and 
resulting joint forces and torques during the skill 
performance. The model is based on the inverse dynamic 
solution using Newtonian mechanics and is three dimensional in 
nature. 
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Figure 1: The Tkatchev release move (Fink 1987) 
The Tkatchev is performed on the men's horizontal bar. 
The skill was devised by a Soviet biomechanist before being 
attempted by a gymnast (Nissinen et al. 1985). The Tkatchev, 
also called the reverse hecht in the literature, can be 
described in four phases: the giant swing, the release, the 
flight and the recatch. During the giant swing, the gymnast 
may planche (let the shoulders lean forward over the high bar) 
at the top of the swing to improve control of the move 
(Talecky and Steel 1991). During the downswing the gymnast 
"beats" by hyperextending the hips and then strongly flexes 
during the upswing to attain momentum (Fink 1987, Sands 1981). 
At the point of release, the gymnast hyperextends the hips and 
hyperflexes the shoulders, then stops the hip extension 
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suddenly to initiate a forward rotation during flight (Fink 
1987). During flight, the gymnast completes a quarter 
somersault forward in a straddled, piked position and then 
extends the body before recatch. A good recatch will exhibit 
little or no "jerk" and the gymnast will move smoothly into 
the next skill. 
There are three key points of interest in the performance 
of the skill related to the forces produced. The first is at 
the bottom of the giant swing where the gymnast "beats." The 
next is at the point of release, where there is forcible 
hyperflexion of the shoulder and extension of the hips. The 
third is at recatch, where the path of the center of gravity 
and the body orientation influence the forces produced. 
The present study was done in two parts. Part 1 was a 
quantitative description of reverse hecht performance and 
joint kinetics for two different performers. The results were 
derived from video analysis of several performances. Part 2 
was the development of the computer simulation model that 
predicts kinematics, resultant joint forces and resultant 
joint torques in the reverse hecht. 
For Part 1, two college-level male gymnasts were 
videotaped performing the Tkatchev on an instrumented 
horizontal bar. Strain gages were applied to provide data on 
horizontal and vertical reaction forces on the bar. Joint 
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forces and torques were determined using an inverse dynamic 
algorithm. 
The general pattern of movement found in these studies 
was used as a template of the skill for the computer 
simulation model. The model uses the template, along with the 
user-input parameters, to calculate the performance 
characteristics and joint forces and torques of the move when 
selected input parameters are altered. 
The computer simulation model of the Tkatchev was 
intended as a tool for coaches and researchers who want to 
assess the effects of changes in performance parameters of the 
forces and torques at the gymnast's joints. The model 
represented by the computer program is transparent to the 
user, so reprogramming is not necessary each time a change is 
made. This involves a menu-driven program that permits 
qualitative input and provides graphical output. 
Parameters which can be investigated with the current 
model include the angular speed of the giant swing, the 
inertial parameters of the gymnast, the amount of friction at 
the hand, the range of motion at the joints, the timing of the 
release, and the material and size of the bar. This model 
could readily be extended to include other parameters as 
variables. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The literature reviewed consisted of studies on the 
Tkatchev and related skills such as the overgrip giant swing, 
which leads into the release. Computer simulation models used 
in sports biomechanics, gait analysis and automotive crash 
modeling were reviewed. In addition, a brief review of the 
frequency and extent of gymnastics injuries is included. 
The Tkatchev 
Researchers have investigated the kinematics associated 
with the Tkatchev, but to date no kinetic studies have been 
reported. Gervais and Tally (1993) examined the kinematics of 
the beat swing and the release of three release moves: the 
Tkatchev, the Geinger and the Jaeger. They filmed the release 
skills during a competition and had an international judge 
rate the skills for execution. The investigators correlated 
mechanical variables with the judge's score. Nine Tkatchevs 
were analyzed. Two were initiated from a one-arm takeoff, 
while the rest were initiated from an overgrip giant swing. 
The study found an average takeoff angle of 52° and an average 
speed at release of 3^31 m/sec. The center of mass averaged 
.52 m above the bar at release, .90 m above the bar at the 
peak of the flight, and .24 m above the bar at the recatch. 
At release, the average angular momentum was 24.94 kg-m^/sec. 
High scores from the judge were correlated with a lower 
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maximum height of flight, a lower release speed and a lower 
takeoff angle. All these characteristics contributed to 
increased horizontal displacement. The average hip angle at 
the start and the end of the beat was -40° and 59°, 
respectively. Gervais and Tally also reported that the 
Tkatchevs had greater shoulder motion at release than the 
other skills reviewed. 
Prassas (1990) conducted a case study analysis of the 
reverse hecht (Tkatchev) on the horizontal bar. Using the 
Ariel Performance Analysis System, he examined film of 
gymnasts performing the Tkatchev. He presented kinematic data 
from two Tkatchevs and found that the path of the center of 
gravity was noticeably flatter for the unsuccessful Tkatchev 
than for the successful one. He compared some kinematic 
parameters of a successful and unsuccessful performance and 
found significant differences in horizontal displacement of 
the mass center and the trajectory angle. These results differ 
from the conclusions of Gervais and Tally (1993) who reported 
better scores for flatter trajectories (lower takeoff angle). 
This implies that an optimal trajectory exists and that 
comparative studies with small numbers of subjects may be 
misleading. 
Jinggang et al. (1989) analyzed the Tkatchev to optimize 
the performance of one gymnast. For this gymnast, they found 
the optimal joint angles throughout the giant swing, the 
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optimal release point, and the optimal trajectory for the 
flight phase. Although velocities and joint angles were 
analyzed, no kinetic parameters were calculated. 
Sands (1981) conducted a kinematic analysis of the 
Tkatchev as executed by an elite female gymnast. While no 
force analysis was done. Sands expressed concern that 
hyperlordosis in the giant swing beat and before the release 
may damage the gymnast's back. He also noted that the recoils 
of the bar aid the gymnast in completing the move. 
Fink (1987) published a theoretical analysis of the 
factors that affect the performance of the Tkatchev. He 
listed three primary factors: 
1) transfer of angular momentum at the point of release, 
when the rotation of the legs is suddenly stopped and 
angular momentum is transferred to the entire body; 
2) action-reaction, in which the hip extension before 
release causes hyperflexion at the shoulder, resulting in 
a downward force on the bar and hip flexion during flight 
causing the torso to flex toward the legs; 
3) reaction force, in which the bar provides an upward 
force on the body equal to the downward force applied to 
the bar by the gymnast's hand and provides a torque 
causing forward rotation about the center of gravity. 
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Giant Swing 
The giant swing is the preparatory skill for the reverse 
hecht part of the Tkatchev. Velocities developed during the 
giant swing govern the success or failure of the flight phase. 
Because the giant swing is a lead-in or connecting move in 
many horizontal bar and uneven parallel bar skills, it has 
been studied extensively. 
Smith (1981) estimated that, during the giant swing, a 
female gymnast exerts forces on the bar equal to five times 
the body weight of the performer. He proposed that training 
programs be structured to ensure that gymnasts can maintain 
their grip when exposed to forces of this magnitude. 
Yamashita et al. (1979) also documented forces of up to five 
times the performer's body weight during the performance of a 
giant swing. 
Kopp and Reid (1980) analyzed forces and torques exerted 
on the high bar during forward and backward giant swings. 
They proposed that deviations from the "standard" center of 
gravity curve would be useful in correction of giant swing 
execution errors. They reported maximum forces ranging from 
3.45 to 3.70 times the body weight of the gymnast occurring in 
the third quadrant, just past the bottom of the swing. 
Cheetham (1985) analyzed the trajectory and the angular 
velocity of the mass center for three giant swing variations 
on the horizontal bar. The three swings analyzed were the 
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regular giant, used to join skills; the dismount giant, which 
contains the release for the dismount; and the windup giant, 
which is used to accelerate the gymnast for the dismount. 
Cheetham found that the path of the center of gravity was a 
tilted ovular shape for the dismount giant, probably due to 
increased piking (hip flexion) during the upswing. In 
addition, the angular velocity was highest during the dismount 
giant. 
Witten (1990) conducted a kinematic and kinetic analysis 
of the overgrip giant swing on the uneven parallel bars using 
club level female gymnasts, aged 10-16, as subjects. Witten 
chose her experimental subjects to represent in age the 
population of female gymnasts participating in the sport. 
Witten used Dempster's segmental data (Dempster 1955, cited by 
Witten 1990) for inertial properties of the body and 
calculated muscle moments and joint forces at the elbow and 
shoulder. Maximum forces at the elbow and shoulder were about 
twice the gymnast's weight, and mean maximum moments were 96.8 
N-m at the elbow and 134.3 N-m at the shoulder. The maximum 
force exerted on the bar had a mean value of 3.1 times the 
gymnast's weight. In analyzing force data, Witten assumed 
that forces on the bar acted at the center of the wrist joint 
and that friction forces between the gymnast's hands and the 
bar were negligible. 
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Many of the concepts in kinematic and kinetic analysis 
used by these authors were adapted for use in the current 
work. The data from the giant swing and the Tkatchev were 
used as a basis of comparison for the values calculated in 
Part 1. Although there have been several studies on the 
Tkatchev and its lead-in skill, the giant swing, there have 
not been any studies that are three-dimensional, determine 
kinetic parameters, and model the skill under various 
circumstances. The current study addresses these issues. 
Computer Simulation Models 
Vaughan (1984) defines a computer simulation model as 
"the use of a validated computer model to carry out 
'experiments,' under carefully controlled conditions on the 
real-world system that has been modeled." (p.373) A computer 
model was defined as "the setting up of mathematical equations 
to describe the system of interest, the gathering of 
appropriate input data, and the incorporation of these 
equations into a computer program." (p.373) Development of 
the model requires determination of the human body model to 
use, the number of dimensions to use, and whether to use 
forward or inverse dynamics. 
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Human body models/dimensionalit.v 
The human body is composed of complex, irregular shapes 
of nonhomogeneous density. Its joints are a combination of 
sliding joints, and joints that rotate about one, two or three 
axes. The shoulder joint and scapula have several possible 
directions of motion, and in actuality, most of the joints 
have six degrees of freedom (three rotations, and three 
translations). In order to have workable, efficient equations 
of motion, researchers have constructed idealized models of 
the body. The degree of sophistication has varied 
considerably, depending on the purpose of the model and the 
dimensionality (considering the body as planar or three 
dimensional). 
Most human body models used in computer simulations have 
idealized the segments as rigid bodies, with the number of 
segments ranging from two or three up to seventeen. In planar 
modeling, researchers have often used linkage models for the 
human body. The segments have been idealized as thin rods 
with moments of inertia derived from tabulated data such as 
those from Dempster (1955, cited by Witten 1990, Dapena 1979, 
Youm et al. 1973, and Yeadon 1990). Dempster used a cadaver 
study to measure the moments of inertia of various segments 
under laboratory conditions. 
Dapena (1979) used a three-dimensional model of the human 
body to study the kinematics of airborne movements. He used a 
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15-seginent human body model, where all segments except the 
trunk were treated as thin rods with zero moments of inertia 
about the longitudinal axis. Segment masses and centers of 
mass were taken from Dempster's data (1955, cited by Dapena 
1979) and other inertial parameters were taken from Whitsett 
(1963, cited by Dapena 1979). The model allowed the two trunk 
segments to twist, but not bend, relative to each other, and 
did not include motion at the ankle and wrist. Ramey and Yang 
(1981) modeled the free fall phase of athletic activities 
using a nine segment human body model whose inertia parameters 
and segmental lengths were taken from data for the fiftieth 
percentile of United States Air Force Personnel (Scher and 
Kane 1969, cited by Ramey and Yang 1981). Youm et al. (1973) 
simulated kicking using a four-bar linkage in which mass and 
inertial properties were derived from Dempster (1955, cited by 
Youm et al. 1973) . 
Others have modeled segments as regular geometric shapes 
and joints as ball and socket joints or hinge joints. 
Hanavan (1964) used ellipsoids, frustra of cones and 
elliptical cylinders to model segments of the body. He 
utilized anthropometric measurements to determine segment 
geometric parameters. Hanavan's model has been used by many 
investigators simulating and analyzing gymnastics skills. 
Nissinen et al. (1985) used this model in a two-dimensional, 
six-segment model of horizontal bar dismount kinematics. 
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Miller (1970) developed a kinematic simulation model of diving 
that was quasi-three-dimensional and used the Hanavan human 
body model. Miller limited her study to a four-segment model; 
trunk, legs, and two arms. The arms were the only segments 
that could move out of the sagittal plane. This limited the 
dives that could be analyzed to non-twisting dives in the pike 
or layout position. Spaepen et al. (1983) used the Hanavan 
model to develop a 15-segment homogeneous mass model with 
three degrees of freedom per joint. They used this model to 
investigate the take-off and flight phases of various 
gymnastics maneuvers. Van Gheluwe (1981) used Hanavan's model 
to perform a three-dimensional computer simulation of an 
airborne backward twist somersault. Duck (1978) used a three-
link planar model of the human body to model gymnasts' 
movements on the horizontal bar. He used the properties found 
by the Hanavan model and reduced it to three links. 
Yeadon (1990) developed a mathematical model of the human 
body which uses 40 geometric solids that are specified by 95 
anthropometric measurements. Inertia parameters for body 
models up to 20 segments could be obtained using Yeadon's 
equations. He assumed that segments are rigid bodies and that 
no movement occurs at the neck, wrists, or ankles. All body 
segments other than the head were represented by a number of 
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stadium solids or truncated cones. He used Dempster's density 
data (1955, cited by Yeadon 1990) to calculate the mass of 
each segment or sub-segment. 
In addition to athletic activities, human body models 
have been used in gait simulations and automotive simulation. 
In automotive applications, vibrations models have been 
extensively utilized. Segal (1970) used an eight segment pin-
jointed human body model with coulomb friction and motion-
limiting stops at the joints. Vulcan and King (1970) modeled 
the body using rigid bodies connected by linear and torsional 
springs and dampers. In gait simulations, pin jointed models 
like those used in athletic activities and vibrations models 
have both been used. Amirouche et al. (1990) used a two-
dimensional model with linear and nonlinear springs and 
dampers at the joints. Ju and Mansour (1988) used two and 
three dimensional models with rigid links and pin joints. 
Siegler et al. (1982) used a concentrated mass supported by 
two elastic and viscous straight legs. 
In the current research, it was decided to use a three-
dimensional human body model. The mode used Hanavan's (1964) 
properties for inertias and derives masses from Clauser et al. 
(1969). It extends Hanavan's model to three trunk segments 
and neglects motion at the wrist and ankle. This approach was 
chosen to provide enough detail to find forces at the 
shoulders and at several points in the back, while not 
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requiring extensive anthropometric measurements or 
calculations to find inertial properties. 
Use of forward or inverse dynamic solutions 
The two primary methods of performing kinetic analyses 
are the forward method (forces and torques as input, kinematic 
data calculated) and the inverse solution (kinematic 
information is known, forces and torques are calculated). 
Most gymnastics/sports computer simulation models 
reviewed neglected the kinetics of the skills, and simply 
predicted the body's motion based on alterations in the joint 
angles or their derivatives. Of those that developed kinetic 
models, Bentham (1987) used angular velocities of segments to 
calculate the joint torques (inverse dynamic solution). 
Dainis (1974), Duck (1978), and Marshall et al. (1985) used 
forward solution models. Dainis (1974) used Lagrangian 
mechanics while Marshall et al. (1985) and Duck (1978) used 
the Newtonian approach. 
The present study used a combination of the forward and 
inverse solution methods in the model. Because alterations in 
joint kinematics are the usual method of coaching, they were 
the primary input for the model. While the coach can view the 
joint angles and tell the gymnast to increase or decrease the 
angle, he/she cannot observe the amount of force or torque 
used to create the movement. The external forces were found 
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in terms of the joint angles and the whole body kinematics 
using a vibrations model, and moments were estimated as 
proportional to the forces. Joint forces and torques were 
found using the inverse approach after the kinematics were 
calculated from the forward approach. 
Data acquisition 
The analyses and models of various skills used similar 
cinematographic techniques to obtain kinematic data. The 
primary differences in techniques were in the use of video or 
film, the frame rate of the video or film used, the smoothing 
technique, and the number of cameras used. 
Of those studying the Tkatchev, Gervais and Tally (1993) 
used one camera, filming at 50 frames per second (fps) and a 
Butterworth filter for smoothing the displacement data. 
Prassas (1990) videotaped the skill using two cameras at 200 
and at 60 fps, and used a digital filter for smoothing. Sands 
(1981) used a single camera in the sagittal plane at 100 fps. 
Other investigators who analyzed horizontal bar skills 
included Cheetham (1985) who studied the giant swing using 
film at 50 fps and Duck (1978) who filmed using one camera at 
200 fps. Those analyzing women's gymnastics skills on the 
uneven parallel bars included Witten (1990), who filmed at 100 
fps and Bentham (1987) who filmed at 150 fps. The present 
study used four video cameras, filming at 30 frames per 
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second. While a higher frame rate would have been preferable, 
equipment was not available to conduct higher frame rate 
studies. Although previous studies generally used film rather 
than videotape, Angulo and Dapena (1992) found that within the 
volume of the control object, video and film analyses are both 
precise enough "for most practical purposes." They also 
reported that although video was inferior for points outside 
the control volume, the average error in distances for 
landmarks outside the control volume was only 1.3%, which "may 
be acceptable" for some purposes. Preliminary studies showed 
that smooth and realistic acceleration curves could be 
obtained from 30 fps videotapes. 
Data processing 
Smoothing and differentiation techniques have been 
studied by several researchers. There is noise in the 
displacement data from motion of the markers on the skin, 
inaccuracies in digitizing, approximations in linear 
regression in the direct linear transformation (DLT), and 
other variables associated with the data acquisition process 
(Wood 1982) . There are four basic approaches v,'hich have been 
utilized in smoothing and differentiation of biomechanical 
data. These are digital filtering followed by finite 
difference techniques, polynomial approximations, splines and 
Fourier series approximations. These have been reviewed and 
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compared by various researchers. Andrews et al. (1982) 
compared two digital filters, cubic spline approximations and 
two Fourier series approximations. Using two different sets 
of test data, they found that different approaches worked 
better for each set of data. They concluded that there is no 
one method that is best in all situations. Pezzack et al. 
(1977) compared Chebychev polynomial approximations with a 
digital filter followed by finite differences. They found 
that the digital filter provided the closest match to analog 
acceleration curves. Woltring (1985) discussed the choice of 
the optimal smoothing and differentiation techniques for 
different types of data. He noted that most of the techniques 
are interrelated and reported that optimally regularized 
quintic splines were useful for smoothing and differentiation. 
He also reported that since accelerations are ill-defined by 
noisy position data, a wide variety of acceleration patterns 
can yield identical displacement. Therefore, in smoothing, 
the researcher looks at minimizing or maximizing other 
factors, such as minimizing the amount of jerk. Woltring 
indicated that the techniques in data collection can have a 
great effect on the accuracy of displacement data and its 
derivatives. The sampling frequency must be high enough to 
provide accurate time history of the displacement if accurate 
derivatives are to be computed. Wood (1982) reviewed least 
squares polynomial approximations, splines, digital filtering 
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and Fourier analysis approaches. In comparing these methods 
he concluded that all procedures provided good fits to noisy 
displacement data except for polynomials. The best fit to the 
second derivatives was found using quintic splines and an 
optimally regularized Fourier filter. Digital filters and 
cubic splines also provided adequate results. He concluded 
that "any procedure that can be shown to produce valid results 
within the context of the motion being analyzed is 
acceptable." 
Motion analysis labs generally use either a digital 
filter and finite differences or cubic splines (Wood 1982) for 
smoothing and differentiation. These approaches, along with 
quintic splines and Fourier series, were available for the 
current research. Digital filters, cubic splines and quintic 
splines were compared. Cubic splines were chosen due to the 
ease of use and options available. The smoothing results were 
comparable for all methods. 
Gynuiastics Injuries 
The literature consistently identifies the sport of 
gymnastics as dangerous, with injury rates as high as those in 
wrestling, football and lacrosse (Mandelbaum et al. 1989). 
Caine et al. (1989) reported that 56% of female gymnasts' 
injuries occurred due to chronic overuse and 72.2% of lower 
back injuries recurred during a one year study period. 
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Mandelbaum et al. (1989) reported on wrist pain syndrome 
in gymnasts and found 75% of male gymnasts and 33% of female 
gymnasts surveyed had wrist pain for at least four months. 
Gymnasts with more years of participation were more likely to 
have an ulnar variance. Much of the wrist pain in males was 
correlated to their pommel horse performances. Repetitive 
compressive impact on the epiphyseal structures was suspected 
to have a cumulative negative effect on the normal growth 
mechanism. 
Szot et al. (1985) reported on the radiological changes 
occurring in elite male gymnasts and the interrelationship 
between symptoms of pain and coexisting organic changes of the 
osteoarticular system. In this study of 41 men with 6-20 
years of gymnastics training, 65.8% showed radiological 
changes in the spinal column, 59.8% in the shoulders, 73.2% in 
the elbows and 58.5% in the wrist joints. In most subjects 
the radiological changes were "of a malformative degenerative 
type." They found more damage with increased years of 
training. In addition, they reported that radiological 
malformations preceded the associated pain, since gymnasts 
early in their training reported less pain, although the 
damage was already present in their x-rays. 
Silvij and Nocini (1982) and Nocini and Silvij (1982) 
found evidence that overloading during gymnastics causes 
chronic pain and structural alterations due to microtrauma at 
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the shoulder and elbow. They diagnosed conditions such as 
"gymnast's elbow" and "gymnast's shoulder." 
These studies demonstrate that many gymnastics activities 
can cause chronic, permanent damage to the gymnast. If 
gymnasts are to retire and not live in pain for the rest of 
their lives, research into minimizing the causes of high 
stress levels on the joints is necessary. The current work 
provides a tool for determining the demands of some gymnastics 
skills on the body under various situations. 
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THEORY, MATERIALS AND METHODS 
In this chapter, the mathematics and mechanics theory 
used to develop the simulation model, the materials used for 
the experiments and the methods followed in experimental and 
programming sections are discussed. 
A flowchart of the process followed in developing the 
model is shown below in Figure 2. Each major section of this 
chapter includes a flowchart summarizing the steps taken in 
that portion of this research. 
Define Problem: To simulate Tkatchev release 
move and determine forces and torques at the 
joints 
Conduct analysis to obtain real data for input 
into the simulation and to obtain kinetic 
results to be used in the validation of the 
computer simulation model 
Write equations and computer program for 
simulation model 
O 
Run computer progrcua using real data to 
validate the model 
Run experiments varying a ntimber of parameters 
Figure 2: Flowchart of simulation process 
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Preliminary Investigations 
Eight Tkatchevs were videotaped during the 1992 Big 8 
Mens' Gymnastics Meet to gain experience in the use of the 
Ariel Performance motion analysis system and to obtain 
preliminary data on the forces and torques in the Tkatchev 
release move. These Tkatchevs were digitized by estimating 
joint centers and using Ariel data (based on Dempster 1955, 
cited by APAS Manual 1989) for segment moments of inertia and 
center of gravity location. The segments used were; hands, 
forearms, upper arms, three trunk segments, legs and head. 
The Ariel kinetics module was used to estimate the forces and 
torques in these Tkatchevs. The results were used to provide 
a basis of comparison for later experimental results as well 
as to determine the minimum number of segments required to 
model the human body in the Tkatchev. 
In these preliminary investigations, most joints showed 
force peaks at three points in the move: the bottom of the 
giant swing, the release point, and the recatch. The largest 
force and torque peaks occurred during the giant swings. The 
highest force peaks v/ere between one and six times the 
gymnasts' body weight, and peak torques about the z-axis 
(sagittal plane) were between 200 and 600 N-m. In general, 
the maximum torques in the giant swing were in the upper back, 
at the release were in the lower back, and at recatch were in 
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the shoulders and upper back. There were some indications of 
a trade-off between lower and upper body motion: the subjects 
with the highest lower body forces and torques experienced the 
lowest upper body forces and torques. Figure 3 shows example 
plots of peak forces and torques calculated using the Ariel 
system software. 
-50 -s O" 
-100 • 
-150 
-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 
Time (sec) 
(a) Shoulder torques 
500 T 
S -500-
o -1000 -• 
-2000 
1 0.5 0 -0.5 -1.5 -1 
Time (sec) 
(b) Shoulder forces 
Figure 3: Example plots from preliminary studies 
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Analysis 
In the analysis portion of the research, gymnasts were 
videotaped performing the Tkatchev, strain gages were used to 
collect data from the bar, and computer programs were used to 
digitize the videotaped frames and calculate the kinetics and 
kinematics of the body during the performance. Figure 4 is a 
flowchart of the analysis process. 
Subjects 
The use of human subjects was approved by the Iowa State 
University Human Subjects Committee. Two members of the 
University of Iowa men's gymnastics team volunteered as 
subjects. The subjects were aged 19 and 21; their average 
height was 173.5 cm and average mass was 71.4 kg. Each 
gymnast provided information on previous injuries sustained, 
so correlations between forces experienced and any residual 
effects of the injuries could be investigated. Subject 1 
had some stiffness and limited range of motion in his right 
elbow, due to a tendon injury experienced two years 
previously. Subject 2 had spondylolisthesis in his back three 
years previously and had undergone therapy for correction. He 
reported no recurrent pain from the injury. Both subjects 
had performed the Tkatchev during competition in the previous 
season. Subject 1 was considered by his coach to be somewhat 
more proficient than Subject 2. 
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Set up experiments 
Use computer program to process video data 
Calculate the kinetics of each segment 
Determine the rotation matrices between global 
and segment coordinates 
Calculate the kinetics at each joint 
Store data for use in simulation model 
Figure 4; Flowchart of analysis process. 
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The gymnasts' coach signed a letter of permission to 
allow the gymnasts to participate and was present at the 
videotape session. The gymnasts signed informed consent forms 
describing their participation in the study and all possible 
risks (see Appendix B). 
Strength and flexibility 
A Biodex dynamometer, a computerized testing and 
rehabilitation system, was used to measure the maximum 
muscular torques and range of motion at the shoulders, elbows 
and lower back. The Biodex system could be programmed for the 
number of trials and output statistical data from the strength 
testing. 
The subjects were tested for maximum torques at speeds of 
180 and 300 degrees per second. Five repetitions were done at 
each speed. 
Anthropometry 
A modified Hanavan model of the human body was used 
(Miller and Morrison, 1975) to estimate segment centers of 
mass, moments of inertia, and masses. The Hanavan model 
represents the human body by 15 simple geometric solids of 
uniform density. The head was depicted as an ellipsoid of 
revolution, the upper and lower torso as right elliptical 
cylinders and the hands as solid spheres. All other segments 
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(upper and lower arms, thighs, shanks, and feet) were 
portrayed as frustra of right circular cones. The joints were 
modeled as follows: neck: hinge joint; shoulder: ball and 
socket joint; elbow: hinge joint; spine; ball and socket 
joints; hip: ball and socket joint; knee: hinge joint. 
The trunk was divided into three parts, based on the 
points where the back appeared to flex in the preliminary 
studies. The upper torso was defined to be from the top of 
the shoulders to the bottom of the sternum, the center segment 
from the bottom of the sternum to the waist, and the lower 
torso from the waist to the buttocks. All spinal movements 
were assumed to occur at the "joints" between these defined 
segments (i.e., the motion at the individual vertebrae was 
disregarded) . 
The foot and shank were treated as a single segment, 
since (becatise of the small mass of the foot) the movements at 
the ankle could not significantly contribute to the 
performance of the Tkatchev or to the forces at the other 
joints. The wrist was also considered immobile, although some 
important movement occurs at the wrist joint. Because of the 
size of the frame of reference of measurements, motion at the 
wrist could not be accurately measured (markers would be too 
close together to be distinguishable). Preliminary 
investigations showed that elbow and wrist torques were 
approximately equal throughout most of the move. Therefore, 
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the movement at the wrist probably did not contribute 
significantly to the torques of interest at the shoulders and 
back. 
Methods for obtaining anthropometric measurements are 
found in Hanavan (1964) and Clauser et al. (1969). Equipment 
needed to perform these anthropometric measurements included: 
skin calipers, a scale, and an anthropometer. The definition 
of each measurement taken is provided in Appendix C. The 
anthropometric data for the subjects are shown in Table 1. 
From the anthropometric data, segmental masses were 
calculated using Clauser's regression equations as reported by 
Miller and Morrison (1975). These are given in Table 2. Any 
discrepancy between calculated total weight and the actual 
total weight of the gymnast was distributed proportionally 
among the segments (Miller and Morrison 1975). 
Principal mass moments of inertia (Ixx, lyy, Izz) were 
calculated using segment weights and anthropometric 
measurements defining lengths and circumferences. The 
formulae used the for mass moments of inertia are given in 
Table 3. 
Calibration of space for Ariel system 
The direct linear transformation (DLT) is the method by 
which two-dimensional data from two or more video cameras is 
converted into three-dimensional positions of markers. The 
Table 1; Anthropometric data 
Measurement (cm) Subject 1 subject 2 
Head circumference 56.5 + 0.1 58.3 + 0.2 
Chest circumference 97.3 + 0.3 97.7 + 0.7 
Axillary circumference 33.1 + 0.4 31.7 + 0.4 
Elbow circumference 28.6 + 0.4 27.0 + 0.0 
Forearm circumference 29.5 + 0.0 27.8 + 0.3 
Wrist circumference 18.9 + 0.1 18.3 + 0.2 
Fist circumference 29.3 + 0.3 28.4 + 0.2 
Thigh circumference 49.9 + 0.5 49.9 + 0.1 
Knee circumference 36.4 + 0.1 35.1 + 0.1 
Calf circumference 36.5 + 0.1 34.6 + 0.1 
Ankle circumference 25.7 + 0.4 26.3 + 0.2 
Iliac fat 1.0 + 0.0 0.6 + 0.0 
Chest breadth 32.0 + 0.2 30.4 + 0.4° 
Waist breadth 27.4 + 0.2 26.2 + 0.2 
Hip breadth 30.8 + 0.3 30.4 + 0.1 
Chest depth 24.4 + 0.1 26.0 + 0.2 
Waist depth 20.9 + 0.1 20.5 + 0.1 
Buttock depth 25.1 + 0.4 24.5 + 0.3 
Upper arm length 26.3 + 0.3 31.1 + 0.1 
Forearm length 25.4 + 0.2 26.4 + 0.4 
Wrist breadth 6.9 + 0.1 6.5 0.0 
Hand breadth 9.5 + 0.1 9.2 + 0.1 
Chin-neck interval 20.9 + 0.1 22.1 + 0.2 
Shoulder height 133.7 + 0.3 136.9 + 0.2 
Substernal height 122.5 + 0.2 128.2 + 0.8 
Trochanterion height 91.5 + 0.1 95.5 + 0.0" 
Sitting height 87.5 + 0.1" 85.6 + 0.4 
Tibiale height 45.1 + 0.2 50.2 + 0.6 
Sphyrion height 8.0 + 0.1 7.6 + 0.5 
Foot length 26.3 + 0.2 25.5 + 0.1 
Stature 172.4 + 0.1 174-5 + 0.3 
' Dropped outlier, averaged 2 values. 
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Table 2j Segmental Mass Formulas (Miller and Morrison 1975) 
Body Segment Mass (kg) Regression Equation 
Head =0.l04*Head Circumference 
+0.015*Mass-2.189 
Trunk =0.349*Mass+0.423*Trunk Length + 
0.229*Chest Circumference -35.460 
Upper Arm =0. 007*Mass+0.092*Axillary 
Circumference+0.050*Upper Arm 
Length-3.101 
Forearm =0.081*Wrist Circumference 
+0.052*Forearm Circumference 
-1.650 
Hand =0.029*Wrist Circumference 
+0.075*Wrist Breadth + 0.031*Hand 
Breadth-0.746 
Thigh =0. 074*Mass+0.123*Thigh 
Circumf erence+0.027*Iliac 
Fat-4.216 
Lower Leg =0.1ll*Calf Circumference 
+0. 047*Tibiale Height 
+0.074*Ankle Circumference-4.2 08 
Foot =0. 003*Mass+0.048*Ankle 
Circumf erence+0.027*Foot 
Length-0.869 
Fat in mm 
All other dimensions in cm 
xable 3; Mass moments of inertia of segments (Hanavan 19 64) 
Figure Ixx lyy Izz 
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DLT requires a calibration object whose marker positions are 
known in three dimensions. A linear regression algorithm is 
used to calculate the relationship between two-dimensional 
image coordinates and three-dimensional space data. 
Scaled two-dimensional image coordinates are retrieved 
from the videotape or film during digitization of the frames. 
The calibration object is used to define a three-dimensional 
reference frame in space. Two vectors, hj and Hj, along with a 
fixed point, define a two-dimensional coordinate system for 
the image plane. If point I is the video image of point O and 
point O has coordinates (x,y,z) with respect to the 3-d 
reference frame, and point I has digitizer coordinates (U,V) 
with respect to the image coordinate system, then the general 
form of the 3-d to 2-d image coordinate transformation is: 
U= {Ax+By+Cz+D) / {Ex+Fy+Gz+D 
I* li 
V={Hx+Iy+Kz+L) / [Ex+Fy+Gz+D 
The coefficients A-L are found experimentally using the 
calibration object. Given six or more knov7n locations in the 
three-dimensional space (defined by the calibration object) 
and the two-dimensional data from at least two cameras, a set 
of equations, using the above relationships, can be set up to 
solve for A-L using the method of least squares. 
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The routine used in this research is based on the work of 
Abdel-Aziz and Karara (1974, cited by Walton 1978 and APAS 
Manual 1989). The methods are described in detail in Walton 
(1978) . 
An object was designed to attach to the bar to calibrate 
the space in which the gymnast performed the Tkatchev, for use 
with the DLT. The reference object was made from PVC pipe in 
order to be lightweight and durable. The calibration points 
were rubber balls glued to the ends of the pipe and covered 
with reflective tape. There were eight calibration points, 
four above and four below the bar. The device is pictured in 
Figure 5. 
The object defined an area about 200 cm square about the 
bar. The global coordinates of the calibration points were 
found by measuring the device, and are listed in Table 4. 
Points within this calibration space were expected to be 
reliable (Wood and Marshall 1986). In the videotaping, the 
ankle markers were outside the calibration space at some 
points during the move. These were expected to be less 
reliable than the other measured marker positions, and 
required more smoothing. 
The calibration object was attached to the bar before the 
gymnasts were videotaped. The object was videotaped from all 
cameras and the videotape was digitized and transformed to 
provide the parameters for the DLT. After the first gymnast performed, 
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Figure 5: Calibration object 
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Table 4: Position of 
coordinates 
calibration markers in global 
Marker # X (cm) Y (cm) Z (cm) 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 3.5 0.0 99.4 
3 248.5 -4.0 77.8 
4 244.5 -4.0 -3.2 
5 255.2 202.5 -13 .4 
6 256.0 194.5 99.0 
7 -14.1 210.5 94.8 
8 -20.9 208.0 -12.3 
the cameras were moved to improve capture of points high above 
the bar. The calibration object was videotaped a second time 
after the experiments with the cameras in their new location, 
and this calibration frame was used for the data from Subject 
2 .  
The accuracy cf calibration was checked by digitizing ten 
frames of the calibration object in a static position and 
comparing the computed locations of the markers with their 
measured locations- This was done separately for the Subject 
1 and Subject 2 locations. Results of this check are 
summarized in Figures 6 and 7 and in Table 5. 
The errors in the z-direction (along the axis of the bar) 
are higher for Subject 1. This occurred because one of the 
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Table 5. Marker errors in calibration test 
Marker X error (cm) (Y error (cm) | z  error| cm 
Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 1 Sub 2 
1 2 6 2 2 6 2 
2 0 8 4 1 4 5  
3 3 2 3 1 9 2 
4 4 3 4 1 10 1 
5  5  2 2 2 6 8 
6 5  2 0 1 8 7 
7 3 3 0 0 3 3 
8 4 2 1 2 6 5 
Avg 3 4 2 1 6 4 
with the z-axis, which made it difficult to differentiate 
points along the axis. Since the Ariel system "projects" a 
trajectory for the points, some error resulted if a small 
difference occurred from the first to the second 
differentiated frame. In addition, since the PVC pipe from 
which the calibration object was made was not completely 
rigid, there may have been some movement of the markers in 
this "static" calibration check. Angulo and Dapena (1S92) 
reported errors in control object points of up to 1.5% of the 
distance surveyed. This would allow up to 3 cm error in the 
calibration points. Although the errors reported here are 
higher than 3 cm in some cases, they are small enough to 
permit adequate resolution of most points. The higher errors 
reported here are probably due to measurement errors, movement 
of the markers, poor resolution of the object due to 
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inadequate lighting, and less than optimal location of cameras 
for resolution of calibration points. 
Determination of bar forces from strain gage data 
Strain gages were applied to the horizontal bar (a steel 
bar 240 cm long and 2.8 cm diameter) to determine the external 
forces (vertical and horizontal forces) that occurred at each 
hand. Two pairs of strain gages were applied at each end of 
the bar, one pair on the top surface 
and one pair on the side (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Strain gages attached to bar 
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Static strength of material theory was used to 
determine the forces at each hand from the strains measured. 
As shown in Figure 9, the shear diagram, VL is the shear 
force on the left end of the bar, VR is the shear force on 
the right end of the bar, ML is the moment on the left end 
of the bar, and MR is the moment on the right end of the 





Figure 9: Shear diagram 
From strength of materials it is known that at any 
point on the surface, €,=-M(x)r/EI, -r/EI is constant for 
constant cross-section, it will be denoted as C in the 
following equations. Then 
e^=M{a) *C ; Af(a) =-^ (2) 
and similarly. 




From the shear-moment diagrams (Figures 9 and 10) , it can be 
seen that 
M(b) -M{a) =VL* {b-a) (4) 
ML 
Figure 10: Moment diagram 
so VL can be found from strain data: 
M{h)-M[a)_ 1 ,(62-61) 
(b-a) (h-a) C 
(5) 
From the shear-moment relationships. 
ML+VL*b=M{b) ( 6 )  





The moment at PI can then be found as 
M1=ML-^VL*C (8) 
Similarly, for the right-hand side of the bar. 
(9) jb-a C 
MR=^-VR*b (10) 
c 
M2=MR+VR* (L-d) (11) 
Again, from the shear-moment relationships, 
M2-M1={VL-Pl)*{d-C) (12) 
and PI can be found from 
P1 = VL- (13) 
d-c 
P2 is found using the shear force relationship 
P2=VR+VL-P1 (14) 
Horizontal forces can be found using an identical 
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derivation, with gages 5-8 replacing 1-4 in the equations. 
The distances a and b were measured when the strain gages 
were applied. The distances c and d were determined using 
the wrist center location in relationship to the ends of the 
bar. These were calculated using the three-dimensional 
position data. The constant C was determined using static 
calibration of the system and was checked using known values 
for the Young's Modulus and the area moment of inertia of 
the steel bar. 
An approximation of the error involved in using static 
calibration for this dynamic system was done. In 
vibrations, the magnification ratio is the ratio of the 
dynamic displacement to the static displacement under the 
same forcing conditions. For a system with negligible 
damping, the magnification ratio is: 
(15) 
If the bar/gymnast system is viewed as a lumped mass of 
73 kg on a vibrating bar with pin connections at the ends, 
the natural frequency of the system is 
(16) 
Af+0. 5in 
where the equivalent spring constant of the system is 
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42X103^ (17) 
the lumped mass M is 73.4 kg, and the mass of the bar m is 
9.6 kg. Then the natural frequency of the system is 13.48 
rad/sec. 
From preliminary investigations, it appeared that the 
forcing frequency at the hands was about 4.5 rad/sec. This 
would result in a magnification ratio of 1.12. This would 
mean that the method of using static calibration results in 
estimated forces about 12% above the actual applied forces. 
This overestimate would increase as the natural frequency 
and the forcing frequency get closer together. 
The bar was instrumented with eight MicroMeasurements 
EA-13-120LZ-120 strain gages, having gage factors of 2.115 ± 
0.5% and a resistance of 120 n. Although the strain gages 
used were designed for static data collection, they were 
adequate for this application because the experiment was of 
short duration. The primary advantage of using "dynamic" 
strain gages would be a longer life under cyclic stresses. 
Data from the strain gages were conditioned and amplified 
using a Measurements Group 2100 Strain Gage Conditioner and 
Amplifier System. The amplified data were digitized using a 
Bioinstrumentation A/D board and input into an AT-compatible 
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386 personal computer. Data acquisition and storage was 
controlled using the APAS analog module. 
The strain gages were affixed to the side and the top 
of the bar at each end. The first was located at 1 inch and 
the second at 13 inches from the point where the bar was 
pinned. The strain gage data was sampled at 210 Hz and was 
later manually synchronized with the kinematic data 
resulting from the digitized videotape frames. The release 
point was used as the synchronizing event. 
Calibration of strain gages consisted of computing the 
constant C=-EI/r for the strain gage set-up used. The 
constant was first computed with a single static load 
applied at different points along the bar. With a single 
load, the force was independent of its location, and 
Equation (13) reduces to 
^ * (€2+63-el-€4) (18) 
C {b-a) 
The results from the calibration are shown in Figure 
11. Using linear regression, C was 3.85 in-lb per iie, 
(43.497 N-cm/jue) . Using E=30xl0® psi and the bar diameter of 
1.102 inches, the calculated value of C was 3.924 in-lb//ie, 
which is 1.9% higher than the measured value. It was 
concluded that the calibration process was correct. 
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Figure 11: Calibration data, single load: load vs. strain 
The calibration was then checked by applying two loads 
along the bar. Table 6 shows the data from the two-load 
application. It appears that with loads that are very close 
together, there is significant error. This is probably due 
to insufficient differentiation of the strain from each 
force. That is, the significance of the strain is less than 
the differences expected. This was not a serious problem in 
the experiments performed, since the hands were at least 
shoulder distance apart. This distance was large enough for 
adequate differentiation of force results. 
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Table 6: Calibration data for strain gages 
Value Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 
PI (lb) 50 50 50 65 
P2 (lb) 50 50 50 50 
c (in) 28.5 23.25 65.5 32.75 
d (in) 63 29.5 69 69 
d-c(in) 34.50 6.25 3 .50 36.25 
VL (lb) 52.2 74.4 29.8 57.7 
ML(in-lb) -10.1 -8.0 -22.0 -26.5 
VR (lb) 46.8 25.3 69.2 56.1 
MR(in-lb) -1.4 -2.8 10.6 -2.8 
Ml(in-lb) 1477.6 1721.8 1929.9 1863.2 
M2(in-lb) 1543.0 1654.3 1809.8 1455.8 
PI (lb) 50.3 85.3 64 .1 68 .9 
P2 (lb) 48.7 14.4 35.1 44 .9 
P1+P2(lb) 99.0 99.7 99.0 113.8 
Error, Pi +0.6% +70.6% +28.0% +6.0% 
Error, P2 -2.6% -71.2% -29.0% -10.2% 
Error, -1.0% -0.3% -1.0% -1.0% 
P1+P2 
Videotape protocol 
Four cameras were used to videotape the gymnasts. The 
cameras were Panasonic Model AG450, Panasonic Model AG190, 
Panasonic Model AG185 and Panasonic Model AG180. Four 
Scotch EG+ T-120 videotapes were used. 
The subjects were videotaped using a four-camera 
arrangement, as illustrated in Figure 12. Because of the 
proximity of the bar to the wall, cameras could not be set 
up to view the move directly from the gymnast's left side. 
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The camera arrangement used provided adequate reproduction 
of most points; however, there were parts of the movement 
where the left side markers were invisible to three of the 
cameras. This required some estimation of the location of 
some markers while digitizing to have an adequate 
reproduction of the move. 
Canero  1 
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Figure 12: camera positions 
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no shirts to minimize errors associated with the movements of 
clothing relative to the body. Body segments were identified 
using reflective markers made by students at Iowa State 
University. The markers were Styrofoam balls covered with 
3M™ reflective tape, with bingo chips glued to the bottom. 
They were attached to the gymnasts' skin using 
spirit gum. The reflective markers were placed at the 









forehead, in front of the left ear, 
and in front of the right ear, 
lateral side of elbow and medial side 
of wrist, 
lateral side of elbow, half way up the 
posterior side of the upper arm, lateral 
side of the shoulder, 
superior edge of the sternum, substernal 
notch, and on the neck opposite the 
superior edge of the sternum, 
left and right sides of waist,and on 
vertebral column opposite the substernal 
notch, 
left and right sides of waist, left and 
right anterior superior iliac spine, 
lateral side of knee, half way up anterior 
thigh, half way up posterior thigh, 
greater trochanter, 
lateral side of knee and lateral 
malleolus. 
The skill was videotaped at 30 frames per second. In 
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The skill was videotaped at 30 frames per second. In 
preliminary studies, this frame rate was found to provide 
adequate resolution for the Tkatchev. The frame rate of 
each camera was checked using an analog clock for 60 seconds 
prior to and after data acquisition. 
Nine trials were recorded from Subject 1 and ten from 
Subject 2. Trials were chosen for analysis based on 
completion of the move without spotting assistance, points 
of release and recatch clearly visible on the tape, and all 
data acquisition equipment functioning simultaneously and 
properly. Two trials were selected and digitized for each 
subject. 
The data from all four cameras and the strain gages 
were synchronized using the point of release as the 
synchronizing event. The camera views were synchronized 
using Ariel software prior to transformation of the data 
into three-dimensional coordinates. The release point was 
identified in each view while digitizing. The displacement 
data and the strain gage data were synchronized at this 
point using the software specifically written for this study 
(Appendix D). 
Data reduction from motion analysis system 
The Ariel Performance Analysis System (APAS) was used for 
much of the data reduction in this study. APAS is a 
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software and hardware system specifically designed to 
analyze videotape or film using biomechanical principles. 
It consists of modules that 
1) transform video images into computer files, 
2) allow the user to digitize points (joints) on the 
image, 
3) transform digitized data from two or more cameras 
into three-dimensional data, 
4) smooth the digitized data, 
5) calculate kinetic and kinematic data, 
and 6) provide output in the form of animated figures, 
graphs of any desired kinetic or kinematic 
parameter, and data or spreadsheet files for 
further processing by the user. 
The system limitations are as follows: 
1) The Ariel software operates on the assumption that 
each segment is defined by the joints at each end 
(a stick-figure representation) . Therefore, it 
assumes that rotations along the segment's long 
axis are negligible in all calculations. 
2) APAS provides output only in global coordinates; 
kinematic and kinetic parameters cannot be 
calculated in segment coordinates unless segments 
are aligned with the global coordinates. 
3) The kinetics module cannot be used with non-system 
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segments; the user must use the default segments 
provided by the software. APAS provides for only 
one trunk segment, so the division of the trunk 
into two or three segments could not be done 
accurately using the software provided. 
4) The kinetics module cannot interface with analog 
external force data, so it uses assumptions to 
calculate forces and torques at the joints. It 
assumes zero moments at the external force point, 
and apparently uses a optimization scheme of some 
sort to solve the closed loop problem. 
The following processes were done using the software 
available with APAS: The videotape frames of interest were 
selected and captured into digital computer files. The 
locations of the reflective markers on each video frame were 
manually digitized. The data from the four cameras were 
transformed into three-dimensional data using the DLT 
algorithm. Cubic spline smoothing was performed on all the 
raw displacement data to filter out noise and extraneous 
data. Various smoothing algorithms were available from the 
APAS system; cubic splines, digital filtering and quintic 
splines were compared on test data. The difference in 
resulting accelerations was minimal, with cubic splines 
providing adequate reproduction of the signal without 
cutting off the peaks. The cubic splines algorithm also 
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allowed "impact/relax" areas in the curves where smoothing 
could be increased or decreased due to the nature of the 
move or the data. Cubic splines were therefore used in 
order to take advantage of this feature. The closeness of 
fit parameter for each point's displacement was chosen by 
viewing the acceleration curves. The closeness of fit 
parameter corresponded to the maximum distance from the raw 
data that the smoothed data could be; that is, the smaller 
the parameter, the less smoothing performed. The smoothing 
was determined to be adequate if the acceleration curve 
showed no sudden spikes, which would indicate random noise 
(APAS User's Guide 1989). Displacement, velocity, and 
acceleration data calculated by the Ariel program were 
printed to a DOS file for access by the Fortran programs 
used to analyze the skill (Appendix D). 
Secondly, the strain gage output was converted for use 
in the force/torque program. The data were output from the 
Ariel system into a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet, sent to a file, 
and converted to a form that could be used more easily. The 
synchronizing point was found where the strains crossed the 
zero level (at the release). The strain gage data was 
interpolated to correspond with the kinematic data using a 
cubic splines routine (Kahaner, Moler and Nash, 1989). The 
interpolated data was then sent to a file for use in the 
calculation of forces and torques for the body. 
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that could not be easily used as a data file. A routine was 
written that converted these data into three files (position, 
velocity and acceleration) that could be used as data files in 
the Fortran program. 
Determination of rotation matrices 
The conversion of vectors from global to segment 
coordinates and conversion between two segments were found 
using the methods of Spoor and Veldpaus (1980). Assume that 
in the initial videotape reference frame, the displacement 
vector for any marker is defined by a vector a and in another 
frame the displacement vector to the same marker is defined by 
vector p. Then the relationship between the two positions is: 
p= [i?]a+jb (19) 
where [R] is a rotation matrix and b is a translation vector. 
Since only the rotation information was needed, the method for 
finding [R] was used. This method requires position vectors 
be defined for at least three points on each segment (i.e., 
there must be three markers to define a segment). If a 
defines the marker positions when the segment is aligned with 
the global coordinates, then [R], the rotation matrix between 
global and segment coordinates, can be found using a and p at 
any other point in the move. Details are given in Spoor and 
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Veldpaus (1980). 
The rotation matrix between two segments (i.e., from the 
shank to the thigh segment) can be found from the rotation 
matrices for each segment from global coordinates. If [R,] and 
[Rj] are the rotation matrices for the shank and thigh 
segments, respectively, then for any vector v, 
^global ~ "^shank (20) 
and 
^global ~ ^thigh (21) 
SO 
W^thigh^^Rl^'^Bhank (22) 
then, since the rotation matrices are orthogonal [Ri]''=[Ri]^ and 
^thigh~ [•^2^ '^shank (23) 
SO the rotation matrix from shank to thigh 
[i?,2] = [ie2]=^[i?J (24) 
similarly, for any two segments i and j, the rotation matrix 
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(24) 
Similarly, for any two segments i and j, the rotation matrix 
from segment i to segment j [R^] is: 
For the shank and forearm segments, only two markers were 
used since the rotations at the elbow and knee joints were 
assumed to be only about the z-axis (mediolateral axis) of 
the thigh and upper arm. An algorithm was developed to deal 
with these special cases. 
Equation (25) was rearranged so that the rotation 
matrix of one segment with respect to the global coordinates 
v;as v:ritten in tarius of the adjacent segment's rotation 
matrix and the rotation matrix between the two segments: 
Since the rotation between the two segments was assumed to 
be only about the z-axis, the rotation matrix [R^j] could be 
written as: 
(25) 
[Ri] = [i?;,-] [Rij] (26) 
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COS0 -sin0 0 
= sin0 COS0 0 
0 0 1 
(27) 
Let the vector from marker 1 to marker 2 on the distal 
segment be labeled a in distal segment coordinates, p in 
global coordinates, and p' in proximal segment coordinates. 
Using , the vector can be determined in proximal 
segment coordinates. Then using [R^j]a=p', we get the 
relationships, 
Since only the cosine and sine of $ are unknown, the two 
equations can be solved simultaneously to obtain the 







and cos 0 can be found using: 
cos0=v/l-sin20 (30) 
The rotation matrices for each segment and between 
segments were computed using the position data from the APAS 
program. Initially, a reference location was determined for 
each marker in segment coordinates using their theoretical 
locations from the Hanavan model. At these reference 
points, the segment would be aligned with the global 





Figure 13: Coordinate systems 
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The marker locations for the reference position were 
put in a reference file for the subject. These reference 
positions were compared manually with relative position 
vectors in several digitized frames where at least two 
points in a segment were aligned along a global axis. For 
example, the upper arm segment is aligned with the global 
coordinate system when the elbow and shoulder have the same 
x-coordinate. The averaged position vectors from the 
digitized frames were used as corrected reference frame 
data. If there was a large discrepancy between the 
theoretical and the averaged reference data, the marker was 
either disregarded or the theoretical value used (assumed 
that the digitization was less accurate, since there seemed 
to be many errors in the digitization process) . The 
theoretical location of markers, from the Hanavan model, are 
tabulated in Appendix F. The reference data was then used 
as the a vectors in Equation (16) , and used to calculate 
rotation matrices for each frame. 
Calculation of kinematics of each segment 
The angular velocity and angular acceleration of each 
segment were determined from the methods of Verstraete and 
Soutas-Little (1990). As with the rotation matrix, a 
minimum of three markers were required for this 
determination. The authors indicated that four markers 
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increased the accuracy markedly. For each segment's 
markers, l.-n, the global position, velocity and 
acceleration vectors were known from digitizing and 
differentiating the Ariel data. From these, the relative 
position, velocity and acceleration vectors between any two 
markers were determined using subtraction. For angular 
velocity, the relationship 
'^i/r'^^i/3 <31) 
was used, where cj is the angular velocity of the object with 
respect to the global reference frame. A system of 
algebraic equations was then set up and solved for co using 
least squares techniques. See Verstraete and Soutas-Little 
(1990) for details. Similarly, for angular acceleration, if 
a is the angular acceleration of the object with respect to 
the fixed reference frame, then the relationship: 
a^/j.=Qx(c3xF^/j.)+axr^/j- (32) 
is used and solved for a using least squares techniques. The 
vectors co and a are then rotated into segment coordinates 
using [Ri] for the segment of interest. 
For the forearm and shank segments, an algorithm was 
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developed to deal with the assumption that there was only 
one rotation at the knee and elbow joints. If the proximal 
segment is again segment 2 and the distal segment is segment 
1, then (Kane and Levinson 1985) the angular velocity of the 
distal segment with respect to the global coordinate system 
can be written as: 
^Al=-^A2+ -^21 (33) 
The angular velocity of the distal segment can be rewritten 
as: 
vjhere u'" is the first derivative of the joint rotation at 
the joint of interest. 
The angular acceleration for the two-marker segments 
was computed as follows: 
=cc^+a^^j523+(o^^x (c3'^jm23) 
= (at^+oj^^c3^) E21+ H22+ (a^+a^^) E23 
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All the variables in the first two terms of Equation (35) 
are known from previous calculations; the only component we 
need to calculate is in the 1123 direction, which has the 
magnitude of which can be found by setting a^' equal 
to the second derivative of the joint rotation at the joint 
of interest. The first and second derivatives of the 
rotations were found using a cubic splines program. 
The linear acceleration of the center of gravity of the 
segment was determined using the relative acceleration 
relationship: 
where r is the position vector from the segment's center of 
gravity to the marker whose acceleration is defined. The 
marker acceleration was determined in segment coordinates 
using the rotation matrix, and then the center of gravity 
acceleration was calculated using Equation (36). 
Determination of joint forces and torques 






where the change in momentum, Hg was determined using the 
Newton-Euler equations; 
All vectors were determined in segment coordinates. The 
forces were determined by first using hand forces found 
using the strain gage methods described previously. The 
joint forces were then computed segment by segment as 
follows: forearms (elbow forces), upper arms (shoulder 
forces), head (neck forces), upper trunk (upper spine 
forces), mid spine (lower back forces) , shanks (knee 
forces) , thighs (hip forces) . One extraneous equation for 
the pelvis segment was used as a check on the accuracy. It 
was not expected to be in complete agreement because of 




H^~T^g(tz ^^xx~^yy^ ^ x^y 
(39) 
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The moments at the hands were assumed to be primarily 
frictional and therefore proportional to the forces at the 
hands and only in the direction opposing the rotation (that 
is, the global z-direction). The hand moments were 
calculated using M=k jF], where k=.03 (based on literature 
values from Duck 1978 and Witten 1990). M is in Newton-
meters and F in Newtons. The moments were determined 
segment by segment as follows; shanks (knee moments), 
thighs (hip moments), pelvis (lower back), mid-trunk (upper 
back), head (neck), then the forearm, upper arm and upper 
trunk segments. As with the forces, there was an extra 
equation used as a check on the accuracy. 
Determination of joint rotation angles 
The joint rotation angles about the distal segment's z-x-y 
axes were calculated and sent to data files for use as input 
for the simulation program. 
The joint angles were determined using the rotation 
matrices for each segment calculated as described above. If 
the rotation matrix between two adjacent segments is [R;;], 
then the joint angles can be defined as three independent 
rotations, about the distal segment's z-axis, then the x 
axis, then the y axis. If these three rotation angles are 
0], 62, and 03, then the rotation matrix between the segments 
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•ceiC63-S0iS02S03 -S0iC62 06^362+36^362062 
[J?] = S0iC03 + C6IS02S03 C0IC02 S0IS03-C0IS02C03 (40) 
-S03C02 S02 C02C03 
where c denotes cosine and s denotes sine. 
Using trigonometric relationships, the rotation angles were 
computed from the terms of the rotation matrix as follows: 
Output from analysis 
Forces, torques, kinematics, joint angles, and center of 
gravity trajectory were output to data files, converted to 
form useable with Quattro Pro for Windows, and imported to 
spreadsheet files for plotting and analysis. 
(41) 
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Theoretical determination of bar deflections 
The bar deflections measured at the hands were compared 
with those expected from strength of materials theory. The 
bar was modeled as being pinned at both ends, although there 
were minimal end moments calculated during the calibration. 
For a bar pinned at both ends, the deflection, y, at a point 
a distance x from the left end of the bar when a single load 
P is applied at a distance a from the left end of the bar, 
and a distance b from the right end of the bar: 
Using the principle of superposition, if there is a load P, 
at a distance c from the left end and a load P, at a distance 
d from the left end of a bar of length L, then the 
deflection at c from P, is 
x<a - 7= {x^-{L^-b^)x) 
bhi±Lt 
( 4 2 )  
( 4 3 )  
-y=-:^[(L-x)3-(i,2-a2) [L-x)] 
ohlLi 
( 4 4 )  
(45) 
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and the deflection at c from P2 is 
_ P2 iL-d) 
yi2= VTTTr (i'- (i-C?) ') C] (46) 
Then the total deflection at c is 
yi=yii+yi2 (47) 
similarly, at d, the deflection from P, is 
721 = ^ ^ [ {L-d)^-[L^-c^) [L-d) ] (48) 
Oil/XLi 
and the deflection at d from P2 is 
(49) 
3EIL 
And by the principle of superposition, 
72=^21+722 (50) 
Development of Equations for the Computer Simulation Model 
The equations for the computer simulation model were 
developed using joint angular kinematics, initial body 
orientation, and the center of gravity trajectory about the 
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bar as input. The primary results of the program were the 
joint kinetics and the orientation of the body in space. 
Figure 14 shows a flowchart of the mathematics used in 
developing the simulation. 
The computer simulation was developed entirely in 
Microsoft Fortran on a 486 IBM PC compatible computer. The 
12-segment computer simulation model was developed as 
follows: The Tkatchev was divided into three phases, the 
giant swing, the flight and the recatch. The giant swing 
and the recatch were the hand contact phases, while there 
was no contact with the bar during the flight. 
For all phases, the mid-trunk segment was used as the 
reference segment. The orientation and kinematics of the 
other segments were calculated with respect to the reference 
segment. 
During the giant swing phase, the input parameters were 
the joint angles versus time and the angular position of the 
center of gravity with respect to the bar versus time. The 
vector r from the hands to the center of gravity was 
calculated, using the average distance from the hands to the 
center of gravity, essentially assuming that the hands were 
fixed at the bar, rather than deflecting with the bar. An 
attempt was made to use the bar deflections in an iterative 
process, but it was unsuccessful because the noise in the 
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Determine pareuaeters to be used as 
input/output 
Use bar properties, CG angle in global 
coordinate system to determine forces at hands 
and CG path 
Determine reference segment orientation 
Use reference segment kinematics with joint 
rotations to determine the kinematics of all 
segments 
Determine joint forces and torques using 
Newtonian equations 
Figure 14. Flowchart of simulation mathematics. 
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data resulted in the iterations rapidly becoming unstable. 
The r and 6 data were differentiated using cubic splines-
The data was passed through a 7-point moving filter to 
eliminate high frequency noise associated with the 
differentiation process. Then the center of gravity 












The total force at the hand was then divided between 
the two hands based on parameters input by the user. 
Using the positions of the hands and the center of 
gravity in global and in reference segment coordinates, the 
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1980) . Once the position and orientation of the reference 
segment were known at each frame during the giant swing, the 





=P cy - (5 Y c-P-sy P-sP SY-ay C'P cy 
a2^=a;sP+dPcP+Y (55) 
af^=acPcY-dPsPcY-dYcP sy +Psy+ Pycy 
where a, jS, and y the rotation angles about the 3-1-2 axes 
of the reference segment. 
The kinematics of each of the segments were then 
calculated from the kinematics of the reference segment and 
the relative kinematic relationships resulting from the 
geometry and the joint angles. These relationships were 
defined in Huston and Passerello (1971): 




where bj, bj, and bj are the unit vectors aligned with the 
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^gj ^CG*^j*^CG (58) 
where bj, bj, and bj are the unit vectors aligned with the 
principle axes of the reference segment, qj is the position 
vector of the center of gravity of segment j with respect to 
the reference segment center of gravity, and Pcq is the 
position vector of the center of gravity of the whole body 
with respect to the center of gravity of the reference 
segment. The details of the derivations for each segment 
are provided in Appendix A. 
After the segment kinematics were found, the joint 
kinetics could be calculated using the same Newtonian 
relationships defined in the analysis portion of this 
research. 
In the flight phase of the Tkatchev,. the principles of 
conservation of momentum were used to determine the body 
position and orientation at each time point within the 
flight. The velocity at release and the angular momentum of 
the segments about the whole body center of gravity were 
input by the user during the simulation. The position of 





The orientation of the reference segment was found 
using the methods of Dapena (1979) . The angular momentum 
around the center of gravity was defined as: 
^ =2l^Q^+:27n^(r^x-^) (60) 
1=1 i=i uC 
All the terms in the above equation can be written in terms 
of the angular velocity of the reference segment (unknown) 
and the joint angles versus time and their derivatives 
(known) . The vector equation above is then rewritten into 3 
scaler equations and solved for the components of oj, at each 
frame during the flight. The derivation of the equations 
used is given in Dapena (1979) . The angular position of the 
reference segment in the global reference frame was then 
calculated using numerical integration of the angular 
velocity. A Runge-Kutta method was used to perform the 
integration. 
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Once the angular position and the center of gravity 
position are known, the segment kinematics and joint 
kinetics are calculated as discussed above for the giant 
swing phase. 
During the recatch phase, the program first checked to 
see if the hands were close enough to the bar to recatch. A 
10 cm cushion was provided to account for errors in 
digitization and errors resulting from the integration. If 
the hands did not recatch, the flight continues. If they 
do, then the program calculates the angular position of the 
center of gravity at the time of recatch. The angular speed 
of the center of gravity about the bar was used as input, 
and the angular position versus time was calculated. The 
recatch phase calculations were identical to those in the 
giant swing phase thereafter. 
Validation of the Computer Simulation Model 
Two variations of the Tkatchev performed by 
Subject 2 in Trial 9 were used to validate the model, since 
the results from that trial were the most accurate of the 
analysis results. The validation was done using the 
assumption of symmetry about the centerline in order to 
simplify the determination of angular momentum during flight 
and to account for any erroneous asymmetry in the analysis 
results. In one case, the values for the right side of the 
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body were used, and mirrored on the left. In the second 
symmetric Tkatchev, the left hand values were used and 
mirrored on the right. All long axis and anterior-posterior 
axis rotation was disregarded. When the pattern and 
magnitude of forces and torques were essentially the same 
for both the simulation and the analysis, the model was 
considered to be validated. Because there were various 
sources of error, a generous margin of error was allowed 
between the two methods. 
The output of the simulation model was provided in two 
graphical forms: plots of forces and torques versus time 
and animated output of the gymnast on the screen. The 
kinematic and kinetic data were also output to files so that 
the user could do further analyses if needed. 
The animation routines were developed using the CYLBOD 
subroutine and MAINJMP program developed by Jesus Dapena 
(Department of Kinesiology, Indiana University, Bloomington, 
IN 47405) . Although these routines did not provide for the 
joints in the trunk, it was determined that they were 
adequate to show the body trajectory and motion during the 
move. 
Running the Computer Simulation 
In order to illustrate the use of the computer 
simulation program, several example simulations were run. 
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These included prohibiting the rotation at various joints 
and determining the effects on the angular velocity of the 
trunk, and on the forces at the right shoulder and the lower 
back. Other experiments included investigating the effects 
of increasing the leg length and body mass, the effects of 
increasing the giant swing speed, and the effects of 
different angular momentum values during flight. Table 7 
summarized the experiments done. 
Table 7; Simulations performed 
Simulation name Description 
NOKNEES Knees are not allowed to bend 
NOLOBACK Lower back is not allowed to bend 
NOHIPS Hips are not allowed to bend 
NOUPBACK Upper back is not allowed to bend 
FASTSWNG Angular speed increased by 25% 
FASTWHIP Angular speed increased by 25%, hip 
flexion/extension range increase by 
10% 
LONGLEGS Leg length increase by 5 cm, body mass 
increased by 2 kg 
When the computer simulation program is run, the user 
is led through several steps to input the parameters of the 
program, then the simulation is run through the giant swing 
phase. The gymnast's position is shown on the computer 
screen as each frame of data is computed. At the point of 
release, the user is asked for an angular momentum value to 
use in the flight. The user may also alter the linear 
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velocity at release to correct for errors in the giant swing 
velocities. The program stops if recatch is expected and 
informs the user of where the hands are located in space at 
that frame. It will continue until recatch and then inform 
the user of the recatch frame. In the postprocessing phase, 
the user is given the opportunity to view the animation 
again and to view plots of the forces and torques. The data 
is then written to files and can be read by the user or 
imported into a spreadsheet for further analysis. An 
example run of the simulation is provided in Appendix I. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Part 1: Analysis 
It is difficult to make any sweeping statements about 
"typical" Tkatchev performance based on measurements from 
two gymnasts. This section will, however, discuss the 
differences and similarities between and within gymnasts, as 
well as the joint location, timing, and magnitude of force 
and torque peaks, and the assumptions made in the analysis 
model. It will compare the results from this analysis with 
previous studies of the Tkatchev, and will use video 
observation to attempt to correlate any anomalous results 
with physical events. 
Strength and range of motion data 
As described in the Methods section,, the gymnasts' 
strength and range of motion were tested for selected joints 
using the Biodex dynamometer. Table 8 summarizes the 
results of the strength testing for the elbows, shoulders 
and back. Subject 2 had more elbow and back strength than 
Subject 1 while both gymnasts exhibited similar strength 
characteristics for the shoulder joints. The range of 
motion of the joints in single plane motion was also 
measured using the Biodex dynamometer. This data is 
summarized in Table 9. 
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Table 8: Strength data 
Max Torque generated at 180 degrees/sec (in N-m) 
Subject 1 Subject 2 
Joint Left side Right side Left ; side Right side 
(motion) 
Elbow flex ext flex ext flex ext flex ext 
(flex/ext) 49 .4 50.7 59.1 51.4 64.1 75.7 64 .S 58.4 
Back flex ext N/A N/A flex ext N/A N/A 
(flex/ext) 148.7 265.8 150.2 314 . 2 
Shoulder flex ext flex ext flex ext flex ext 
(flex/ext) 106.8 89.1 95.9 114.2 99.3 116.5 103.9 107.8 
Shoulder ab ad ab ad ab ad ab ad 
(ab/adduct) 78.1 90. 0 78.7 95.2 64.55 78.7 65.9 66.9 
Table 9: Anatomical range of motion data 
Maximum anatomical range of motion(degrees) 
Subject 1 Subject 2 
Joint Left side Right side Left side Right side 
(motion) 
Elbow from: to: from: to: from: to: from: to: 
(flex/ext) -8.0 145. 0 -6.0 127. 0 -1.0 139.0 -6.0 140.0 
Back from: to: N/A N/A from: to: N/A N/A 
(flex/ext) -57.0 29.0 -60. 0 29.0 
Shoulder from: to: from: to: from: to: from: to: 
(flex/ext) -12.0 168.0 -33.0 180.0 -34.0 187.0 -31.0 180.0 
Shoulder from: to: from: to: from: to: from: to: 
(ab/adduct) -1.0 156.0 0.0 158.0 -1.0 179.0 0.0 168.0 
Note that Subject 1 had a reduced range of motion in 
his right elbow. Subject 2 exhibited larger range of motion 
than Subject 1 in the shoulders. In both strength and range 
of motion, both subjects displayed similar characteristics. 
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is reflected in similar characteristics in the Tkatchev forces 
and torques. 
Range of motion of joints during the Tkatchev performance 
The rotation angles of the distal segments were used as a 
measure of the range of motion of the joints during the 
Tkatchev performance. Since motions during the move are 
three-dimensional rather than planar, these angles do not 
correspond directly with the range of motion capabilities 
measured in the previous section. Table 10 summarizes the 
range of joint rotations for selected joints. Figures 15-17 
are example plots of the shoulder joint angles versus time. 
These are for Subject 2, trial 9. Note that in all plots in 
this chapter, point B indicates the release point, and point C 
indicates the recatch point. Note that the flight phase shows 
some step changes in the joint angles. While there are 
definitely large shoulder motions during the flight, some of 
the jumps in the data are probably attributable to 
digitization errors, since the large range of motion and rapid 
arm motion during flight made digitization difficult due both 
to blur and the slow frame rate of the videotape. Subject 1 
displayed somewhat less motion at the elbow than 
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Table 10: Average rotation angle ranges during Tkatchev 
performance 
Subject 1 average range Subject 2 average range 
of motion (degrees) of motion (degrees) 
Joint A/P 
axis 




1. axis M/L 
axis 
R.elbow N/A N/A 49 N/A N/A 85 
L.elbow N/A N/A 46 N/A N/A 80 
R.shldr 92 360 172 42 360 280 
L.shldr 87 360 245 45 360 280 
upper 
back 27 45 80 27 32 70 
lower 
back 11 13 75 22 14 75 
R. hip 60 41 110 72 55 120 
L. hip 55 42 120 80 77 100 
R. knee N/A N/A 57 N/A N/A 55 
L. knee N/A N/A 47 N/A N/A 47 
Neck 42 55 70 45 45 130 
Subject 2, possibly because of the range of motion deficit 
in the right elbow due to the previous injury. Subject l 
also had a smaller range of motion in the shoulder and neck. 
This may indicate that Subject 1 used his body more 
efficiently, since the neck contributes little to the move. 
The larger range of motion of the shoulder for Subject 2 
coincides with the flight phase of the move. Subject 1 may 
reduce the motion of the arms during flight to limit 
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Figure 15: Anterior-posterior rotations of the right 
shoulder for Subject 2, Trial 9. 
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Figure 16; Longitudinal axis rotations for right 
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Figure 17: Mediolateral rotation of right shoulder for 
Stibject 2, Trial 9. 
Subject 1 had more frontal plane motion (abduction and 
adduction) in the shoulder than Subject 2. This indicates 
that Subject I's arms came out to the side during the flight 
phase, while Subject 2 circled the arms overhead, then 
dropped the hands in front of the body. Dropping the arms 
to the side may provide a smoother, more direct motion for 
the arms, but there may be a trade-off with more lateral 
torque on the shoulders at the recatch. 
During the performance of the Tkatchev, the upper and 
lower back "joints" had 70-80 degrees range of motion. 
These ranges are actually an aggregate of the smaller range 
of motions at the individual vertebrae. This indicates that 
motion at the back should not be neglected, as occurs in 
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many human body models. When digitizing using the Ariel 
default model, it was obvious that much motion was neglected 
by ignoring the back movement. The line connecting the 
shoulder and hip was not aligned with the torso at all. It 
instead resembled the string of a bow, with the body being 
curved and only the ends meeting. 
There appears to be significant twisting motion at the 
upper trunk. This is probably due to the asymmetry of hand 
and arm forces that was observed. There were also 
significant axial rotations at the shoulder and the hip 
joints. This indicates that the inclusion of axial 
rotations in the human body model is worthwhile. 
Peak forces and torques during Tkatchev performance 
The peak magnitudes of forces and torques from each 
gymnast for each joint are summarized in Tables 11 and 12. 
Since these values are approximations, based on a modeling 
process, the magnitudes have been rounded to two significant 
figures. This provides a feel for the data without 
presenting the impression of highly accurate results. 
In these tables, the x-direction is the along the 
anterior-posterior axis of the proximal segment, the y-
direction is along the long axis of the proximal segment, 
and the z-direction is along the mediolateral axis of the 
proximal segment. The reference segment orientation was 
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Table 11; Force peaks at each joint by gymnast 
Note: Forces are in Newtons, followed by the 
time,in seconds, when the peak occurred (with the 
point of release) . 
Subiect 1. Trial 4 
Joint X-direction Y-direction Z-direction Magnitude 
Mag(N) time Mag(N) Time Mag (N) Time Mag (N) time 
Right hand -930. -.44 2000. .92 1300. . 90 2400. .92 
Left hand -970, -. 15 -1300. -. 18 960. -.54 1600. -.46 
Right elbow -1400. -.44 -1700. .92 -1400. . 90 2400. .92 
Left elbow -1200. -.16 -1100. -.84 970. 
in 1 1600. 
-.46 
R shoulder -1100. -.84 -1800. .92 1500. -.44 2300. .92 
L shoulder -700. -.56 -1200. -.48 1100. -.18 1600. -.46 
Neck -96. .46 -110. .14 89. . 22 140 . .16 
Upper back 1500. -.82 -3500. -.44 -590. -.16 3500. -.46 
Lower back 1000. -.20 2200. -.52 210. -. 54 2200. -.52 
Right hip 500. -.42 1000. -.50 130. -.52 1000. -.50 
Left hip 530. -.18 970. -.52 160. -.54 980. -.52 
Right knee -120. -.42 300. -.52 -69. . 68 300. -.52 
Left knee -110. -.42 255. -.54 75. . 48 260. -.54 
Subiect 1. Trial 8 
Right hand -1200. -.38 -2100. .94 -890. . 88 2300. .94 
Left hand -870. -.10 -1300. -.40 780. -.46 1600. -.12 
Right elbow -1800. -. 50 -1900. . 94 -910. . 88 2300 . . 94 
Left elbow -1100. -.12 -1100. -.42 790. -.46 1500. -.42 
R shoulder 970. -.36 -1700. .94 1600. . 94 2300. .94 
L shoulder 430. .92 -1200. -.42 1100. -.12 1500. -. 12 
Neck -95. .52 -104. .14 140. . 14 170. .14 
Upper back 2000. -.36 -3300. -.46 -550. -.12 3500. -.40 
Lower back 950. -.22 2000. -.50 290. -. 56 2000. -.50 
Right, hip 510. -. 22 890. -. 50 -89. . 34 S30. -. 50 
Left hip 480. -.20 970. -.50 140. -.56 970. -.52 
Right knee -120. .72 280. -.54 -65. . 56 280. -.54 
Left knee -110. .78 300. -.54 81. .56 310. -.54 
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Table 11 (continued) 
Subject 2. Trial 4 
^ . . X-direction Y-direction Z-direction Magnitude 
° (N) (N) (N) (N) 
Mag time Mag Time Mag Time Mag time 
Right hand -310. .50 • -1400. .70 -770. .50 1500. .68 
Left hand -930. -.54 • -3300. -.54 1200. -.60 3600. -.54 
Right elbow -450. .70 -1300, .70 1200. -.60 1500. . 68 
Left elbow -1500. -.54 -3100. -.54 1200. -.60 3600. -.54 
R shoulder 620. -.54 -1400. .68 -180. -.94 1500. . 68 
L shoulder 1700. -.52 -3200. -.58 180. -.52 3600. -.54 
Neck 97. .02 -140. .20 43. .08 150. . 14 
Upper back 2500. -.54 -3000. -.58 620. -.22 3700. -.54 
Lower back -1200. .68 2000. -.60 -450. -.14 2000. -.60 
Right hip 500. -.20 870. -.62 -100. . 60 940. -.60 
Left hip 490. -.20 790. -.60 -130. -.12 910. -.60 
Right knee 160. -.12 250. -.60 89. -.12 260, -.58 
Left knee 210. -.08 260. -.60 76. .46 270, -.60 
Subject 2. Trial 9 
Right hand -380. -.46 -2000. .84 -980. ,78 2100, .82 
Left hand -470. -.44 -2200. -.46 620. ,88 2300. -.46 
Right elbow -830. -.46 -1900. .84 -980. ,78 2100. -.80 
Left elbow -1000. -.46 -2100. -.48 630. .88 2300. -.48 
R shoulder HOC. -.44 -1900. .82 -230. .80 2100. .80 
L shoulder 1200. -.16 -2300. -.48 220. -.16 2300. -.48 
Neck 98. .12 -130. .28 -19. -.18 160. .18 
TTr>r-\^ v V%a o nnn 
• 
— A A ^-5 1 nn X V u • -.46 —610. rv 3700. -.48 
Lower back -1100. -.72 1900, -.52 -260. -.08 2000. -.52 
Right hip 510. -.18 870, -.52 -84. -.12 940. -.52 
Left hip 550. -.58 910, -.52 110. -.70 970. -.52 
Right knee 170. -.06 270. -.16 -110. .52 280. -.16 
Left knee 190. -.02 320. -.52 -67. -.02 320. -.52 
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Table 12: Moment peaks at each joint by gymnast 
Note: Moments are in Newton-meters, followed in 
parentheses by the time with respect to release when 
the peak occurred. 
Subject 1. Trial 4 
Joint X-direction Y-direction Z-direction Magnitude 
(N-m) (N-m) (N-m) (N-m) 
Mag time Mag Time Mag Time Mag time 
Right hand -69. .92 33. -.82 -23 . -.82 71, .90 
Left hand 38 . -.46 -27 . -.46 -25. -.18 47, -.46 
Right elbow 280 . .82 -100. .90 -180. -.82 290, -.82 
Left elbow -210 . -.54 -26. -.16 -210. -.84 250. -.54 
R shoulder -360 . -.82 -250. .92 -560. .90 650. . 90 
L shoulder 470 . -.52 -280. -.56 230. -.84 540. -.54 
Neck 9 , -1.10 -11. -1.08 -12. -1. 08 18. -1.08 
Upper back -140- .54 82. .50 -290. .98 300. . 98 
Lower back 98 . -.52 -82. .50 220. .98 240. -.18 
Right hip -63 . .36 33 . . 64 110. .74 120. .72 
Left hip -42 . -.08 -54. ,52 100. -.42 100. -.42 
Right knee -12 . .66 3 . . 66 21. .76 22. .74 
Left knee 11. .48 -2. -,44 18 . .74 19. .76 
Subiect 1. ' Trial 8 
Right hand -67 . .96 41. -.38 -17. -.78 69. .96 
Left hand 40. -.12 -25. -.42 -16. -.36 47. -.42 
Right elbow 180. .86 38. -.38 -150. -.40 210. -.40 
Left elbow 180 . -. 10 -82. -.12 -120. —. 10 230. _ in 
R shoulder -380. -.40 -210. -.44 -400. .88 480. .88 
L shoulder 380. -.46 390. -.10 200. -.78 430. -.10 
Neck 11. -1.02 -13 . -1.04 -14 . -1.02 22. -1. 04 
Upper back -160. -.52 86. .54 280. -.12 290. -.12 
Lower back 100. -.52 -86. .54 -230. -.22 240. -.22 
Right hip -58. .30 48. .58 110. .72 120. .72 
Left hip 57. .28 -58. .54 110. .80 120. . 80 
Right knee -11. . 60 2.1 .86 22. .72 22. .72 
Left knee 13 . .56 -2,3 .88 20. ,72 21. .72 
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Table 12 (continued) 
Subject 2 .  Trial 4 
Joint X-direction Y-direction Z-direction Magnitude 
(N-m) (N-m) (N-m) (N-m) 
Mag time Mag Time Mag Time Mag time 
Right hand - 4 4 .  .  6 8  1 3 .  - . 9 2  - 1 9 .  - . 9 4  4 4 .  .  6 8  
Left hand 8 7 .  - . 5 4  - 3 9 .  - . 5 6  - 5 1 .  - . 5 6  1 0 7 .  - . 5 4  
Right elbow - 1 4 0 .  - . 5 4  - 8 6 .  . 5 2  8 4 .  .  6 8  1 6 0 .  - . 5 4  
Left elbow - 2 6 0 .  - . 6 0  5 0 .  - . 8 8  - 1 3 0 .  - . 9 8  2 8 0 .  - . 6 0  




1 5 0 .  - . 9 6  - 2 9 0 .  - . 2 4  4 1 0 .  - . 9 6  
L shoulder 5 8 0 .  - . 5 8  1 6 0 .  - . 2 4  - 3 7 0 .  - . 6 0  6 7 0 .  - . 6 0  
Neck 9 .  - . 2 2  7 .  - 1 . 2 0  2 0 .  - . 2 0  2 2 .  - . 2 0  
Upper back 1 1 0 .  - . 2 2  1 1 0 .  - . 1 0  - 4 8 0 .  .  6 6  4 8 0 .  .  6 6  
Lower back 5 6 .  - . 8 0  - 1 0 0 .  - . 1 0  - 4 0 0 .  - . 1 2  4 2 0 .  - . 1 0  
Right hip 5 9 .  .  6 2  5 9 .  . 4 4  - 1 4 0 .  - . 1 4  1 4 0 .  - .  1 4  
Left hip - 5 8 .  - . 1 0  5 9 .  . 4 6  - 1 6 0 .  - . 1 0  1 7 0 .  - . 1 0  
Right knee 1 7 .  - . 1 2  6 .  . 4 4  - 3 7 .  - . 1 4  4 0 .  - . 1 4  
Left knee 1 4 .  . 4 4  - 5 .  . 4 4  - 4 4 .  - . 1 0  4 5 .  - . 1 0  
Subiect 2. Trial 9 
Right hand - 6 2 .  . 8 0  1 1 .  - . 4 8  - 1 5 .  - . 8 6  6 3 .  . 8 0  
Left hand 6 0 .  - . 4 8  - 1 9 .  - . 4 8  - 3 1 .  - . 4 6  7 0 .  - . 4 8  
Right elbow 1 9 0 .  . 7 6  - 7 9 .  . 7 8  8 5 .  .  8 6  2 1 0 .  . 7 6  
Left elbow 1 5 0 .  - . 1 6  - 7 0 .  - . 1 4  - 9 5 .  - . 8 4  1 7 0 .  - . 1 6  
R shoulder - 2 4 0 .  - . 8 2  1 7 0 .  - . 8 4  - 4 7 0 .  . 7 8  5 0 0 .  . 8 4  
L shoulder 2 5 0 .  - . 8 8  1 5 0 .  - . 1 6  3 0 0 .  - . 1 6  3 4 0 .  . 8 8  





1 1 7 .  - . 1 4  2 1 .  - . 1 6  
Upper back 1 3 0 .  - . 1 4  7 1 .  - . 0 2  4 4 0 .  - . 0 2  4 4 0 .  - . 0 2  
Lower back 7 5 .  
o




- . 0 2  - 3 8 0 .  - . 0 6  3 9 0 .  - . 0 6  
Right hip - 8 0 .  . 3 8  7 2 .  , 5 2  - 1 3 0 .  - . 0 8  1 3 0 .  - . 0 8  
Left hip 7 6 .  . 3 8  - 3 9 .  . 4 8  - 1 5 0 .  - . 0 4  1 5 0 .  - . 0 4  
Right knee - 1 9 .  . 5 2  3 . 8  . 5 2  - 3 5 .  - . 0 8  3 6 .  - . 0 8  
Left knee -12 . - . 0 4  - 2 . 6  - . 0 4  - 3 6 .  - . 0 4  3 8  .  - . 0 4  
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shown in Figure 13 in the Methods section (inverted in a 
handstand position). The results were also computed in 
distal segment coordinates but, due to space limitations, 
these are not presented here. 
From these tables, it can be seen that the Tkatchev is 
not completely symmetric. Subject 2, especially, exhibited 
a great deal of asymmetry in the hand forces. In trial 4, 
Subject 2 has hand forces four times higher at the right 
hand than at the left during the giant swing portion. The 
forces at the recatch are more balanced. Subject 1 shows 
some asymmetry at the hands at the time of recatch, although 
the giant swing is fairly symmetric. This recatch asymmetry 
may be due to catching one hand earlier than the other, or 
due to asymmetric body movement during flight. It was noted 
from the videotape that the gymnast caught the bar to the 
right of center, so the left hand deflected more easily than 
the right, since it was closer to the center of the bar. 
This may result in less force on the left hand at recatch. 
The force peaks tended to coincide with four points 
during the performance. These points occurred before and 
after the bottom of the giant swing, before the release, and 
after the recatch. The forces during the giant swing tend 
to be the highest, probably due to gravity effects and due 
to trying to generate speed for the upswing. There were 
also some very large peaks at recatch, where the impact at 
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the hands alters the trajectory of the arms, stopping the 
movement of the hands. The upper back has the largest force 
peaks, as high as 5.6 times the body weight. Resultant 
forces of up to 3 000 N. were found in both the x (anterior-
posterior) and the y (longitudinal) directions. The spine 
is more stable under vertical loading, where muscles and 
ligaments run in the direction of the load, than under 
transverse loading, where the anterior and posterior 
longitudinal ligaments provide much of the support to 
prevent displacement of vertebrae (Kreighbaum and Barthels 
1990). Because of this, the injury potential would probably 
be greater when the force is in the anterior-posterior 
direction. Kreighbaum and Barthels (199 0) point out that if 
ligaments are relied upon for support on a long-term basis, 
there can eventually be stretching of the ligaments and 
damage to the discs, bodies, articular capsules and spinous 
processes. This indicates that strong muscles in the back 
and abdomen are necessary to prevent back injury in this 
move. 
The calculated torque data was compared with the 
maximum torques that the gymnasts could voluntarily generate 
(see strength data). It was found the elbow torques 
sustained were about twice the established elbow strengths. 
The shoulder torques sustained were about seven times the 
strength for flexion/extension and five to six times the 
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strength values for abduction/adduction. The lower back 
torques sustained were similar to the strength data. The 
body can sustain torques much greater than it can generate 
because the combination of bone, ligament, tendon, and 
muscle can prevent or slow movement more readily than muscle 
can generate force. It can be seen by viewing the joint 
rotation data that much of the torques endured are done so 
isometrically (that is, there is no motion at the joints). 
This means that the joint can be stabilized using various 
muscle groups and anatomic structures. 
The fact that the torques at the shoulders are so much 
higher than the strength data indicates that there may be 
increased potential for injury at the shoulder joint. This 
joint is highly dependent on soft tissue for its stability. 
If the gymnast were to err, he would not have the strength 
to correct the movement and overstretching of the shoulder 
soft tissue structures may occur. 
Because the strength data does not correlate well with 
the torques experienced, it was decided to use the measured 
torque data from Subject 2, trial 9 as the reference 
standard. Torques calculated in the model that greatly 
exceed the peaks for this trial (that are at least 110% of 
the maximum measured torques) will generate warning 
messages. This approach, similar to that of Bentham (1987), 
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uses the measured torques as the standard that the body can 
endure. 
Figures 18-21 show examples of the forces at the hands 
versus time for each subject. Note that there is a great 
deal of asymmetry in the hand forces. Subject 1 shows a 
pattern of using more force on the left hand at the top of 
the giant swing, more force on the right hand at the bottom 
of the giant swing, more force on the left hand at release, 
and more force on the right hand at recatch. The reasons 
for this asymmetry are not clear. It may be due to a weight 
shift to keep the center of gravity aligned or possibly due 
to range of motion considerations at release, since Subject 
1 had less range of motion capability in his left elbow. 
The recatch asymmetry may result directly from the release 
asymmetry. 
As a measure of asymmetry. Tables 13 and 14 were 
constructed. Three points in the move where peaks typically 
occur were chosen as comparison points. These were at the 
bottom of the giant swing, just before release, and at 
recatch. The ratio of left side to right side forces and 
torques were computed. 
The ratio of the left to the right hand for Subject 1, 
trial 8 is shown in Figure 22. This figure shows that the 
left hand dominates at the release and the right at the 
bottom of the giant and at the recatch. 
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Figure 18: Left hand force 
magnitude for 
Subject 1, trial 4 
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Table 13jForce ratios at peaks (Left/right) 
Subject 1, #4 Subject 1, #8 Subject 2, #4 Subject 2, , #9 
a bog rel rec bog rel rec bog rel rec bog rel rec 
Time -.5 -.18 . 92 -.52 -.12 .94 -.60 -.14 . 70 -.52 -.18 .84 
hand .75 1.6 .42 . 66 1.57 .46 6.1 1.80 1.0 1. 54 1.85 0.59 
elb .75 1.6 .42 . 67 1.59 .47 6.1 1.84 1. 02 1.53 1.83 0.57 
shld .75 1.5 .42 .71 1.62 .48 6.05 1.75 1.03 1.53 1.87 0.57 
hips .96 1.08 .98 1.09 1.10 .91 .96 1.15 1.17 1. 04 0.86 1.02 
° Abbreviations are as follows: bog: bottom of giant, rel: 
release, rec: recatch. 
Table 14; Moment ratios at peaks (Left/right) 
Subject 1, #4 Subject 1, #8 Subject 2, #4 Subject 2, #9 
a 
bog rel rec bog rel rec bog rel rec bog rel rec 
Time -.5 -.18 .92 -.52 -.12 .94 -.60 -.14 . 70 -.52 -.18 .84 
hand .77 1.57 .42 . 66 1.57 .46 6.1 1.9 1.0 1.55 1.85 .59 
elb .62 1.21 .31 .53 1.42 .25 2.15 .37 .92 .46 4.82 .22 
shld .59 1.50 .29 .51 1.43 .26 2.29 . 68 . 91 . 57 4.03 .23 
hips 2.07 1.27 1.41 2.73 1.06 .66 .79 .99 1. 39 . 87 1.31 .88 
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Figure 22: Ratio of left hand to right hand 
force for Subject 1, trial 8 
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The following were noted about the peak forces and 
torques: The peak torques generally occur before release or 
at the recatch. The lower body (hips, knees and lower back) 
has high torques during the flight/recatch phase, probably 
because the legs are used to complete the rotation of the 
body over the bar. The peak torques in the arms occur 
primarily at the recatch, and the back has highest torques 
during the beat section of the giant swing. The shoulders 
have high torque peaks both at the recatch and at the 
release. The legs and neck are highest during the flight and 
recatch phases of the Tkatchev. 
The peak forces in the lower body for both gymnasts 
occurred during the giant swing, probably due to the beating 
action of the legs. Subject 1 seemed to use the right side 
more during the recatch and the left side during the release 
and giant swing. Peak forces for Subject 1 occurred at the 
lower back at the recatch and during the giant swing. The 
peak forces at the recatch are primarily in the x-direction, 
while they are primarily in the y (axial) direction for the 
giant swing. The peak magnitude of the forces at the upper 
back joint is approximately five times the body weight of 
Subject 1. Peak forces at each hand are about 3.5 times the 
body weight. These results correlate well with the values 
found in previous studies of giant swing forces (Smith 1981, 
Yamashita et al. 1979, Kopp and Reid 1980). 
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Subject 2 had somewhat higher forces at the upper back 
during the giant swing than Subject 1, although the magnitude 
at recatch was similar. Subject 2 also displayed asymmetry in 
the loading of the body. The right side had the highest 
forces at the recatch, while the left side had higher forces 
during the giant swing and the release. 
The highest forces and torques experienced by the gymnast 
during the Tkatchev are found primarily at the hands, elbows, 
shoulders and torso. This is different from movements in many 
other sports, which utilize the lower body for load bearing. 
The upper body is not designed for load bearing as is the 
lower body. The shoulders are less stable than the hip joint 
in order to allow maximum range of motion. The high forces at 
the shoulders require a great deal of strength to maintain 
stability. The highly developed muscular structure in the 
gymnasts' upper bodies attests to this fact. 
The major torque peaks at the shoulders occur at the 
recatch for the abduct ion/adduction direction, at the bottom 
of the giant swing for the axial rotation direction, and there 
are four peaks in the flexion/extension direction correlating 
to before the bottom of the giant, after the bottom of the 
giant, release, and recatch. Figures 23-27 show these forces 
for the right shoulder of Subject 2, trial 9. At the recatch, 
the gymnast has extended and abducted shoulders. The impact 
with the bar causes the shoulders to flex and stops the 
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Figure 23: Right shoulder 
torques for 
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Figure 27: Lower back torques for 
Subject 2, trial 9: 
Z-direction 
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rotation of the arms in the frontal plane. The arms move 
overhead and align with the torso for the transition into the 
next move. The muscles are working to restrict the movement 
at the shoulders initiated by the bar contact. This peak is 
of primary concern in the assessment of injury potential 
because it is a sharp peak and is less predictable because it 
is related to impact rather than a smooth transition within 
the swing that is seen at the bottom of the giant. 
The upper back torque shows a peak at release that is 
caused by hyperextension of the back. This correlates with a 
large axial force peak on the spine. It appears that the 
shoulders absorption of high torques at recatch prevents 
excessively high values at the back. 
The lower back has its primary torque peaks at the points 
of release and recatch. These are due to hyperextension of 
the spine. The gymnasts in this study did not exhibit 
excessive lower back motion, but it is probable that gymnasts 
with less shoulder strength may have higher forces at the 
lower back. 
Center of gravity traisctorv 
Figures 28 through 31 show the path of the body's center 
of gravity as calculated by the analysis program. Figure 32 
shows the path of the body's center of gravity for Subject 2, 
Trial 9 as computed by the Ariel software. It was noted that 
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there was some shifting of the center of gravity along the z-
axis. This z-motion indicates that there was some force in 
the z-direction at the hands. However, comparing the motion 
along the z-axis with that of motion along the x and y axes, 
it is seen that the z-displacement is minor in comparison. 
The acceleration in the z-direction was calculated and 
compared to that in the y-direction (Figure 33). The z-
acceleration appears to be negligible compared to the y-
direction acceleration. 
Subject 1 had a higher flight phase of the Tkatchev, 
while Subject 2 had a flatter trajectory during flight. 
Subject 2 displayed more z-displacement during the performance 
of the movement, but had similar acceleration values. 
Comparison of theoretical bar deflections with measured bar 
deflections 
Figures 34-37 show the comparison between the theoretical 
bar deflections (calculated as described in Theory section) 
and measured deflections (digitized on the Ariel system using 
2-d data) . It can be seen that there is significant agreement 
between the expected and measured deflections. 
The calculated values for Subject 1, trial 8 appear to be 
oversmoothed and are in less agreement than those for Subject 
2. This probably is due to oversmoothing of the displacement 























Figure 28: Center of Figure 29: 
gravity trajectory 
in the x-y plane: 
Svibject 1, trial 4 
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in the x-y plane: 
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Figure 30: Center of Figure 31: Center of 
gravity trajectory gravity trajectory 
in the y-z plane: in the y-z plane: 
Subject 1, trial 4 Subject 2, trial 9 
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Figure 32: Center of gravity trajectory for 
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Figure 34: Bar deflections 
at the left hand 
for Subject 1, 
trial 8 
Figure 35: Bar deflections 
at the right hand 
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Figure 36; Bar deflections 
at the left hand 
for Subject 2, 
trial 9 
Figure 37; Bar deflections 
at the right hand 
for Subject 2, 
trial 9 
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that in the calculated results for Subject 1, the peaks are 
smaller than the measured peaks and some of the smaller peaks 
are not present. This indicates that there was oversmoothing 
of the data. 
The deflection calculations used the assumption of pinned 
ends for the bar. This assumption appears to be satisfactory, 
since the deflections agree so well. Therefore, the 
deflection/force model developed here was utilized in the 
simulation model to relate hand location and forces. 
Comparison of analysis results with Ariel default calculations 
The forces at the hands were measured in this analysis 
using strain gages and strength of materials theory. Since 
the measured deflections at the bar agreed closely with the 
theoretical deflections, there is reason to believe that the 
measured forces are accurate. Figures 38-41 show Ariel and 
strain gage force calculations for Subject 2, trial 9 in 
global coordinates. The forces computed by the Ariel program 
and the values measured in this study agree well, except for 
some peaks where Ariel's results are smaller. Since the exact 
algorithm used by Ariel is considered proprietary, it is 
impossible to resolve these differences completely. Some 
differences may be attributable to over-smoothing of the data 
for the Ariel defaults. It may also be due to differences in 
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center of gravity location closer to the bar, it may reduce 
the reaction force values. There may also be some differences 
due to the fact that Ariel assumes a fixed ground point, and 
the bar deflected up to 20 cm. 
Comparison of kinematics with previously published data 
Gervais and Tally (1993) published kinematic data for 
nine Tkatchevs as performed by Canadian gymnasts during 
competition. Table 15 summarizes some of the data they 
presented along with data calculated in this analysis. 
The values determined here are not in complete agreement, but 
do have similar qualities. The hip range of motion was 
similar, although the angles were about 20 degrees larger in 
the current study. The radius of rotation was larger, 
possibly because the gymnasts were taller than those in the 
previous study or because of the human body model used and the 
way in which the mass was distributed. This cannot be 
confirmed, because anthropometric data was not provided in the 
previous study. Some of the differences may also be 
attributable to the three-dimensional aspect of this study, 
since the joint rotations do not necessarily agree exactly 
with the angles projected onto a plane. 
Fink (1987) theorized that the rotation in the flight 
phase of the Tkatchev was initiated by the transfer of 
momentum from the legs to the entire body at the time of 
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Table 15: Comparison of kinematic data with previously 
published data 




Height of center of 
mass at release (m) 
0.57 .73 
Radius of rotation 
at release (m) 
0.85 1.06 
Maximum height of 
center of mass in 
flight (m) 
0.85 1.17 
Height of center of 
mass at regrasp (m) 
0.24 .03 
Radius of rotation 
at regrasp (m) 
0. 69 1.11 
Hip angle, start of 
beat (degrees) 
-42 -23 
Hip angle, end of 
beat (degrees) 
61 75 
release. The angular velocity data for Subject 2, trial 9  
was viewed and Fink's theory was confirmed. At the release, 
the trunk rotation changed direction and increased, while the 
leg rotations almost stopped. This correlated with a hip 
torque peak of about -150 N-m. This indicates that muscle 
force stopped the rotation of the hips and the angular 
momentum was transferred to the entire body. 
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Results of the redundant equations for the force at the lower 
back and the moment at the upper back 
The forces at the lower back were computed using the 
pelvis segment and again using the mid-trunk segment. The 
torques at the upper back were computed using the upper trunk 
segment and the mid-trunk segment. The differences in the two 
approaches are shown in Table 16. The differences appear 
large in some cases, which is disconcerting, especially when 
the direction of the force or torque is opposite. It must be 
noted that the calculations at the upper and lower back joints 
are done from the "chain" of the upper or lower body segments, 
and therefore are an accumulation of all the errors involved 
in the rotation matrices and the kinematics for all of the 
previous segments. The errors would therefore be expected to 
be the largest at these joints. The measured differences can 
therefore be seen as a measure of the maximum error involved. 
In future research, it may be preferred to use both approaches 
and have an overdetermined system that can be solved using 
least squares techniques. The problem with such an approach 
would be the magnitude and complexity involved in setting up 
the system of equations. 
Because there was a great deal of blur and because the 
legs were toward the edges of the calibration space, it would 
be reasonable to give more weight to the results calculated 
using the upper body "chain" rather than the lower body "chain". 
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Table 16: Differences in back kinetics computed from upper 
body or lower body "chain" 
Subject 1, Subject 1, Subject 2, Subject 2, 
trial 4 trial 8 trial 4 trial 9 
upper lower upper lower upper lower upper lower 
back back back back back back back back 
torque force torque force torque force torque force 
(N-m) (N) (N-m) (N) (N-m) (N) (N-m) (N) 
Maximum 630 2400 680 2500 1200 2600 1300 4500 
diff catch giant giant giant catch catch rel. 
(time & (X) (X) (Z) (X) (X) (X) (Z) (Y) 
dir) 
Minimum 0 1 0.0 2. 0. 0. 1. 1. 
diff flight giant flight catch giant giant 
(time & (Y) (Z) (Y) (Z) (Y) (Y) (Z) (Z) 
dir) 
Average X 100 410 67 190 200 69 20 510 
diff 
Average y 67 280 17 130 90 460 88 550 
diff 
Average z 2 30 100 110 77 23 113 20 
diff 
Average 82 280 83 310 180 280 190 520 
magnitude 
diff 
Figures 42-49 show the differences between the two 
methods of calculating lower back forces and upper back 
moments for Subject 2, Trial 9. 
Modeling assumptions and errors involved 
This experimental approach had a great deal of modeling 
involved. The human body was idealized using Hanavan's model. 
The accelerations of the segments were computed using 
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numerical methods. The forces at the hands were generated 
from strain gage data using estimates of hand location and the 
assumption of the direction of the force, as well as numerical 
smoothing of the resulting data. The moments at the hands 
were assumed to be primarily in the z-direction and 
proportional to the forces. The marker locations were assumed 
to be fixed on the segments and soft tissue motion was 
neglected. The segments were assumed to be rigid bodies, 
connected by ideal pin or ball joints, whose shapes and 
inertial properties were constant. They were assumed to be of 
constant density. 
Each of these assumptions carries an inherent error 
factor. The cumulative effect of these errors can be large, 
especially if the assumptions are ill-founded. 
The Ariel force computation and the comparison of y- and 
2- center of gravity accelerations show that the assumption of 
the forces at the hands not having a z-component results in 
minimal error, since the z acceleration of the center of 
gravity is much smaller than the x and y accelerations. The z 
forces at the hands would therefore be much smaller than the x 
or y forces. 
The Hanavan model of the human body uses rigid bodies for 
each segment. Other researchers have attempted to use more 
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of inertial properties (Yeadon 1990). While the inertial 
properties do improve, the time constraints of taking 
additional anthropometric measurements is daunting. 
Ackland et al. (1988) found that the inertial properties 
of segments are minimally affected by the assumption of a 
constant density rigid body, therefore this assumption seems 
well-founded. 
The literature shows that using more markers will reduce 
the error involved with soft tissue motion (Verstraete and 
Soutas-Little 1990) , but it also increases the time and effort 
required for digitization. In addition, it is difficult to 
find locations for a large number of markers per segment that 
do not interfere with the athlete's ability to perform. In 
addition, for moves such as the Tkatchev where the gymnast 
changes direction with respect to the camera, a great deal of 
estimation of marker location is required. If the digitizer 
is not an extremely skilled estimator, the errors involved in 
estimating marker locations may negate the improvements from 
an increased number of markers. Because of this, it seems 
that the three or four markers per segment is the most that is 
feasible to use in this experimental approach. 
The assumption of ideal pinned or ball and socket joints 
is also false, since the joints of the human body actually all 
have six degrees of freedom (Kinzel and Gutkowski, 1983). The 
error involved in using these idealized joints has not been 
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reported. The problems involved in identifying motion for all 
six degrees of freedom are impressive, though, and no research 
was found that attempted a kinetic analysis using the six-
degree of freedom model for any joint. 
Experimental problems and suggestions for further study 
There were several difficulties in the experimental 
process that limited the effectiveness and accuracy of the 
data. Of primary concern is the frame rate of the cameras was 
only 30 frames per second. This is quite slow for parts of 
this movement and there was considerable blur, especially at 
the bottom of the giant swing. This greatly reduced the 
accuracy of the digitization process. In addition, the rate 
at which the strain gage data was sampled, and adjusting the 
strain gage data to match the sample rate of the Ariel results 
probably clipped some force peaks, since the final frame 
period was only .02 seconds. It was impossible to use smaller 
time intervals because of the limitations of the Ariel system 
in the total number of frames it could store. It is possible 
that some of the error associated with the strain gage data 
sampling rate could be counteracted by the 12-20% 
overestimation of the forces discussed in the Methods section. 
In addition, the lighting used for illuminating the 
markers was inadequate, resulting in good illumination for 
part of the move, and poor illumination in other parts of the 
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move. This was in part because of the large field of view for 
the move and the focused lighting. Brighter lights with 
larger fields of illumination would have provided much better 
contrast between the markers and the background throughout the 
move. 
The cameras were set up to maximize the number of angles 
available, but there were problems with the field of view 
again and with the alignment of the cameras with the gymnast 
(which reduced one camera to a 2-d view) . Using some 
different angles, such as from above, might improve the view 
of the move. The preliminary investigations were done from a 
position slightly above the bar, and the digitization process 
was much easier. A wide angle lens may also improve the view, 
if it does not distort the distances. 
The calibration device was made by hand from PVC pipe. 
It was too flexible, too difficult to align precisely with the 
bar and did not have enough markers to provide really good 
calibration. The problem in designing a calibration device 
that was adequate to the task was to make a device that had 
precise locations of markers and would cover a large space. 
In addition, it was desirable for the device to be portable 
and easily assembled, since some of the studies were done in a 
competitive environment, where minimal interference was 
required. The use of wood dowels would have allowed more 
markers, but it may not have been as resilient, and it would 
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probably have had to be quite heavy in order to maintain 
straight dowels at distances of up to 5 feet from the bar. 
Better machining of the device may also have improved its 
properties, since it would have made it easier to put the 
device together in a repeatable manner. 
Marker location on the segments was estimated using a 
combination of video data and anthropometry. It would have 
been better to videotape each subject in a static reference 
position and use that data as the reference frame data. 
Limitations of the experimental approach 
The experimental approach to determining the forces and 
torques in the Tkatchev release move is limited to determining 
the forces and torques under the exact laboratory conditions 
that existed during the experiment. In this experiment, the 
subjects were similar in build, strength and ability. It was 
impossible, therefore, to draw any conclusions about the 
effects of these variables on the kinetics experienced by the 
joints during the move. In addition, it would be of interest 
to determine if the joint forces and torques increased if the 
trajectory became too high or too low. It would be impossible 
to do this in a laboratory situation because of the difficulty 
of getting a gymnast to perform as instructed and also because 
of the risk of injury. The experimental approach is expensive 
in terms of equipment and of time. In order to obtain kinetic 
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data under conditions that may cause injury, one must take 
data for a large number of moves and "hope" for a bad one. 
This is expensive as well as dangerous. In addition, to 
obtain statistical data, one would have to test a large number 
of subjects. Since the digitization process for one move 
alone takes about three hours, the time associated with a 
statistical analysis would be unacceptable unless the project 
was undertaken by a large group of researchers with immense 
computing resources. 
The simulation approach to experimentation allows the 
researcher and his or her computer to invent situations and 
test the effects on the performer without risk to the gymnast 
and without setting up video or film equipment. The 
parameters can be altered at the whim of the researcher and a 
number of situations may be tested. Although some real data 
is required as a basis for starting, the huge database 
required for experimental analysis is not needed. 
The second part of this study developed a computer 
simulation model for the Tkatchev. The results from the 
simulation are discussed in the next section. 
Part 2-Modeling and Simulation 
Validation of model 
The model was validated using the results of Subject 2, 
trial 9 as input. There were problems with using the exact 
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results of the trial because of significant rotation during 
the flight phase due to asymmetric movement of the arms and 
legs during flight. Since there were points during the flight 
where the arms moved more rapidly than could be tracked at 30 
fps, it was assumed that there were errors in the data for one 
or both sides of the body. Given this, two "test" data sets 
were devised. The first set was symmetric about the body's 
center line using the right side data as the basis and the 
left side as a mirror image of the right. The second set used 
the left side data with the right side a mirror image. 
Neither data set allowed axial or lateral trunk or head 
rotation. 
During the course of the validation, it was found that 
the results were significantly closer to the analysis results 
when the hands were assumed fixed at the bar, rather than 
letting them deflect according to the forces. Because the 
model of the bar seemed to hinder, rather than aid, the 
simulation, the option to leave the bar fixed was allowed. 
This option was used in the validation results. Figure 50 
shows the differences in left hand forces when the bar is 
fixed versus when bar deflections are calculated. In 
addition, the assumption of zero moment at the hands was used 
in the validation. 
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Figure 50: Left hand force magnitude: fixed bar versus 
deflecting bar results 
Figure 51 shows the angular velocity of the mid-trunk 
segment,- which is the variable from which all of the segment 
kinematics are derived, for the analysis, and for both 
simulation data sets. Both sets follow the analysis results 
reasonably well, with an underestimation of the large peak 
during the giant swing. Part of the difference can be 
sxplainsd by the fact that only one rotation xs alloweci, wnixs 
rotations in all three directions were measured in the 
analysis. Also, the determination of the angular velocity was 
based on filtered data of the rotation of the mid-trunk, which 
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Figure 51: Z-axis angular velocity of the reference 
segment for analysis and validation trials 
filtering and the least squares method may have contributed to 
the errors. 
Figures 52-54 compare the results of the analysis and the 
simulation for force magnitudes at the right shoulder, upper 
back and lower back. Figures 55-57 compare the torque 
magnitude results for these joints. 
J./ xO o uiic V ax J.M.CI ux\^ii xoouxus» wxuii uiits 
analysis results for all joints at the three peak points: 
giant, release and recatch. The data indicates the difference 
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Figure 54: Force magnitudes at the lower back: analysis 
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Figure 56: Torques at the upper back: analysis versus 
simulation validation 
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Figure 57: Torque magnitudes at the lower back: analysis 
versus simulation validation 
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Table 17: Peak force magnitude differences between 
validation and analysis results 
Joint Right side data Left side data 
Giant Release Recatch Giant Release Recatch 
Neck 1 4 ( 1 0 )  1 6 ( 1 1 )  1 0 9 ( 9 7 )  6 5 ( 4 7 )  - 2 ( 1 )  6 4 ( 5 7 )  
Right - 1 7 7  1 8  - 1 4 3 4  - 2 7  - 1 5 4  - 1 1 0 3  
shoulder ( 1 2 )  ( 2 )  ( 7 0 )  ( 2 )  ( 1 8 )  ( 5 3 )  
Left - 1 0 2 3  - 7 8 0  - 5 0 9  - 8 7 3  - 9 5 2  - 1 7 8  
shoulder ( 4 4 )  ( 4 6 )  ( 4 4 )  ( 3 7 )  ( 5 7 )  ( 1 6 )  
Right elbow 3 2 6  7 1  - 1 3 4 0  2 0  - 1 3 3  - 1 0 8 4  
( 2 2 )  ( 8 )  ( 6 4 )  ( 1 )  ( 1 4 )  ( 5 2 )  
Left elbow - 5 0 4  - 6 7 6  - 3 4 1  - 8 1 0  - 8 8 0  - 8 5  
( 2 2 )  ( 4 0 )  ( 3 1 )  ( 3 5 )  ( 5 3 )  ( 8 )  
Upper back - 4 2 6  - 3 0 6  - 1 9 6 3  7 8  - 8 2 0  - 1 3 0 6  
( 1 2 )  ( 1 5 )  ( 6 8 )  ( 2 )  ( 4 0 )  ( 4 5 )  
Lower back - 3 3 0  - 1 0 7  - 4 1 3  - 2 5 6  - 3 2 7  - 1 6 2  
( 1 6 )  ( 6 )  ( 3 1 )  ( 1 3 )  ( 1 8 )  ( 1 2 )  
Right hip - 1 6 9  - 1 3 5  - 1 6 0  - 3 0 0  - 2 1 3  - 1 2 3  
( 1 8 )  ( 2 0 )  ( 3 4 )  ( 3 2 )  ( 3 1 )  ( 2 6 )  
Left hip - 2 0 8  - 5 0  - 2 0 6  - 3 3 9  - 1 2 8  - 1 6 9  
( 2 1 )  < S \  < •  d n \  \ y c c; \ V ^ — y J 
Right knee 1 7 4  - 1 9  - 5 0  1 8 0  - 4 9  - 2 1  
( 6 4 )  ( 7 )  ( 2 8 )  ( 6 7 )  ( 1 8 )  ( 1 2 )  
Left knee 1 2 3  3 3  - 2 8  1 2 9  3  1  
( 3 8 )  ( 1 5 )  ( 1 8 )  ( 4 0 )  ( 1 )  ( . 6 )  
Right hand 6 7  - 1 6  - 1 3 0 0  4 8  - 1 6 0  - 1 1 0 2  
( 4 )  ( 2 )  ( 6 2 )  ( 3 )  ( 1 7 )  ( 5 3 )  
Left hand - 7 5 6  — 7 5 7  - 2 9 9  —-7'7 C -.o ri -1 J. _ t m X -L 
( 3 2 ) '  ( 4 5 )  ( 2 7 )  ( 3 3 )  ( 5 4 )  ( 9 )  
Average (%) 2 4  1 7  4 7  2 7  2 6  2 8  
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Table 18: Peak torque magnitude differences between 
validation and analysis results 
Joint Right side data Left side data 
Giant Release Recatch Giant Release Recatch 
Neck 17 5 20 9 4 4 
(81) (24) (125) (43) (20) (25) 
Right 294 97 -142 204 102 -281 
shoulder (85) (41) (28) (59) (43) (56) 
Left 217 3 15 227 8 -124 
shoulder (67) (1) (4) (70) (2) (36) 
Right elbow 182 32 -119 91 43 -139 
(130) (30) (56) (65) (41) (66) 
Left elbow 204 -29 -15 113 -18 -35 
(172) (17) (14) (96) (11) (33) 
Upper back 205 -37 83 250 -59 140 
(70) (8) (25) (86) (13) (42) 
Lower back 71 -140 32 -2 155 165 
(26) (36) (16) (1) (67) (83) 
Right hip 19 -71 -12 34 43 8 
(19) (53) (12) (35) (48) (8) 
Left hip 23 -86 7 38 58 13 
(24) (60) (7) (40) (64) (13) 
Right knee 0 -19 0 11 -16 6 
(0) (53) (0) (42) (44) (26) 
Left knee 0 -20 0 11 -17 6 
(0) (55) (0) (42) (46) (26) 
Right hand -45 -28 -62 -45 -28 -62 
(100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) 
Left hand -70 -50 -32 -28 -50 -32 
f  1  n n \  V — ^  ^  / n n \  /1 nn \ V / / T n A \ \ ) 
/ 1 r\ /^ \ ) / 1 r\ \ 
Average (%) 67 44 37 60 46 47 
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analysis. Following the magnitude of the difference, the 
percentage error is indicated. 
The validation results show that the model closely 
matches the analysis in angular velocity, forces, and moments. 
Some differences exist which may be attributed to the 
difficulty in modeling the deflections at the hand, the 
differences associated with the symmetric and asymmetric 
movements, and the errors involved in the analysis, which were 
discussed earlier. In addition, it was found that there was 
significant noise in the data for the forces and torques, 
especially at the neck and knee joints, where the angular and 
linear kinematics were dependent upon all the segments in the 
chain from the mid-trunk to the head and from the mid-trunk to 
the shanks. Post-filtering the results data provided a much 
closer fit with the experimental data (see Figure 58). In 
addition, since the moment at the hands was neglected in the 
validation, the moments in the upper body chain had a built-in 
"error". Since there was more error in the upper body than 
the lower body, it appears that the assumption of the moments 
at the hands can have a significant effect on the moments in 
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Figure 58: Low back moment data, filtered 
Results of experiments with simulation program 
The results of changing the simulation parameters on the 
angular velocity of the reference segment, the forces at the 
shoulder, and the forces at the lower back are shown in 
Tablel9. These results are illustrative of the capabilities 
of the model. Further analysis of the results of multiple 
simulations would be required to determine any overall 
conclusions from this data. The parameters involved in each 
simulation were listed in the methods section. 
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Problems in simulation model and simulation program 
Initially, the simulation was to use the joint angles 
versus time as input, along with initial conditions and 
compute the body position and orientation as described by 
Huston and Passerello (1971) . This approach would entail the 
solving of six simultaneous second order differential 
equations using a numerical integration scheme over a time 
period exceeding two seconds. The forces at the hands were to 
be computed using the deflections of the bar as they related 
to the acceleration of the center of gravity. (See Appendix H 
for details of the solution) . The problems encountered with 
this approach were many. First of all, the actual center of 
gravity location from the bar and the calculated distance 
differed greatly, since the calculated distance was based on a 
rigid body model with fixed joints and the shoulders in 
reality could "stretch" and rotate and the center of the joint 
at the shoulder, especially, could move. This difference 
resulted in the calculated deflections at the bar being much 
larger than in reality, these large deflections reflected 
large forces, which greatly altered the trajectory of the 
body. Using this approach resulted in an oscillation building 
up in the bar with the gymnast being "slingshotted" back and 
forth. 
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Table 19: Results of simulations 
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Since the primary purpose of this study was to determine 
the forces and torques at the joints, rather than to calculate 
the body orientation and trajectory per se, it was decided to 
predetermine the trajectory of the center of gravity during 
the hand contact phase. Defining the center of gravity angle 
and the joint angles defined the position of the center of 
gravity. The orientation of the body could then be determined 
and the forces and torques computed as in the analysis. 
Although this reduced the sophistication of the model, its 
results were equally valid in terms of kinetic results and 
there were many factors which could be used as experimental 
variables. 
It was hoped that the deflection of the bar could be 
incorporated into the model and its effects determined. This 
did not seem to be possible, because the iterative process 
developed to compute the distance from the eg to the global 
origin developed large oscillations and became unstable. It 
is possible that a different approach to solving this may be 
more stable. The error involved in neglecting the bar 
movements is probably not large, since the Ariel results 
assumed a fixed bar and had similar force curves. The primary 
result would be that the small peaks seen right before release 
could not be duplicated. 
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In the simulation, the internal computer round-off errors 
also came into play. The out of plane angular velocities 
during flight, which should have been zero, were between .01 
and .25 rad/sec during the flight phase. Dapena (1979) noted 
that this type of simulation was only valid (minimal angle of 
orientation error) for 0.6-0.8 seconds. After that time the 
errors in the computer round-off and the numerical 
integrations became too large. Since the flight phase in the 
Tkatchev is around .6 seconds, this is probably why the errors 
were seen. 
Recommendations for further studv 
In order for simulations to be run, a set of initial data 
must exist that can be altered. For experimental simulations, 
it seems that a large number of "reference" Tkatchevs should 
be used to get a set of experimental data for further 
validation and to prevent the user from having to manufacture 
joint angle data. Instead, the user could say "give me 
Gymnast A using Gymnast D's arm style during flight" and see 
what the effects would be. Further study is needed to provide 
a "library" of data for using in comparative studies. 
It also became clear in the validation process, that the 
quality of the data is paramount to obtaining meaningful 
results. All numerical methods used have inherent errors. In 
addition, all computing adds errors to the data. If the data 
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is highly suspect early on, the results are almost meaningless 
after all the number crunching is done. In order to have good 
validation and simulation results, the data must be well 
defined at all points in the move, the input data must be 
smoothed before performing the computations, and experimental 
data must match the results of the simulation. In further 
data collection, frame rates of 100 frames per second or 
higher should be used in order to capture the rapid movements 
at the legs during the giant and at the arms during the flight 
phase. 
In addition, it would be advantageous if a method were 
developed so that cameras could be focussed on different 
areas, rather than all on one large area in order to get 
better resolution of points. It is foreseeable that a future 
method will use six cameras, with two focussed on each segment 
of the working area. A program would then have to be written 
that could track points from one area to the next and 
correlate the data into one file. This would allow detailed 
study of the fine movements at the hands and wrists and better 
resolution of the gross movements in the lower body. 
If this program were to be developed further, advances in 
the programming are needed. Maintaining the memory 
requirements of this program to the amount of memory available 
on a PC was difficult. A skilled computer programmer could 
probably reduce the memory requirements of this program, allow 
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use of the mouse or a light pen in making selections, improve 
the graphics and the dialog interfaces, provide better output 
for the user without having to use a spreadsheet program to 
get graphics and statistics, improve the speed of running the 
program, and allow more user options for running different 
simulations. 
Further research and programming advances could also 
include allowing the release to be changed by a fraction of a 
frame to experiment with the optimal release point, to allow 
alteration of the center of gravity angle file (which is 
currently fixed input) to alter the trajectory for part of the 
move only. It would also be useful to be able to 
interactively change the angles of the joints in only one area 
of the move, rather than changing the overall range of motion. 
Finally, although this program was written to simulate 
the Tkatchav release move, it is broad enough in scope to be 
used for any swinging or release move on the high bar. In 
order to do so, center of gravity information and joint angle 
information for other moves would have to be input into data 
files. After that, this program could be used as-is to 
experiment with a number of moves on the horizontal bar. 
Uneven bar moves that utilize a single bar could also be 
simulated using this program. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In this research, forces and torques at a gymnast's 
joints during the performance of a Tkatchev release move on 
the horizonal bar were calculated using a three-dimensional 
rigid body model. Segments were modeled as rigid bodies 
jointed by frictionless ball and socket or hinge joints. 
In the analysis section, two subjects were videotaped and 
the kinematics of their segments and the joint kinetics were 
calculated throughout the move. The highest forces were found 
in the back, shoulders and arms. The highest torques were 
found in the shoulders. The largest force and torque peaks 
occurred near the bottom of the giant swing, prior to the 
release and after the recatch. The highest force peaks were 
about five times the gymnast's weight, and the peak torques 
were about 600 N-iti. 
In the simulation, the body kinematics and kinetics were 
calculated using the center of gravity trajectory and joint 
angles as input during hand contact phases and using the 
principle of conservation of angular momentum during the 
flight phase. In the validation of this model, an average 
error of 28% was found in joint force peaks and an average 
error of 50% was found in joint torque peaks. The overall 
error was much lower, since the peaks were affected by noise 
and anomalies in the data. 
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Difficulty in developing a working model was encountered 
due to deficiencies in the rigid body linkage model of the 
human body. This resulted in additional constraints being 
required to define the input. 
This model of the Tkatchev release move has the potential 
to aid researchers, students, coaches and gymnasts in 
understanding the effects of various factors on the forces 
experienced during the performance of release moves. It can 
be used with various joint angle input to simulate other 
release moves, to determine the contribution of various joint 
motions to the completion of the move, to determine the 
effects of gymnast size on forces, to optimize the performance 
of the move and to establish factors that may contribute to 
gymnast injuries. It provides a basis for building a database 
of kinetics in gymnastics. Such a database would help sports 
medicine practitioners, coaches, and equipment manufacturers 
in reducing the stresses on the gymnast by altering the 
equipment or the performance characteristics. It also 
provides a start in determining the muscle groups that must be 
developed in order to perform different moves. 
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DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR SIMULATION 
The simulation program takes joint rotation angles versus 
time and the angular position of the center of gravity around 
the bar and calculates the center of gravity trajectory and 
the rotation angles of the reference segment (the mid-trunk) 
with respect to the fixed reference frame. All rotation 
angles derived in this appendix refer to a 3-1-2 sequence of 
right hand rotations from the proximal segment coordinates to 
the distal segment coordinates. From the center of gravity 
trajectory and the reference segment rotations, segment 
kinematics and joint kinetics are determined. 
The input variables are the joint rotations and 
7y, where the ij subscript refers to the rotation angles 
between segments i and j and i is the segment proximal to j. 
The unknowns are o, and 7 (without subscripts) , which refer 
to the rotation angles between the fixed reference frame and 
the segment used as the body reference frame (in this case, 
the mid trunk). 
For the simulation, the following equations need to be 
derived in terms of the unknown variables: 
1) A method of computing the center of gravity path from the 
input data. This was done using r-6 coordinates as 
discussed earlier. 
2) A method of computing the reference segment rotations 
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from the input data. This was done using the methods of 
Spoor and Veldpaus (1980) discussed earlier. 
The angular velocity of each segment with respect to the 
fixed reference frame . 
The angular acceleration of each segment with respect to 
the fixed reference frame (a"^) . 
The location of the center of gravity of the body with 
respect to the origin of the reference segment (Pg) . 
The location of the center of gravity of each segment 
with respect to the reference segment origin (qj) and with 
respect to the body center of gravity (Pj) . 
The location of the point of force application (hands) 
with respect to the body center of gravity (rj) . 
Computation of the inertia dyadic of each segment in the 
reference segment coordinates (I) . 
The dot products of the angular acceleration and angular 
velocity with the inertia dyadics and the cross products 
in the moment equation (I"a, Ixww, rjXFj, and PjXmjaj) . 
The first and second derivatives of the vectors from the 
origin of the reference segment to the center of gravity 
of each segment (q's) and of Fq, the vector from the 
origin of the reference segment to the center of gravity 
of the entire body. The linear accelerations of the 
segments will be computed from this information. 
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Figure A-1 shows the body segments in the orientation 
where all segment coordinates systems are aligned with the 
fixed reference frame. Refer to this figure for segment 
numbering. 
A note about terminology used in this derivation: The 
notation is loosely based on that of Kane and Levinson (1985) . 
For vectors with a superscript, for instance, the second 
superscript j, refers to the body and the first to the 
coordinate system the vector is referenced to. So is the 
angular velocity of segment j with respect to fixed reference 
frame A, and w" would be the angular velocity of segment j 
with respect to segment i. 
R I G H T  
S I D E  
\ I /^\ I 
L E F T  
S I D E  
Figure A-l: Numbering of the segments 
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Angular Velocity of the Segments 
The first step in the process is to find the angular 
velocity of each segment in terms of the unknown variables. 
The mid-trunk segment, segment 1, is the reference 
segment for this simulation. Given a 3-1-2 right hand 
rotation of reference segment 1 (whose basis vectors are bj, 
bj and bj) through angles a, and y, with respect to the 
fixed reference frame A (whose basis vectors are a,, ajand a^) 
then the angular velocity of segment 1 with respect to the 
fixed reference frame is: 
((Jca-ycPsa) ai+ ((Jsa+ycPca) 32+ (d+ysP) 23 (l) 
in fixed reference frame coordinates and 
(0^^= (PcY-acPsy)^!"^ (a'SP+Y)jb2+ (dcPcY+psY)i>3 (2) 
in the mid trunk reference frame. 
For any two reference frames fixed in different segment, 
the rotation matrix for a 3-1-2 rotation from the proximal 
segment i to the distal segment j is shown below, where ny^ and 













The rotation matrix between segments i and j,[Rij], can be 





11 •"12 •«13 
•21 •«22 •K23 
•31 •«32 •"33 
^j2 
n 
( 4 )  
•j3i 
The angular velocity of any segment b relative to the 
fixed reference frame A, can be derived from the relationship: 
(5) 
so, for a series of linked segments, the angular velocity of 
the most distal segment can be written as: 
0j^=c0^"^ + ti)^^ + (0^^+. . . 
From equation (4) , the angular velocity of the mid-trunk 
segment can be written in reference segment coordinates as: 






For segment 2, the upper trunk, the angular velocity with 
respect to the mid-trunk can be written in reference segment 
(mid-trunk) coordinates using the relationships in equation 
(3) : 
"i2 = "2A + "22^2 + "23^3 
where 
"2i = 6i2^ai2-Yi2^Pi2sax2 
^22~I^12^®12'''YI2^PI2^®12 
"23 = ai2+Yl2Spi2 
Then, from equation (8), 
W^=(UII + U2I)5'I+(UI2 + U22)^2+("I3 + "23)^3 
For segment 3, the pelvis, the angular velocity with respect 
to the reference segment is: 
(ji)" = U3ijb3^ + U32jb2 + lJ'33^3 
where 
^31 YI3^PI3®'*13 




Then the angular velocity of the pelvis with respect to the 
fixed reference frame is: 
(0^= ( Uii + U31) ( U12 + U32 ) + ( "13 + "33 ) ^3 < ) 
For segment 4, the head, the angular velocity with respect to 
the upper trunk is written in upper trunk (segment 2) 
coordinates as follows; 
<524 = U4ii22i + U42^22 +"43^23 
where 
U4i = p24Ca24-Y24^^p24Sa24 
'^42~P24®®24^Y24^P24^®'24 (15) 
"43=«24+Y24Sp24 
Using the rotation matrix between segments 1 and 2can be 
written in terms of the segment 1 basis vectors; 
+ ( + U^2^ii + )^2 ^ ^ 
(^41-^31 '^^42^22 •*'^43-^33 ^ ^ 3 
0)24 = u'4i23i + U'42^2 + "'43^3 < > 
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Then the angular velocity of the head with respect to the 
fixed reference frame is: 
= + ^ _ MS) 
= (UII + U21 + U'4I)^1+("I2 + "22 + "'42)^2+("I3 + "23 + "'43)^3 
For segment 7, the right upper arm, the anglular velocity with 
respect to the upper trunk (segment 2) can be computed in 
segment 2 coordinates using the relationship from equation 
(3). 
= UvAl + "72^22 + 1^3^23 
where 
^^71 ~ ^ 27 ^^*27 ~y 27 P27 27 
^2~(^27^®27'''Y27^P27 27 
2^3 = a27+Y27Sp27 
(19) 
( 20 )  
Using the rotation matrix between segment 2 and 1, the angular 
velocity of segment 7 with respect to segment 2 can be written 
in terms of segment 1 basis vectors as follows: 
= ( Ujii?!! + U72-RII + "73^") 5 
+ ( U, ^Rzi + Ih2^22 + LI;3^2" ) ^2 ^ ^  ^ ^ 
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CD" = U'7ijbi + U'72jb2'*""'73^3 
And the angular velocity of segment 7 with respect to the 
fixed reference frame is: 
<5^7=^AI + j312+^27 ^ 
= ( Ull + U21 + U'71+ ( U12 + U22 + u'7 2 ) ^2 + ("13 + "23 + "'7 3) 3 
Similarly, for the left upper arm, segment 8, the angular 
velocity with respect to the upper trunk, segment 2, is: 
<528 = U8iH2i + U82n22 + Ug3S23 ( 24) 
where 
^81~I^28^®28~Y28''P28^®28 
"82~^28 sa28+Y 28 '-P28'''*28 (25) 
^83~®28''"1'28^P28 
Rotating from segment 2 coordinates to reference segment 
coordinates, the angular velocity of segment 8 with respect to 
segment 2 is; 
= ( Ugl-R" + U82-^iI + "83-^") 5 
+ (U3iJ?2" + U82i?2l + Ug3i?|3 ) (26) 
+ ( UgiJ^s" + Ug2i?3^2 + "83^3^ ) ^3 
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0)20 = u'g^i3^ + u'g2i52 + "'83^3 <27) 
The angular velocity of the left upper arm, segment 8, with 
respect to the fixed reference frame, A, is: 
+ _ _ _ ^28) 
<0-^®= {U11+U21+U 'gj Jbi+ (U12+U22+U 'az) Jb2+ {U13+U23+U '83) Jb3 
For the thigh segments, a similar analysis is done. The 
angular velocity of the right thigh, segment 9, with respect 
to the pelvis, segment 3, is written in segment 3 coordinates 
as: 
"^®="91^31 + "92^32 + "93^33 <^9) 
where 
^1~I^39^®39~Y39^P39^'*39 
"92 = ^ 39Sa39+Y39Cp39^a39 
^3~®39"'"Y39®P39 
Then, the angular velocity of segment 9 with respect to the 
pelvis can be written in terms of the segment 1 basis vectors 
using the rotation matrix between segment 1 and segment 3. 
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0)39 = ( ^ 
+  (  U g + 12^2^22 +  )  ^ 2  ^  ^  ^ ^  
+ ( Ug]^i?3i +12^2^22 •*• ^ 2^22 ) -^3 
0)2®=u'sii^i+u'32^2 •*•"'93^3 
The angular velocity of segment 9, the right thigh, with 
respect to the fixed reference frame. A, is then written as 
follows: 
QA5=^A1+^13+^39 ^ ^ _ 122) 
W^-(LZj^j^ + Ujj^ + LZ b.j^+ 92^ •^2"''^^13'''^33'*'^ 93^ ^ 3 
and the angular velocity of the left thigh, segment 10, with 
respect to the pelvis, segment 3, is written in segment 3 
coordinates as follows: 
W''" = "I0,1^31-'"I0,2^32-^"I0,3^33 <^4) 
where 




Rotating from segment 3 to segment 1 coordinates, the angular 
velocity of segment 10 with respect to the pelvis is written 
in reference segment coordinates as: 
'*'^10,2^12 •*•^10,3-^13 ) -^1 
( ^10,1^ 21 •^^10,2''^22 •'•UIO,3-'^23^) -^2 (36) 
( "lO, 1-^3" ^10, 2^32 *^10,3-^33 ^ "^3 
" '10, A+" 'io,2-i'2 + " '10,3-^3 (37) 
Then the angular velocity of the left thigh, segment 10, with 
respect to the fixed reference frame. A, is written in mid-
trunk coordinates as; 
QA,10 = QA3 + Q13+^3,10 (38) 
Q^'"=(Ul, + U2i + U',o^j5;+(lii2 + U22 + U'io,2)^2+("l3 + "23 + "'lO,3)^3 
Hinge joints were assumed at the elbows and at the knees. 
For these joints, the only rotation allowed was through an 
angle about the mediolateral axis (flexion/extension). The 
angular velocity of the right forearm, segment 5, is with 
respect to the right upper arm, segment 7, is then written in 
right upper arm coordinates as: 
(o''^=d75H73 (39) 
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Using the rotation matrix between segments 2 and 7, the unit 
vector nyj can be rotated into upper trunk coordinates: 
Then, rotating from segment 2 to segment 1 coordinates, the 




+ {RllRll^R^lRli^RllRll) i)2 
+ {RllR^l^RER^i^R^zRE) 
So the angular velocity of the right forearm, segment 5, with 
respect to the right upper arm, segment 7, is written in 
reference segment coordinates as: 
(o"=ct, 5  {RllRll^RllRihRllRll)^ 
+d75 {R^^R^l+Ri^R^i+Ri^R^i) b2 (42) 
{RER^!^RilR^^^RER^!) b. 
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= +"52^2+ "53^3 
The angular velocity of segment 5 with respect to the fixed 
reference frame. A, is then: 
QA5 = QAa + Q12 + (1527 5 
(0^=(UII + U2I + U'7I + U5JFI+{UI2 + "22 + "'72 + "52)^2 <44) 
+ (Ui3+U23+"'73 + "53)^3 
Similarly, for the left forearm ,segment 6, the angular 
velocity with respect to the left upper arm, segment 8 is 
written in reference segment coordinates as: 
+d36 {RURi^^RiiR^i^RiiR^i) b, 
+(Xee b. 
and the angular velocity of segment 6 with respect to the 
fixed reference frame, A is: 
qA6 = JJAI + Q12 + Q28 + Q86 ^ 
W^^=("I1 + "21 + "'81-^"6I)§L''("I2'^"22 + "'82 + "62)^2 (46) 
+ {Ui3+U23 + U'83 + U63)i33 
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For the right shank, segment 11, and the left shank ,segment 
12, the angular velocity with respect to the right and left 
thighs (segments 9 and 10) are written as: 
= +i?33 J?13 ) 
+rt fp25p" + p39pi3 pSSpiSvtr (47) 
®9,11 ^ -"13 •f^31 ^•«23 •'<32 ^-"33-"33 > ^2 
= "i1,A-'"IX,2^2 + "I1,3-^3 
""'"=aio,i2 {Rh^°Rll^Rii'°R^i^Ri{'°Rli)b^ 
+aio,i2 {Rli'°R2!^Ri3'°R2i^Rh'°R2i)b, 
®10,12\-"l3 -"31 ^ •'<23 -"32 ^ -"33 ^33 '-^3 
and the angular velocities of segments 11 and 12 with respect 
to the fixed reference frame, A are written in mid-trunk 
coordinates as: 
(J'A,11_QAJ+J|J13+JJ39 +Q9,11 
"^'''=("I1 + "31 + "'91 + "I1,I)5I 
+ (UI2 + U32 + U'92 + "I1,2)^2 




Q^'"=(U I I  + U 3 I  + U' I O , 1  + U I 2 , I )F I  
+ (UI2 + U32 + U'io,2 + "I2,2)^2 
+ (U,3 + U33 + UV3-^"i2,3)^3 
Angular Acceleration of Segments 
To find the angular accelerations for each segment, one 
must take the derivatives of the angular velocities with 
respect to the fixed reference frame. 
For any segment i, the angular acceleration a'^ is: 
where «•,; is the jth component of the ith segment's angular 
velocity in reference segment coordinates. 
For any vector v fixed in body i, the derivative in 
reference frame A can be found from the relationship: 
-^v=uAi^ ^52) 
at 
Then the derivatives of the basis vectors of segment 1 are 
derived below: 
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w — — — __ 
= Ui3i32 -"12-^3 
= "11^3-"13^1 <53) 
d tr —A2^t: 
—i>3 =a>^xb3=ui2i)i-u^,i). 2 
The angular acceleration of segment 1 with respect to the 
fixed reference frame. A, is: 
=liiiFi+ii^h^+liy F3 
+"11 ("13^2-"12^3) 
+"12 ("lA-"13^1) (54) 
+U13 
= "iA + "I2F2 + "I3^3 
where the derivatives of the u's are functions of the unknown 
rotation angles and their derivatives. 
For segment 2, the upper trunk, the angular acceleration 
with respect to the fixed reference frame is determined by 
differentiation of the angular velocity equations: 
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'*'^22 +<1)23 {(n^xb^) 
a^= (liii+U21 - U22 Ui3+U23 U12) 
+ ( "12 + "22 + "2l"l3 - "23 "11) ^ 2 




"23 = ai2+Yl2Spi2+Yl2pi2CPl2 
and the angular acceleration of the pelvis, segment 3 with 
respect to the fixed reference frame is: 
Ce^= {Uii + li3i-U32Ui3 + U33Ui2)-^l 
^32^ ^31^12 ~ ^33^11^  





~® 13 YI3^P13 Y13 P13 ^ P13 
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The angular acceleration of the head, segment 4 with respect 
to the fixed reference frame is: 
a^^={Ull + U21 + U'41-(U22 + "'42) "l3+("23 + "'43) "12)^1 
•*• { 1^12 ^22 ^ 42"*" (^21'''^ 41) ^13 ~ ^ ^23 43)^11)^ (59) 
+ (UI3 + U23 + "'43+("22 + "'42) "ll" < "2I + "'4I) "I2) ^3 
where 
" '41 = "41-^" + "41^11 +"42^ll + "42^ll + "43^" + "43^" 
" '42 = "41-^?2\^ + "41^2" +"42^2! •^"42-^21 + "43^2" +"434" ^ ° ^ 
" '43 = "41-^?3\^+ "41^3" + "42^3''I + ZJ42-K3" + "43^3" + "434" 
and 
"41 ~ H24 ^ ^24 ~H24**24^^24 ~ Y24 ^ p24 ^ ^24'^Y24 P24^P24^'*24 ~Y24®24 <-P24 24# g » 
^42~P24^®24'''P24®24''®24''"Y24 ^P24 ^^ *24 ~Y24 ^24^P24^®24 ~Y24®24'^P24 ^®24 
^43 ~®24 •'"Y24^p24 '*'Y24 P24 ^ P24 
The derivatives of the elements of the rotation matrix for any 
two segments i and j are given in equations 64-66. 
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•'*•31 Kij'^Hij'® I ij t ij'^Hij'^fij 
42 = 0ijCPij (64) 
^33 = -PijSpijCYij-YiiCPi,.SYij 
The angular accelerations of the right and left upper arms, 
segments 7 and 8, can be written as follows: 
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(lill + Uji + u/l- {"22 + "72) Ul3+ ("23+LI73) Ul2j_^l 
+ ( "12 -^ "22 + "72 + { "21 + "71) "13 - ( U23 + "73 ) "11) ^ 2  ^  ^
+ (Ul3 + li23 + U73+{U22 + U72) "n" ( "21 + "7l) "12)^^3 
a^®= (Uii+Uji+iiai- ( "22+ "82) "13+ ("23+"83) "121^1 
+ ("i2 + "22 + "82+ ("21 + "8 i) "13 " ( "23 + "83 ) "ll) ^ 2 
+ ( Ul3 + U23 + U83 + ( U22 + "82 ) "11 - ( "21 + "81) "12 ) ^ 3 
where u' derivatives are: 
"Jci' = "Jci^ " + "Jcl^ll + "Jc:r^l2 + "w^il + "Jc:z^l3 + "icJ^l" 
^k2 = "Jc2^2" + "JCA" + "jt2^2l + "AA'I + "JC2^2| + "icA" 
"w' = "W^s'l + + "jcA'l + "Jc3^3" + 
(k=7,8) 
and u derivatives are: 
"*1 ~ P2i:^®2Jc" p2;c®2;c^®2Jc~t2ic^P2A:^®2Jt'''Y2icP2Jc^P2Jc^®2Jt~Y2jc:<*2Jc^P2Jc^®2;i> gg J 
"ic2=p2kSa2;,+p2j,d2kCa2fc+Y2jcC:p2JcC^a2ic-Y2Jcp2JcSP2JcC^a2Jc-Y2Jca2Jct^p2;cSa2jc 
"w = a2Jc+Y2JcSP2Jc+Y2JtP2Jct^p2Jc 
(k=7,8) 
The angular accelerations for the thighs (segments 9 and 
10) which are connected by ball and socket joints to segment 3 
(the pelvis) are similarly derived: 
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a^={Ull + U3i + U'9a-(U32 + U'g2) Ui3+(U33 + U'93) 
+ (UI2 + U32 + "'92+("31 + "'9I) "I3 " ( ^33 + "'93 ) "ll) ^2 
+ (Ul3 + U33 + U'93+(U32 + U'g2) "ll" ( "3I + "'9I) "12)^3 
a^'"=(lill + U2i + U'io,l-("32 + "'lO,2)"l3+("33 + "'lO,3)"l2)^l 
^ ^12'''^22'*'^ 10,2"*" ( 10,1) ^ ^13" ^ ^33"*"^ 10,3)^11)^ (70) 
+ (Ul3+U23 + lj 10,3'*'( ^32 10,2) 10,l)^12)-^3 
where u' and u derivatives are calculated as follows: 
^ ''''^2'^12 ^ ^2^X2 "*'^3-^13 
" '92 = "91^2" + "9I4" + ^2^2" + "92^2" + "93^^23 +1^3^23 
U '93 = U9ii?3" +U9i^3i^ +U92-R3I+U92-R3" +"93-^^3" +"93-^3" 
Lf 
r  
10, i="io. ff" l-"ll + "10, A"+ "10, 2^12 ^^10 P" ,2-'^12 + "10, P" 3-"-13 + "10, P 
U 
r  
10, 2~^10, 1-"21 + "10, li?2i + Uio, 2-^22 •'•^10 P" ,2-"-22 + "10, P" 3-'^23 + "10, 
A13 
,3-"23 
U 10, 3 = "l0, P" •"10, li?3^ + Uio^ 2^3"+ "10 P" ,2-"32 + "10, P" 3-"33 + "10 
P13 
,3-"33 
^39^^39 ^39®39^®39 Y39^P39^®39'''Y39^39^P39^**39 ^39^39^Pss39/y j » 
^2~P39^®39'''P39®39^'*39 "'•Y39^Pss'-'*39 ~Y391^39^-^39 "Ysg'^ss ^P39^^*39 
"93=^39+Y39SP39+Y39P39^P39 
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^10,1 ~ ^3,10^^^3,10" 1^3,10®3,1Q^®3,10 ~Y3, 10''Pa, 10^®3,10 
•*'Y3,loP3,lO®P3,10®®3,10~i'3,lO®3,lO^P3,10'-®3,10 
^10,2 ~ P 3,10 3,10 "•• Pa, 10^3,10 , 10 """Ya, 10 ^P3,10 3,10 
~Y3,loP3,10^Pa,10^®3,10~i'3,10®3,lo'-P3,10^®3,10 
^io,a~®3,io'''Y3,io'®Pa,io'^Y3,iop3,io'-Pa,io 
Then, the forearm segments' angular accelerations are as 
follows: 
a^=(Uil + U21 + u',l + U51-(U22 + U',2 + U52)Ui3+{U23 + U',3 + U53)Ui2)5 
+ (  " l2  + "22 + " '72 +  ^^52+ (  "21 + " 'v i  +  ^ S l )  " l3  "  (  ^ 23 +  " 'va+ "53 )  " iJ  ^ 2 
+ (U,3+U,3 + U'73+U5,+ {U,, + U' +U„) U,,-(U,i + U'„ + UsJ U,,)i33 
a^^={Uil + U2l + U'8l + li61-("22 + "'82 + "62) "13+ ("2a + "'83 + "63) "12)^1 
( ^12 "^^22 ^ 82 "^^62 ^ ^ 2"' S"* ^6*'  "l3 ~ ^ ^ 23 ^ S3 "'"^£3' "ll' "*''2 
+ (Ui3+U23 + U'83 + U63+(U22 + U'82-'"62) "ll" ( ^21 + "'si + ^61) "12)^3 
where the derivatives of Usjand are as follows: 
"51 = ^75 (^^3 i?"+i?l3 i?l"+i?3"Rli) 
^^75 -"11 -"ll -"23 -^12 ^ -^23 -^12 "^33 -"-13 ^-^33 -^13 ^ 
"52 = ^75 ( ^13 i?21 +J?l3 i?22 i?23 ) 
+  0 5 , 5  ( + i ? i 3  4 "  +- ^ 2 3  ^22 +RiIRz2 + ^ 3 ^ 4 " )  
"51 = ^75 ( ^13 Rzi ^ RllR2I ^RURH ) 
+ /Y ^ P^"^ P 4- P^*^ P + P^'^ P^^ + P^*^ P 4- P^'' P 4- P^*^ P^^ ^  
^®75 ^-^13 ^•^23-^32 ^ -^23-^32 -^33*^33 ^ •^33-^33 ^ 
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"6i=a86 {RxiR^i^RiiRli^RiiRli) 
^ttae V-«13-«11 ^-"is-^ll ^ -"23-"12 ^ •^23-^12 •^33 *^13 ^ "^33-^13 ) 
"62 = &a6 (i?l'|i?21+i?l3i?2l+i?l3i?2|) 
+ /y ^ P^® + P^® P^^ + P^®P^^4-P^® P^^ + P^®P^^ + P^®P^^^ 
^ Wae V-"i3 •^21 ^•'<13 ^ 21 -^23 ^ 22 ^-^22 ^ 22 "^33 -^23 *-^33 -^23 ^ 
"61 = «a6 
+  / y  / P ^ ® P ^ ^  +  P ^ ® P ^ ^ 4 * P ^ ® P  4 *  P ^ ®  P  +  P ^ ®  P  +  P ^ ® P ^ ^ \  
^®86 ^*^13 •^31 -^13 -^31 -^23 *^32 ^ -^23 -^32 -^33 "^33 *^33 *^33 f 
similarly, the angular accelerations of the shank segments (11 
and 12) are given as follows: 
[Uii + lisi + U'si + Uii,!- (U32 + U32 + "i1,2) "I3 
+ (U33 + U'g3 + Uii^3) 
+ [UI2 + U32 + "'92 + "I1,2+ ("31 + "'9lJ-"ll,l) "l3 (79, 
+ (U33+U'g3 + Ull,3) UiJi)2 
+ [U,3 + U33 + U'93 + Uii,3- (U3i + U'93+Ui,,,) 
+ (li32 + U'g2 + "ll,2) "lJ^3 
and 
0^'"=[Uii + U3i+U'io,i + Ui2,i-(U32+U'_io,2+^12,2) "l3 
+ (U33 + U 10,3••• 1^12,3) 1^12^-^1 
+ [Ui2 + "32 + " 'i0,2+"i2,2+ ("31 + "'lO^ + "l2,l) "l3 
+ (U33 + U'io,3+lii2,3) UiJi>2 
+ [Ui3 + U33 + U'io,3 + Ui2,3-(U3i + U'io^+Ui2,i)Ui2 
"'"(^32"'"^ 10,2''"^12,2) -^3 
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where the derivatives of u,ijand Ui2jare as follows; 
"ii, I=a9,11 
®^9,11 V-"l3 -^11 ^ -^13 -"ll ^ ^22 ^12 ^-^23 ^12 *^33 -"13 ^ -"33 -^13 ^ 
J^11,2~®9,11 ^-^13 -^21 •'"•^23 -^22 1-^23^) 
+« f K'^®K>^^ + K>^^;?^2 + ;?3Sp"+p^®p" + p39pi3 + p39pi3^ 
®9,11 ^ -"13 -"21 ^•'<13 •«21 ^-"23 ^ 22 ^-^23 •«22 -^33 ""23 +-«33 •'^23 ' 
^11,3~®9,11 (•^13-^31 '*'^23^22 "*"^22^23) 
®9,11 ^ •'^13 •'^31 *^13 -"31 -"23 ""32 ^•«-23 ^ 32 ""33 ""33 ^•«33 •"•33 > 
11  —  i Y  /  P ^  '  P ^ ^  +  P  ^  P  +  P ^  '  P ^ ^  
"12,1~®10,12 \-"l3 •'*11 ^•'<23 ^12^-^33 •«13 
+ i / p3,10pl3 . p3,10pl3 . p3,10pl3 . p3,10pl3 , p3,10pl3 . „3,10 A13\ 
"10,12 v-^13 -"ll *-«13 -"ll ^ •'*23 ^12^^23 ^12 -^33 ^13^^33 •^13' 
"12,2 = ^10,12 f<Rl3^°Ril+Ri3^°Rii+Ri3^°RM) (82) 
®10,12 ^•"13 •"21 ^-'<13 •'*21 -"23 ^22^^23 •"•22 -"33 ^23^^33 •"•23' 
77 —/V ^ P ^  '  P ^ ^  +  P ^  '  P  +  P ^  '  P ^ ^  ^  
"l2,3~®10,12 ^•'*13 •'*31 ^•'*23 •'*32 *•'*33 •'*33/ 
®10,12\^'*13 •'*31 *•'*13 •'*31 *•'*23 •'*32 *•'*23 •'*32 "'*33 •'*33 *•'*33 •"aS ^ 
Location of Center of Gravity of Body 
The position vector for the center of gravity of the 
entire body (Pq) with respect to the origin of the reference 
segment, was found using the relationship; 
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12 777 • 
P^=ll{^)g, (83) 
i=l 
where q; is the vector from the origin of the reference segment 
to the center of gravity of segment i. The equations for q/s 
are given below. Refer to Figure A-2 for definition of 




^4 = - (I,l/2)jb2-I-2^2" (-^4/2) ^242 (87) 
g'g-— {L.^/2) b2~L2n22~R2^2'i~^^2~^b^Z^52 ( 8 8 )  
g'g = — {Ij^/2) b2~I'2^22^^^22~^e^e2~^6^6^62 ( 89) 
Q-j—~ {L^/2) i)2~-t'2'^2~'^2'^23 (90) 
Qq-~ {L^/2) b2~L2n22'*'R2^23~^6^e^e2 (91) 
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(toward bodvi 
n42 ni2 (toward fee^ 
TIFT 
Ann segments 
Leg segments have 
y-axis reversed 
Head Trunk segments 
(a) 
a  l u  
(b) 
Figure A-2: (a) Dimensions of segments 
(b) Right side of body, q-vectors 
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gg= {Lj2) b2+L2nj2-Rsnjj+T^s^ru,2 <®2) 
QlO~ (-^1/2) •b2'^-^3'^32'''-'^10'^33''"^10-^10-^10,2 (93) 
^Tll" (-^1/2) •b2"''-^3-^32~'^'^33'*^-^'^2"*'1ll-^ll'^ll,2 (94) 
QI2~ (-^1/2) •iJ2'^-^3-^32'''-^10-'^33'''-^10-^10,2'''^12-^12-^12,2 (95) 
The terms of each of the above equations are then rotated 
into reference segment coordinates (b,, bj, bj) using the 
rotation matrices between segments, as described in the 
angular velocity section. 
xjwwGLwjLWxx wx uuo Aaiius wxuu w uw welluel. Ox oxavxuy 
The location of the hands with respect to the entire 
body's center of gravity was found in reference segment 
coordinates, using the location of the center of gravity of 
the forearm segments, segment 5 and 6, with respect to the 
center of gravity of the reference segment (qj and q^) , and the 
location of the hands with respect to the center of gravity of 
the forearm (-(l-7jj)Lj) minus the location of the center of 
gravity of the entire body with respect to the origin of the 
reference segment (Pg) • See Figure A-3 for a diagram. 
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Figure A-3: Diagrzua of hand location vector 
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^5 (^ ^  5) -^5^52 
^aA=<36-(l-^6)i6^62--PG 
(96) 
The hand locations can be rewritten in terms of the reference 
segment coordinates using the transformation matrices between 
segments. 
Inertia Dyadic of Segments in Reference Segment Coordinates 
The inertia dyadic is known in the segment coordinates 
from the principal inertias. These can be converted to the 
reference segment coordinates (in which the angular velocity 
and angular acceleration are derived) as follows: 
Ij = (97) 




where the terms of [R^] are functions of the known joint 
angles, then 
~ ^xx (-^1^1 *^2^2 •'••^3^3 ^ ^ -^1^1 *^2^2 ) 
+ Iyy[R^2^'*'^Z2^'^^22^^ (•^12^1"'"•^22'^"'"•^32^^ 
*^zz ^2^2'*'^32^3^ ^22^2^^22^2^ 
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1.= ( + 
( ^ xx^ll^2l'*' ^yy^l2^22* ^ zz^l2^22 ^ 
^ ^ xx^ll^Zl*^yy^l2^32'*'^zz^l3^22^ ^1^3 
+ {l^l^ + lyyRi2+l^jih) i?2^2 
"*" ^ ^ xx^ll^l * ^yy^l2^2"'" ^zz^l3^23 ) ^2^1 (101) 
* ^^xx^21^3l'^^yy^22^22'*'^zz^23^32^ ^2^2 
+ ( ) b,b, 
'*' ( ^xx^ll^Zl'*'^yy^l2^22 *^zz^12^22 ^ ^ 3^1 
•*• ^^xx^l^2l'*'-yy^22^22*^zz^22^23^ ^3^2 
If the inertia dyadic is written as: 
^12^^"^ ^13^^ 
* ^21^^'*'^22^^"*" ^23^^ 
^ ^31^3^1^ ^32^3^2"^ ^33^3^3 
(Ijj=Iji, j5'ii)then the dot products of the inertia dyadic with 
any vector, can be computed as: 
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X'p- (•j^llPi'''-^l2p2'''-^13P3^ 
* ^^2\9I*^2292'*'^2292) ^  (104) 
•*• ^•^3lPl'*"-^32P2'''-^33P3^ "^3 
The angular acceleration for each segment can be written 
in the following form; 
= (a +A^ --BUia+^"12) 
+ {a2^+A2+Du^2-CUj^^) h2 (105) 
+ (af +A3 +S'Jii -nu^2) ^3 
where and u,; are functions of the unknown angles and Aj, 
B, C, and D are constants that depend on the known joint 
angles. 
Then. 
J:-CC= ( Jii (Uii+Ai-jBUi3 + C:Ui2) +X12 
+ X| ] ^3  ( lij^2+^2+BUJ^2^  ~Z'li22 ) ) 
+ (I21 ( U12+^3^+ CUi2) •'•-22 ( ^'12 ~ ) (106 
+ { J23 ( Ui3 +A3 +BU11 -nU^z ) ) ^2 
•*• (-^31 ( ^11 •'"•^1 ~-BUJ^3 + CUj2^) •'•-^32 ( ^12^•^^•^^13" 
+ { J33 { Ui3 +^3 +SU11 "-^"12 ) ) ^3 
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The angular velocity of each segment with respect to the 
global coordinates can be written as a combination of an 
unknown <i}'^'=uj,b,+u,2b2+u,3b3and a known Using this, the dot 
product of the inertia and the angular velocity is: 
1-W= + +I12 (U12+W2'') +^13 (Ui3+«3'') 
+ [J31 (Uii + Qi^) +l32{Ui2+C02'') +I2j{u^j+03l^)]b3 
SO 
2-QX<0= [  (  J21 (Uii  + Qii)  +J22 (Ui2+'^2i)  +^23 
-(J3l(Uii + 0)ii) +J32 (UI2+<^2^) +^33 
[ (Ui +Qii) +J32 (Ui2"^"2^) 33 
-(Jll(Uli + Qii) +Ji2(Ui2+0)2i) +^13 
[ (Jll (Uli + Qii) +Ji2{Ui2+W2i) +•^'13 












(Ull + Qli) ]jb3 
The above equations must then be put in terms of the unknowns 
and constants for use in the differential equations. The Uj/s 
will also be used as unknowns to simplify the equations. 
The right hand term SI-a can be written in terms of the 
unknown variables as follows: 
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S !;•«= [ { S Ji\) Uii+ { 2 J12) U12+ ( s Ji'a) Ui3 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
+ ( 2 JiW+ 2 X3.W+ 2 
i-l i-1 i=l (109) 
12 . 12 . 12 . 12 . % * / 
T n 71 
12 + ( 2 2 U13+ ( 2 2 IiaD^) a 
i-l i-l i-l i-l 
+ (2 JiiB 2 
i-l i-l 
••• [ ( 2 J31) ( 2 J32) ^12^2* ^ ^  -^33) 
i=l i=l i=l 
+ ( 2 X31A1 + 2 X32A2 + 2 J33A3 ) 
i-l i=l i-l 
+ ( 2 2 IAb^) Ui3 + ( 2 1^0'- 2 
i-l i-l i-l i=l 
( 2 JaiB 2 Jaic^) u^J F3 
i-l i-l 
(110) 
This term can be separated into three components (b,, bj, bj) 
and the constant terms can be renamed as follows: 
Then the Sloa equation can be rewritten as follows: 
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Slll=C)l SJ,2=£)2 Sl,3=i?3 
^•^22~^4 ^•^23~^5 
2X31=03 2X32=05 Sl33=£)g 
2Ji,A,+SX,2A2+2Xi3A3=i?i 
2-X2i.Aj^+SX22A2+SX23A3-i?2 (111) 
2 Jj +2 X3 2 A2+2 X3 3 A3 =i?3 
2X12-2^-2x^^5=5, 2122^-2 X2iB=S2 2X3215-2X315=53 
2XiiC-2Xi3D=ri 2i2iC-SX23D=r2 2X3iC-2X33D=r3 
2Xi3B-2XI2C=VI 2l23B-SX22C=V2 21335-2X320=1^3 
12 
S X*a= (C)IUii+C)2UI2 + C'3UI3+-KI + -^I"I3 + ^I"I2 + ^I"II) ^1 
a=l 
+ (^?2"ll+C>4"l2+i?5"l3+^2+-52"l3 + r2"l2 + ^2"ll) ^2 
Similarly, the Zl-coxu term can be written as follows: 
12 _ 
S 2*(0xw 
i-1 2 2 —(113) 
= (W;Ll + W'i2Uii + I^13"l2 + f^l4"l3 + ^15"l3"l2-^02"ll"l3-£'3"ll"l2+!?5 (U13-U12) )^1 
+ (A^21^f^22"ll + ^23"l2^^24"l3^^25"l3"ll^C'5"ll"l2-£>2"l3"l2+C3 ("ll-"l3) )^2 




^11= S [ +J2ic0i^a)3^ + J23 ( (0)3"^) 2- ((Oz'^)^) -
i=l 
P/21=S [(133-Jii) +l3icoi^(.)^^ + J3i { (CO^^) 2- (0)^^)2) 
i=l 
{^31= S [ ( Jii-Jzi) (Wi^Wz"^) +Jiio)^^Q^^ + Ji2 ( ("2"^) 2- (coj^) 2) - J2'30)J^C03^] 
i=l 
^12"^ [X21W3 "-^31^2 ] 
i=l 
^13~ 23 [ (X22~-^33) W3^-2X23'«^2^~-^31L^1^] 
i=l 
^14~ 2 [ i ^ 22~^32) ^2 •'•2 J2^Ci)3'^ +J2l.^l^] 
i=l 
^15=2 [ (122-^33) 
i=l 
^^22= S [ ( J3i-Jil) 0)^^+2 J3iQi^ + J3iQ^"] 
i=l 
F1^3=S [X32<0I -ZI2^3 ] 
i=l 
^24" ^  t i^33~^ll) ^1^~2 Ji^3(«)3'^-JJ^2^2^1 
i=l 
f^25~? f (•^33~^11^ 3 
2=1 
12 
^32~ ^  [ (Xll J22) ^^2^ 2 J2iCi)i'^-X23Q3'^] 
i=l 
12 
i l 21^ 
L \ J.12.--L22) 
i=l 
^33 ?. f (-^ 1 ^2 '^l •'•2X12^^2^•'"•^13^3^] 
1^34= 2 [J13CO2 ~X23(0I ] 
i=l 
^35- S {{^xx~^22^^ 
1=1 
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Linear Acceleration of Segments 
The linear acceleration of the segments must be 
calculated in segment 1 coordinates. These were derived using 
the relationship given in Huston and Passerello (1971): 
a^j=as+gj+Ps (115) 
To do this computation, the second derivatives of the q's and 
of Pq must be derived. Since Pg=S(mVM,oi)q;, then 
(d^Pg/dt^)=i:(m7M^*) (d^qj/dt^) . This means that if the second 
derivatives of the q's are known, the second derivative of Pq 
can be determined. Given: qj=qjib,+qj2b2+qj3b3, the derivatives of 
qj can be determined as follows: 
The first and second derivatives of q vs time could be 
determined analytically using the values of the joint 
rotations and their derivatives. It is easier, however, to 
use the q's calculated using the equations in the previous 
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section and use the known joint rotations to numerically take 
their derivatives, rather than doing extensive calculations at 
each time point of interest. Therefore, the first and second 
derivatives of the q's were calculated using the same cubic 
splines routine used to take the derivatives of the known 
joint rotations. 
The first derivatives of the segment 1 basis vectors were 
computed earlier as: 







[•he second derivatives were found using: 
l u s  -  d  ,  d  \ ,  d -
dt^ ^ dt dt ^ dt 
Then, the second derivative of each vector is given below: 
-^^1 = - (Ui3+UI2)Fi+ (UI3 + "I2"II)^2+("I2"I1-"I2)^3 
at 
= ( UliUi2 -"13 ) - ( "ll + "1^3 ) ^ 2 + ("ll + "l3 "l2 ) ^ 3 < ^ 2 0 ) 
dt^ 
-^^3 = ( "l2 + "ll"l3 ) ( "l2 "l3 - "ll ) ^2 - ( "12 + "ll) ^ 3 
dt^ 
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Using this result, equation (117) can be rewritten as: 
(gj:j-2gj.2Ui3+2gj.3Ui2-<?ii ("i3+ui'2) +Q-i2("iiUi2-Si3) 
+ 9j-5{UI2 + "ii"I3))^1 
+ (gj-2+2gj.^Ui3-2gj.2Uii-gj2(Ui\+Ui32+gj-i (Ui3 + Ui2"ii) ("D 
+ (gj-3-2gj-^Ui2+2gj.2Uii-gj.3 (Ui2+"i\2+gii (Ui3"ii-"i2) 
+gj.2(Ull + Ui3Ui2))i33 
Then, the second derivative of the Pg vector is; 
i^(^gi) (122) 
d t ^  i = i  A f t o t  d t  
which, substituting frciri equation (120), can be written as: 
12 xn- •> •> 
[ {gji-2gj-2Ui3+2g.^Ui2-g-j(Ui3+Ui2) 
+gj.2 ( U11U12-U13) ( "l2 + "ll"l3) ) 
+ (gj.2+2gj.,Ui3-2gj.2Uii-gj2 (ui\+ui\_)_+gj-i (Ui3+Ui2"ii) <^23) 
+ gi5("l2"l3-"ll))^2 
+ (g,-,-2g^,u,2+2g.-2Uii-gj:j (Ui2+U4: 
+ 42("I1 + "I3"I2) )^3] 
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The acceleration of the center of gravity of the entire 
body in terms of the unknowns is; 
+^2^2 •'"-^3^3 (124) 
Rotating into segment 1 coordinates, this can be written as: 
2^= [X^ (cacy-sasPsy) (sacY+casPsy) -X^ (sycP)) jb^ 
+ (-Xi (sacP)+^2 (cacp)+J^3 (sP)) jbj _ <125) 
+ (casy+saspcy) +X^ (sasy-caspcy) +X^ (cPcy)) F3 
The linear acceleration terms of a single segment's center of 
gravity can then be written as: 
substituting the values from equations (120) and (122) 
{X^ (cacy-saspsy) +X2 (sacy+caspsy) -X^ (sycP) ' 
-^>12 '"l3+C'l3 '"l2-?l ' ("13 + ^12) +g2 ' ("ll"l2-"l3) ' ("l2 + "ll"l3) ) 
+ (-J^i(sacP) +^2 (cacp)+Z3 (sP) +C21'"^<322'"i3"C'23 (127) 
+ ' ( "l3-^"l2"ll) -Q2 ' ( "11 + "!^) +<?3 'j "l2"l3-"ll) ) ^ 2 
+ (Xj (casy+sasPcy) +X2{sasy-cas^cy) +Z3 (cPcy) '+C32 '"n 
-^^33 '"l2-'Q'l'vu-i3aii-iii2) +g2 '{Uii-^Ui3"l2) "<33 ' ("l2 + "ll) ) ^3 
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where for any segment j, 
and 
^=1 -"tot 
./ 12 m. 
^>12 =2gj2+ s {2gi2) 
• / zn-Qi =2g.3+ S (2g^3) 
i-i A?tot 
,j'_- . i? ;n, 




•/ 12 . 
=2gj-2+ S —^ {2gi2) 
i«l *tot 
C>33'=2gji+ S {2giJ 
i=i Mtot 
/ 12 flj 
gi =gijt+s ^ gi^c (129) 
i«l tot 
The Pj terms were derived previously, using Pj=qj- Pg-
Then,skipping a few intermediate steps, the three components 
of the cross product term SPjXiiijaj along the basis vectors for 
segment 1 (the reference segment) are: 
12 _ _ , 
{ S Pjxmaj) 1=^1 (casY+sasPcY) A2^i+^iSacPA3 
+Xo (sasY-casBcY) A, .-X^cacQAj i+A, 7+u,-Ai . (130) 
-"l2'^2,6-"l3^3,6- ("l3+"l2"ll) ^3,2+ ('""l2+'"l3"ll) ^2,2 
+ ("11 •*•"12"13) ^2,3+ ("ll + "l3) ^3,3" (Ui\ + Ui\) A2,4- {-U11 + U13U12) A3^4  
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( 2 PjXmaj) 2=-^i (cacy-sasPcy) A3 (casy+sasPcy) A^ 
+X2 (sacy+caspsy) A3 (sasy-caspcy) 
•'•"l2^2,8~"l3^3,5"*' ^ ""13''""12^11) ^ ^ 12•*""l3^11) ^3,4 
- (L!i1 + UI2UI3) Ai,3- {Ui\ + Ui\) Ai,4- {u23 + Ui\) A 3 ^ ^  + U.j Ai,2 
12 . 
( S PjXmaj) 2=-X^i (-sacP) A^(cacy-sasPsy) Aj^i 
+X2cacpA^^^-X2 (sacy+caspsy) A2,i+^3,7"i^ii^i,5 (^32) 
"^12^2,5"''^13^3,8"'' ^ ^ 13"*"^12^11) ^1,2~ ^ ^ 12•*"^13"ll) ^3,3 
+ (-UI1 + Ui2UI3) AI^4-(UI\ + UI\)AI^3+{UI\ + UI\) A2,2-(-UI3 + "I2"II)^2,3 
where the constant terms are defined as follows: 
^1,1= .2 inAi^2=2;n^Pi^gi A^ 3= S i=l i=l i=l 
^2,i=2;n^P2^ A2,2=S in ^Pz^gi A2,2=^ m^Pz^gi (133) 
J.=l i^l i=l 
A3 i=Si77-p3^ A3 2=2;n^P3^gi A3 3= S i=l i=l i=l 
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5=S;n^p/c)2'3 











^2,6" ^  ^^ PzQzZ 
2=1 
^3,6" ^  ^^ P^ QlZ 
2-1 
(134) 
Ai^7= S ;7J- (P2'a3'i--P3'£>2'i) A,,3= S mHPiQi2*PiQi,) 2=1 'V.I 
A2,7=S^^{^3^i?l'l--Pl^i?3l) A2 8=2 7n^(P3^^)/3+p/l?3'3) (135) 2=1 i=l 




INFORMED WRITTEN CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS IN A STUDY OF 
RELEASE MOVES ON THE HORIZONTAL BAR 
The purpose of this study is to examine the biomechanics of the 
Tkatchev release move on the horizontal bar. Volunteer subjects 
will be videotaped performing the Tkatchev. The bar will be 
instrumented with strain gages to measure the forces and torques 
on the bar while the gymnast performs. Data obtained from the 
videotape and strain gages will provide a database to create a 
computer model of the skill from which joint forces and torques 
can be estimated. The study will be performed at Iowa State 
University. 
1. I have freely consented to take part in a scientific study 
being conducted by Martha Nichols-Ketchum, a doctoral candidate 
in Biomedical Engineering at Iowa State University. 
2. The study has been explained to me. I understand the 
explanation that has been given and what participation in the 
study will involve. 
3. I understand that I am free to discontinue my participation 
in the study at any time. 
4. I understand that I will be perfonning the Tkatchev release 
move as it has been taught by my coach and that proper safety 
procedures and matting will be provided. A spotting belt will 
be available, if needed. 
5. Emergency treatment of any injuries that may occur as a 
direct result of participation in this research will be treated 
at the Iowa State University Student Health Services, Student 
Services Building, and/or referred to Mary Greeley Hospital or 
another physician. Compensation for treatment of any injuries 
that may occur as a direct result of participation in this 
research may or may not be paid by Iowa State University 
depending on the Iowa Tort Claims Act. Claims for compensation 
will be handled by the Iowa State University Vice President for 
Business and Finance. 
6. I understand that my name will not be associated with any 
publication and/or presentation of the data collected in this 
study. 
7. I understand that videotapes and other measurement data will 
be collected and may be used for demonstrations, instruction 
and/or study. 
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8. I understand that my participation in this study does not 
guarantee any beneficial results for me. 
9. I understand that, at my request, I can receive additional 
explanation of the study at any time. 








Head circumference cm 
(HEADC) 
Chest circumference cm 
(CC) 
Axillary circumference cm 
(AXILC) 
Elbow circumference cm 
(ELBC) 
Forearm circumference cm 
(FAC) 
Wrist circiamference cm 
(WRISC) 
Fist circumference cm 
(FISTC) 
Thigh circumference cm 
(THIHC) 
Knee circumference cm 
(GKNEC) 
"Maximum circumference 
of the head above the 
brow ridges and 
parallel to the 
Frankfort plate 
'Circumference of chest 
with tape passing over 
the nipples and 
perpendicular to the 
long axis of the trunk 
-perpendicular to long 
axis of upper arm and 
passing just below 
lowest point of axilla 
"With elbow flexed to 
about 125 degrees, tape 
passes over olecranon 
process of the ulna and 
into the crease of the 
elbow 
"Maximum circumference 
of forearm, tape 
perpendicular to long 
axis of forearm 
"Minimum circumference 
of wrist proximal to 
the radial and ulnar 
styloid processes 
•"Subject makes tight 
fist with thumb across 
end of fist. Pass tape 
over thumb and knuckles 
''Circumference just 
below the lowest point 
in the gluteal furrow 
with tape in horiz. 
plane 
•l^nee circumference at 
mid-patella level with 





Ankle circximf erence 
(ANKC) 





Chest breadth (CHESB) cm 
Chest depth (CHESD) cm 
Waist breadth (WAISB) 
Waist depth (WAISD) cm 
Hip breadth (HIPB) 





of the calf 
"Minimum circumference 
of the ankle 
*The thickness of the 
panniculus adiposus 
just superior to the 
crest of the right 
ilium: approximated by 
skinfold measurement 




•Vsing a beam caliper, 
measure the horizontal 
breadth of the chest at 
the level of the 
nipples during normal 
breathing 
•^ e^asure using 
anthropometer held 
horizontally on the 
subject's right side at 
the level of the 
nipples during normal 
breathing 
AAWj. jM»j.eciQuii OJ. 
the body at the level 
of the omphalion 
'Measure the anterior 
to posterior distance 
of the abdomen at the 
level of the most 
lateral indentation 
points with abdomen 
relaxed 
'Horizontal distance 
across the greatest 
lateral protrusion of 
the hips 
•"The depth of the 
buttocks at the level 




Upper arm length cm 
(UPARL) 
Forearm length (FOARL) cm 
Wrist breadth (WRISB) cm 
Hand breadth (HANDB) cm 
Stature (STAT) cm 
Chin-neck interval cm 
(CNI) 
Shoulder height (SHLDH) cm 
Substernal height cm 
(SUBH) 
Description 
''Distance along the 
axis of the upper arm 
between the acromion 
and the radiale when 
subject stands with arm 
extended to the side 
''Distance along the 
axis of the lower arm 
between the radiale and 
stylion when subject 
stands with arm 
extended to the side 
*With spreading 
caliper, measure the 
maximum distance 
between the radial and 
ulnar styloin 
proocesses exerting 
sufficient pressure to 
compress the tissue 
overlying the radius 
and ulna 
"Measure the maximum 
breadth of the hand 
across the distal ends 
of metacarpal II and V 
''The vertical distance 
from the floor to the 
top cf the head with 
the head in the 
Frankfort plane. 
'Distance from top of 
head to anterior 
intersection of the 
chin and neck 
''Distance from floor to 
the acromion with 
subject standing erect 
''Distance from the 
floor to the 
substernale point at 
the lower edge of the 
sternum with subject 
standing erect 
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Pareuaeter Unit (s) 
Trochanteric height cm 
(TROCH) 
Sitting height (SITH) cm 
Tibiale height (TIBH) cm 
Sphyrion height (SPHYH) cm 
Foot length (FOOTL) cm 
Weight (W) 




•"Di stance from the 
floor to the 
trochanterion on the 
right side with subject 
standing erect 
Vertical distance from 
sitting surface to top 
of head. Subject 
sitting with head 
oriented in Frankfort 
position and feet 
resting on a surface 
so that knees are bent 
at approximately right 
angles 
Vertical distance from 
floor to the right 
tibiale. Subject 
stands erect with legs 
slightly apart. 
Vertical distance from 
floor to sphyrion. 
Subject stands erect 
with legs slightly 
apart. Measured with 
measuring block. 
•"Length of the foot 
along the long axis. 
Subject stands with 
right foot in foot box 
just touching the side 
and rear walls with the 
long axis of the foot 
parallel to the side 
wall. 
•height of minimally 
clothed subject 
measured on standard 
medical type scale. 
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APPENDIX D 
PROGRAM TO SYNCHRONIZE STRAIN GAGE DATA WITH THE TIME DATA FOR 
THE DIGITIZED MARKER LOCATIONS 
C This program takes the strain gage output values and 
C uses cubic splines to interpolate to points that 
C correspond to the time values for each frame of the 
C move 
C 
C This program uses "canned" subroutines from Kahaner, 








C read in values from data file 
C 
print *,"Data file with strain data: " 
read *, fnl 
print *,"File for strain output: " 
read *, fn2 
open (l,file=fnl) 
C read in number of points 
read (1,*) n 
do 100 i=l,n 
read (1,*) time(i),si(i),s2(i),s3(i),s4(i),s5(i),s6(i) 
print *,i 
100 continue 
do 200 i=l,n 




print *, "Enter number of frames: " 
read *,nval 
print *, "Enter time for frame 1: " 
read *,tO 




C call programs to interpolate using cubic splines 
C 




call pchev(n,tiine,s2,d,nval, tl,ss2,dval, ierr) 
call pchez(n,tiine,s3,d, .true. ,wk,300,ierr) 
call pchev(n, time,s3,d,nval, tl,ss3,dval, ierr) 
call pchez(n,time,s4,d, .true. ,wk,300,ierr) 
call pchev(n,time,s4,d,nval,tl,ss4,dval, ierr) 
call pchez (n,time,s5,d, .true. ,wk,300, ierr) 
call pchev(n,time,s5,d,nval, tl,ss5,dval, ierr) 
call pchez(n,time,s6,d, .true. ,wk,300, ierr) 
call pchev(n, time, s6, d, nval, tl, ss6, dval, ierr) 
call pchez (n,time,s7,d, .true. ,wk,300, ierr) 
call pchev(n,time, s7, d, nval, tl, ss7, dval, ierr) 
call pchez (n,time,s8,d, .true. ,wk,300, ierr) 
call pchev(n, time, s8, d, nval, tl, ss8, dval, ierr) 
C 
C Send output to data file 
C 
open (2,file=fn2) 
do 1000 i=l,nval 






ANALYSIS PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINES 
Prograin F0RT0R2 
C This program computes the forces and torques frame 
C by frame for Tkatchevs performed and recorded by 
C Ariel system. 
C 
C Variables: 
C m=mass;ixx,iyy,izz=inertias;eta=proportion of 
C segment length (h) to e.g.; r,rr=major and minor 
C radii of segments;a=reference frame coordinates; 
C pos,vel,acc=kinematic data; rm=rotation matrix 
C n=number of frames 
C 
C Markers (for pos,vel,acc) 
C l=right ankle; 2=right knee; 
C 3=right thigh; 4=right back thigh; 
C 5=right trochanter; 6=right ASIS; 7=left ASIS 
C 8=left trochanter; 9=left backthigh; 10=left thigh 
C ll=left knee; 12=left ankle; 
C 13=right side wrist; 
C 14=right elbow; 15=right back upper arm; 16=right 
C shoulder; 17=left shoulder; 18=left back upper arm; 
C 19=left elbow; 20=left side wrist; 21=forehead 
C 22=right ear; 23=left ear; 24=sternum; 25=substernal 
C 26=neck; 27=vertebrae; 28=right waist; 29=left waist 
C 
C joints: l=neck;2=right shoulder;3=left shoulder; 
C 4=right elbow; 5=ieft elbow;6=upper spine;7=lower 
C back;8=righthip; 9=left hip;10=right knee;ll=left 
C knee; 12=right hand; 13=left hand 
C 
C segments: l=head;2=upper trunk;3=mid-trunk; 
C 4=pelvis;5=r.forearm; 6=1.forearm; 7=r.upper arm; 
C 8=1.upper arm; 9=r.thigh; 10=1.thigh; ll=r.shank; 
C 12=1.shank 
C 
real m(12) . ixx(12) iyy (12) , izz (12) ,eta (12) ,h (12) 



















print *, "Enter subject number (1 or 2):" 
read *,subnum 
if (subnum.eq.1) then 
sub='1' 
endif 









C Determine the reference frame for each segment and 
C enter reference coordinates 
C 
dir='c:\fortran\data\' 
print *, "Which file do you want to analyze? " 
print *,"1 Subject 1 #4" 
print *,"2 Subject 1 #8" 
print *,"3 Subject 2 #4" 
print *,"4 Subject 2 #9" 
print *,"5 Another file, not listed above" 
print *," " 
11 read *,numfile 
if (nuitifile.eq.5) then 
print *,"Enter the name of the file to be 
& analyzed:" 
print *,"put the name in quotes: 'fn'" 
read *,prefix 
else if (numfileceq.1) then 
pref ix='tkad#4' 
else if (numfile.eq.2) then 
pref ix='tkad#8' 
else if (numfile.eq.3) then 
pref ix='tkmk#4' 
else if (numfile.eq.4) then 
pref ix='tkmk#9' 
else 
print *,"Not a valid selection, please re-enter 
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& choice " 
goto 11 
endif 
refdat.=' c: \fortran\data\subject' //sub// ' .ref' 
C 
C Reference data is the location of markers in global 
C coordinates when the gymnast is in the reference 
C position (all segments aligned with the global 
C coordinate system) 
C 
open (1,file=refdat) 
do 100 i=l,12 





C Define the reference point and relative position 
C vectors for each segment. Mark(i) =marker for segment 
C i that is used as the reference marker for relative 
C acceleration of e.g. 
C rcg{i,j) is the position vector (cm) from e.g. to 
C mark(i)for segment i in the j-direction, where the 
C coordinate system is segment is segment coordinates 
C 
C Segment 1: Head, reference marker=right ear 
mark(1)=2 
C Segment 2: Upper trunk, reference marker=neck 
mark(2)=3 
C Segment 3: Mid trunk, reference marker=vertebrae 
mark(3)=1 
C Segment 4: Pelvis, reference marker=right waist 
mark(4)=l 
C Segment 5: Right forearm, reference marker=elbow 
mark(5)=2 
C Segment 6: Left forearm, reference marker=l.elbow 
mark(6)=2 
C Segment 7: Right upper arm, reference marker=r.elbow 
mark(7)=1 
C Segment 8: Left upper arm, reference marker=l.elbow 
mark(8)=1 
C Segment 9: Right thigh, reference marker=r.knee 
mark(9)=1 
C Segment 10: Left thigh, reference marker=l.knee 
mark(10)=1 
C Segment 11: Right shank, reference marker, r. knee 
mark(11)=2 





rcg(i, j)=a(i,inark(i) , j) 
enddo 
enddo 
Add 100 to each reference position to avoid zeros in 








Redefine mark(i) as marker to be used as the reference 
in acceleration computations and eg computations 
mark(1)=23 
















Read in number of frames,release frame, recatch 
frame, frame for end of bar contact,- and file for 
strain gage data 
read (1,*) n 
read (1,*) nrel 
read (1,*) nrec 
read (1,*) nlast 








errorfile=dir//prefix// ' .err' 
open (2,file=velfile,status='old') 
open (3, f ile=accf ile, status='old') 









C First, get joint angles and their derivatives at the 
C knee and elbow joints. These will later be used in 
C the angular velocity and acceleration calculations for 













theta( jt,l)=atan(-rdp( jt,l,2) /rdp( jt,2,2)) 





IF ((cl. It. 0.) .and. (theta(jt, 1) . It. 0.) ) then 
theta (jt, l)=theta( jt, 1) +PI 
ENDIF 
IF {(cl. It. 0.) .and. (theta( jt, 1) .gt. 0.)) then 













read (1,*) n 
read (1,*) nrel 
read (1,*) nrec 
read (1,*) nlast 
read (1,*) stfile 












C From rotation matrix rdp, determine angles between 
C segments with respect to proximal segment. Store for 
C later use in model. This assumes a 3-1-2 rotation 
C about z,x',y'' axes where theta (joint,1) is about z 
C axis, theta(joint,2) is x' and theta (joint,3) is 
C about y'' 
C 
























IF ((s3.gt.0.).and.(theta(jt,3). It. 0.) )then 
theta(j t,3)=theta(j t,3)+PI 
ENDIF 




IF ((cl.It.0.).and.(theta(jt,1). It. 0.) )then 
theta(jt,l)=theta(jt,1)+PI 
ENDIF 






























eg (2) =suir.2 /rstot 
eg(3)=sum3/mtot 
C 
C The matrix RM is defined as: [global] = [rm] [segment] 
C Most of the conversions we will do are from global to 
C segment coordinates. Therefore, we will transpose [rm] 

















C Find angular velocity and angular acceleration using 





& , thetaddot, num) 
C 
C Find linear acceleration for each segment 
C a(cg)=a(known point)+alpha x r +omega x omega x r 
C 
DO 1450 i=l,12 
C DO cross products 
alphaxr (l)=alpha(i, 2) *rcg(i, 3) -alpha (i, 3) *rcg (i, 2) 
alphaxr (2)=alpha(i, 3) *rcg(i, 1) -alpha (i, 1) *rcg(i, 3) 
alphaxr (3)=alpha(i, 1) *rcg(i,2) -alpha (i, 2) *rcg(i, 1) 
omegaxr (1) =omega (i, 2) *rcg {i, 3) -omega (i, 3) *rcg (i, 2) 
omegaxr (2) =omega(i, 3) *rcg(i, 1) -omega (i, 1) *rcg(i, 3) 
omegaxr (3) =omega (i, 1) *rcg (i, 2) -omega (i, 2) *rcg ^ , 1) 
vjxi-jxr (1) =cmega (i, 2) *cmegaxr (3) -omega (i, 3) '^ omegaxr (2) 
wxwxr (2) =omega (i, 3) *omegaxr (1) -omega (i, 1) *omegaxr (3) 
wxwxr (3) =omega (i, 1) *omegaxr (2) -omega (i, 2) *omegaxr (1) 
C 
C Rotate acceleration vector of marker for segment 
C into local coordinates 
C 





C Compute the center of gravity accelerations in local 
C coordinates. Convert from cm/sec to m/sec 
C 






C Determine momentum change for each segment (Units 
C will be cm-m-kg/sec2 (N-cm). Divide to get N-m. 
C 









C Determine force vectors at hands using strain gage 
C data 
C 
read (4,*) frame,time,(sg(i),i=l,8) 
if ((fnum.gt.nrel).and.(fnum.It.nrec)) then 




elseif (fnum.gt.nlast) then 










C Compute moments at hands using the constant 

















& +nn(6,l,3) *fl(3)) 
f (13,2)=-(rm( 6,2,1) *f 1(1)+nn( 6,2,2) *f 1(2) 
& +nn(6,2,3) *fl(3n 
f (13,3) =-(rm(6,3,1) *f 1(1)+nn(6,3,2)*f 1(2) 
& +nn(6,3,3) *fl(3) ) 
mom(12 ,1) =-(nti(5,1, 3) *MR) 
mom(12,2)=-(rm(5,2,3)*MR) 
mom(12,3)=-(rm(5,3,3)*MR) 
mom (13 ,1)=-(rm(6,1,3)*ML) 
mom (13 , 2) =- (rm (6,2, 3) *ML) 
mom(13, 3)=-{rm(6,3,3) *ML) 
C 
C Find weights of segments in segment coordinates 
C 
DO 1600 i=l,12 




C Find forces at elbows 
C 





C Find moments at elbows 
C 



















C Rotate into upper arm coordinates 
C 
DO 1700 j=4,5 
203 
DO 1800 i=l,3 
f (j/i)=-(rdp(j,i,l)*fd(j,l)+rdp(j,i,2)*fd(j,2) 
& +rdp(j,i,3)*fd(j,3) ) 
moiii(j,i)=-(rdp(j,i,l)*iaomd( j,l)+rdp(j,i,2) 




C Find forces at shoulders 
C 
DO 1850 i=l,3 
fd(2,i)=in(7) *acg(7,i)-f (4 , i)-sw(7, i) 
fd(3 , i)=in(8) *acg(8, i) -f (5, i) -sw(8, i) 
1850 continue 
C 


















inoind(3 , i) =hg(8, i) -rxf (i) -rxf2 (i) -inoin(5, i) 
enddo 
C 
C Rotate into upper trunk coordinates 
C 
DO 1900 j=2,3 
DO 2000 i=l,3 
f(j,-i)=-(rdp(j,i,l)*fd(j,l)+rdp(j,i,2)*fd(j,2) 
& +rdp(j,i,3)*fd(j,3)) 
mom (j , i) =- (rdp (j , i, 1) *momd {j , 1) +rdp (j, i, 2) 




C Find forces at neck 
C 
DO 2050 i=l,3 
204 
f d (1, i) =in (1) *acg (1, i) -sw (1, i) 
2050 continue 
C 









C Rotate into upper trunk coordinates 
DO i=l,3 
f (l,i)=-(rdp(l,i,l)*fd(l,l)+rdp(l,i,2) *fd(l,2) 
& +rdp(l,i,3)*fd(l,3)) 
mom(l, i) =- (rdp(1, i, 1) *momd(l, 1) +rdp(1, i, 2) 
& *momd (1,2) +rdp (1, i, 3) *momd (1,3)) 
enddo 
C 
C Find forces at upper trunk "joint" 
C 
DO i=l,3 




C Rotate into mid-trunk coordinates 
DO i=l,3 
f (6, i) =- (rdp (6,i,l)*fd(6,l) +rdp (6,i,2)*fd(6,2) 
& +rdp(6,i,3)*fd(6, 3)) 
c 
C Find forces at knees 
C 
DO i=l,3 
fd(10, i) =m(ll) *acg(ll, i) -sw(ll, i) 
fd(ll, i) =m(12) *acg(12, i) -sw(12, i) 
enddo 
C 
C Find moments at knees :mknee=Hq-rxFknee 
C 
C Take cross product r x F,r=distance from eg to knee 





C Compute moment 
DO 2355 i=l,3 
205 
niomd(10, i)=hg(ll, i) -rxf (i) 
2355 continue 




C Compute moment 




C Rotate into thigh coordinates 
C 
DO 2400 j=10,ll 
DO 2500 i=l,3 
f (j»i)=-(rdp(j,i,l)*fd(j,i)+rdp(j,i,2)*fd(j,2) 
& +rdp(j,i,3)*fd(j,3)) 





C Find forces at hips 
C 





C Find moments at hips 
C 
C Take cross products r x F, r=-rcg 
C Right hip 










C Compute moment 
DO 2555 i=l,3 
momd(8, i)=hg(9, i) -rxf (i) -rxf2 (i) -mom(10, i) 
2555 continue 
C Left hip 









C Compute moment 




C Rotate into pelvis coordinates 
C 
DO 2600 j=8,9 
DO 2700 i=l,3 
f (j,i)=-(rdp(j,i,l)*fd(j,l)+rdp(j,i,2)*fd(j,2) 
& +rdp(j,i,3)*fd(j,3)) 
mom (j, i) =- (rdp (j , i, 1) *momd (j , 1) +rdp (j , i, 2) 
& *momd (j , 2) +rdp (j , i, 3) *momd (j , 3)) 
2700 continue 
2 600 continue 
C 
C Find forces at lower back "joint" 
C 




C Find moments at lower back joint 
C 
rrl=r(9) 
V f A \ / O 
^ ^ AA J f ^ • 













C Compute moment 






C Rotate into mid-trunk coordinates 







C Upper spine "joint" 
C 
rrl=h(3)/2. 









C Compute moment 
DO 2855 i=l,3 
mom(6,i)=hg(3,i)-rxf(i)-rxf2(i)-mom(7,i) 
2855 continue 
C Print out forces and torques to data file 
write (6,*) frame,time 
DO 3000 i=l,13 
write (6,*) i,(f(i,j),j=l,3),(mom(i,j),j=l,3) 
3000 continue 
write (9,*) frame,time 
DO i=l,ll 
write (9,*) i,(fd(i,j),j=l,3),(momd(i,j),j=l,3) 
enddo 
write(9,*) (fr(i),i=l,3) ,mr 
write (9,*)(fl(i),i=l,3),ml 
C Write out kinematics to file for further analysis 
DO 1=1,12 
WRITE (11,*) I, (omega(I,J), J=l,3) 
& (ALPHA(I,J),J=l,3) 
WRITE (7,*) i,(acg(I,J), J=l,3) 
ENDDO 
C 




C There will be some error involved. Compute the upper 
C spine moment using the upper trunk segment, and 
C subtract from the value found using the mid trunk 
208 































C Compute the lower back force from the mid trunk 
C segment and subtract from the value found using the 
C pelvis. Write all three values to a file for further 
C analysis. 

























C RE-order forces,moments,kinematic data, and joint 



























Subroutine Inertia (m, ixx, iyy, izz ,h,eta,r ,rr, sub) 
C This subroutine takes anthropometric data and 
C calculates mass, center of gravity and moments of 
C inertia for each segment based on Hanavan and 










C Define segments as follows 
C l=Head 
C 2=Upper trunk, 3=Middle Trunk, 4=Lower Trunk 
C 5=Right forearm & hand, 6=Left forearm & hand 
C 7=Right Upper Arm, 8=Left Upper Arm 
C 9=Right thigh, 10=Left thigh 
C ll=Right shank & foot, 12=Left shank & foot 
C 





read 1 4000) age 
read 1 4000) headc 
read 1 4000) cc 
read 1 4000) axilc 
read 1 4000) elbc 
read 1 4000) fac 
read 1 4000) Wrisc 
read 1 4000) Fistc 
read 1 4000) Thihc 
read 1 4000) gknec 
read 1 4000) Cfc 
read 1 4000) Foarl 
read 1 4000) Wrisb 
read 1 4000) Handb 
read 1 4000) Stat 
read 1 4000) Cni 
read 1 4000) Shldh 
read 1 4000) Subh 
read 1 4000) Troch 
read 1 4000) Sith 
read 1 4000) Wsth 
read 1 4000) Ankc 
read 1 4000) If 
read 1 4000) Chesb 
read 1 4000) Chesd 
read 1 4000) Waisb 
read 1 4000) Waisd 
read 1 4000) Hipb 
read 1 4000) Buttd 
read 1 4000) Uparl 
read 1 4000) Tibh 
read 1 4000) Sphyh 
read 1 4000) Footl 
read 1 4000) W 
close (1) 
4000 format (f8.2) 
211 
C 







h(4) = (sith-(stat-shldh)) -h(2)-h(3) 
m(2) =h (2) / (sith- (stat-shldh)) *trun]aii 
m(3)=h(3)/(sith-(stat-shldh))*trunkm 
m(4)=h(4)/(sith-(stat-shldh))*trunkm 











C Distribute remaining weight over segments 
C 
sum=0 




do 4200 i=l,12 
f A \ —--s / 4 \ iw. f i \ t All \ ^ ; —lit \ J- / "Till \ J. j / & UlU ** £>C1 J. 
4200 continue 
C 
C Calculate principle inertias for each segment 
C 


















do 4400 i=2,4 
ixx(i)=in(i) /12* (3*rr (i) **2+h(i) **2) 
izz(i)=m(i)/12*(3*r(i)**2+h(i) **2) 
iyy(i)=ni(i) /4*(r(i) **2+rr (i) **2) 
4400 continue 
C 














do 4500 i=5,ll,2 
rt=rr(i)/r(i) 
aa=9. /20. /pi* (1. +rt+rt**2+rt**3+rt**4) 
St / ((l.+rt+rt**2)**2) 
bb=3 • /80. * (1. +4. *rt+10. *rt**2+4. *rt**3+rt**4) 
& /((l.+rt+rt**2)**2) 
d=3 . *in(i) /h(i) / (r (i) **2+rr (i) *r (i) +rr (i) **2) /pi 
ixx(i)=aa*in(i) **2/d/h(i)+bb*in(i) *h(i) **2 
izz (i)=ixx(i) 







C Locate center of gravity along y-axis 
C 
do 4600 i=l,4 
eta(i)=.5 
4600 continue 
do 4700 i=5,ll,2 
inu=rr (i) /r (i) 
sigina=l+itiu+inu**2 










C subroutine to compute rotation matrix for each 






C Segments with four markers: thighs, pelvis 
C Segments with three markers:head,upper arms,upper 
C trunk,mid trunk 






do 5000 i=l,4 
do 5000 j=l,3 
a(i,j)=aseg(seg,i,j) 
5000 continue 






do 5100 i=l,3 




C Upper and mid trunk 
C 







do 5200 j=l,3 
if (seg.eq.2) then 
214 
P(l/j)=Pos(26, j) 
P(2, j)=pos(24, j) 
P(3, j)=pos(25, j) 
endif 
if (seg.eq.3) then 
P(lfj)=POS(27,j) 





do 5250 j=l,3 
do 5250 k=l,3 













































































do 5400 j=l,3 





C Segments with two markers 
C 












r(i, j)=nn(7, j,i) 
enddo 
endif 

























r(i, j)=nn(9, j ,i 
enddo 
endif 



















real a(4,3) ,p{4,3) ,amean(3) ,pmean(3) ,mt(3,3) ,mag 
real PAT (4,3, 3) , PATmean (3 ,3) ,M{3,3) ,MTM(3,3) 
real dll,d22,d33 
real v(3,3) ,mv(3,3) ,vt(3,3) ,r(3,3) ,x,xl,x2,x3 
integer n 




do 7050 j=l,3 





C compute the average vectors 
C 
do 7100 i=l,3 
amean(i)=amean(i) /n 
pmean (i) =pmean (i) / n 
7100 continue 
C 
C compute matrices PAT 
do 7150 i=l,n 
do 7150 j=l,3 
do 7150 k=l,3 
pat(i,j,k)=p(i,j)*a(i,k) 
7150 continue 
do 7200 i=l,3 
do 7200 j=l,3 
patmean (i, j) =pmean (i) *amean (j ) 
7200 continue 
C 
C Compute matrix M 
C 
do 7250 i=2,n 
do 7250 j=l,3 
do 7250 k=l,3 
pat(l,j,k)=pat(l,j,k)+pat(i, j ,k) 
7250 continue 
do 7300 j=l,3 
218 
do 7300 k=l,3 
pat(l,j,k)=pat(l, j,k)/n 
m(j/k)=pat(1, j , k) -patmean(j,k) 
73 00 continue 
C 
C Find the matrix MTM 
C 
C First, transpose matrix M and put in matrix MT 
C 
do 7350 j=l,3 





C find eigenvalues and eigenvectors for MTM 
C 
C Use Newton's method to find three roots for the 
C cubic equation (to find eigenvalues) 
C 
C Using matrix MTM find the cubic equation's 
C coefficients I,a2,al,a0 
C 
a2=- (mtm (1,1) +mtm (2,2) +mtm (3,3)) 
al=mtm(l, 1) *mtm(2 ,2) +mtm(l, 1) *mtiti(3 , 3) +mtm(3, 3) 
& *mtm(2,2) -mtm(l, 2) **2-mtm(l, 3) **2-mtm(3 ,2) **2 
aO=mtm(l,3) **2*mtm(2,2)+mtm(l,2) **2*mtm(3,3) 
& +mtm(3,2)**2*mtm(l,1)-mtm(l, 1)*mtm(2,2)*mtm(3,3) 
5e -2*mtm(l,2) *mtm(3,2) *mtm(l,3) 
x=l. 
n=0 
7400 xl=x-(x**3Ta2*x**2-t-al*x+aO) / (3*x**2+2*a2*x+al) 
if (abs(xl-x).gt.le-6) then 
n=n+i 
if (n.gt.le3) goto 7450 
x=xl 
go to 7400 
endif 
C 
C Find quadratic equation that remains after first root 



















if (abs(x2-x).gt.le-6) then 
x=x2 
n=n+l 
if (n.gt.lOOO) goto 7550 





if (abs(x3-x).gt.le-6) then 
x=x3 
n=n+l 
if (n.gt.le3) goto 7650 
goto 7600 
end if 
C compute eigenvectors (orthonormal set) 
C 












& /(mtm(1,3)-mtm (1,2)*mtm(3,2)/(mtm(2,2)-dll)) 
v(2,l)=(dll-mtm(l,l)-mtm(l,3)*v(3,l))/mtm(l,2) 
C normalize 






& /(mtm(1,3)-mtm (1,2)*mtm(3,2)/(mtm(2,2)-d22)) 


















C Rotation matrix is l/dll*mvl, l/d22*mv2, 





C Cross product of first two columns 
C 
mv(l, 3)=mv(2,1) *mv(3 ,2) -mv(3 ,1) *mv(2,2) 
mv (2,3)=mv(3,1)*mv(1,2)-mv(1,1)*mv (3,2) 
mv (3,3)=mv(1,1)*mv(2,2)-mv(1,2)*mv(2,1) 
C 
C Normalize magnitudes 
C 
do 7700 i=l,3 
mv(i, l)=mv(i, 1) /dll 
mv(i,2)=mv(i,2)/d22 
V \ ^ f f **^^11 V \ ^ f ^ ^ 
7700 continue 
C 
C compute V transpose =vt 
do 7750 j=l,3 








































Subroutine SEGROT; Computes rotation matrices between 
segments 
subroutine segrot(rm,rdp) 









do 350 i=l,3 
do 350 j=l,3 
rdp(l,i,j)=r21(i,j) 
350 continue 
do 400 i=l,3 







do 450 i=l,3 
do 450 j=l,3 
rdp(6,i,j)=r21(i,j) 
450 continue 
do 500 i=l,3 
do 500 j=l,3 
r2 (i, j)=rin(4,i, j) 
500 continue 
call inin(rl,r2,r21) 
do 550 i=l,3 
do 550 j=l,3 
rdp(7,i,j)=r21(i,j) 
550 continue 
do 600 i=l,3 
do 600 j=l,3 





do 650 i=l,3 
do 650 j=l,3 
rdp(2,i,j)=r21(i,j) 
650 continue 
do 700 i=l,3 
do 700 j=l,3 
r2(i, j)=rin(8,i, j) 
700 continue 
call inm(rl,r2,r21) 
do 750 i=l,3 
do 750 j=l,3 
rdp(3,i,j)=r21{i, j) 
750 continue 
do 800 i=l,3 
do 800 j=l,3 
rl(i, j)=rin(7,i, j) 




do 850 i=l,3 
do 850 j=l,3 
rdp(4,i,j)=r21(i, j) 
850 continue 
do 900 i=l,3 
do 900 j=l,3 
rl(i,j)=rm(8,i,j) 





do 950 i=l,3 
do 950 j=l,3 
rdp(5,i,j)=r21(i,j) 
950 continue 
do 1000 i=l,3 
do 1000 j=l,3 
rl(i,j)=rm(4,i,j) 
r2(i, j)=nn(9,i, j) 
1000 continue 
call trans(rl) 
call inin(rl,r2 ,r21) 
do 1050 i=l,3 
do 1050 j=l,3 
rdp(8,i,j)=r21(i,j) 
1050 continue 
do 1100 i=l,3 
do 1100 j=l,3 
r2 (i, j)=rin(10,i, j) 
1100 continue 
call iniii(rl,r2,r21) 
do 1150 i=l,3 
do 1150 j=l,3 
rdp(9,i,j)=r21(i,j) 
1150 continue 
do 1200 i=l,3 
do 1200 j=l,3 
rl(i, j)=rin(lO,i, j) 




do 1250 i=l,3 
do 1250 j=l,3 
rdp(ll,i,j)=r21(i,j) 
1250 continue 
do 1300 i=l,3 
do 1300 j=l,3 
rl(i,j)=rm(9,i,j) 




do 1350 i=l,3 






Subroutine CUBICS: Use cubic splines to compute derivatives 
of angles 
C This program takes the elbow and knee angle output 
C values and uses cubic splines to determine first and 
C second derivatives 
C This program uses "canned" subroutines from Kahaner, 
C Moler and Nash 
C 
subroutine cubics(n,d,dl) 
real time(150) ,sl(150) ,s2(150),s3(150),s4(150) 
real tl (150),wk(300) 
real ssl(150),ss2(150),ss3(150),ss4(150) 
real ss5(150) ,ss6(150) , ss7 UsO) ,ss8(150) 
real dl(150,4) ,d(150,4) 
character*50 fnl 
C 
C read in values from data file 
c 
f nl=' ke j tang. dat' 
open (20,file=fnl) 
print *,n 
C read in number of points 
do 100 i=l,n 
read (20,*) time (i) , si (i) , s2 (i) , s3 (i), s4 (i) 
100 continue 
close(20) 
C call programs to interpolate using cubic splines 
C 
call pchez (n,time, si, ssl, .true. ,wk, 300, ierr) 
call pchez(n,time,s2 , ss2 , .true. ,wk, 300, ierr) 
call pchez (n, time, s3 , ss3,. true., wk, 300, ierr) 
call pchez (n,time,s4, ss4, .true. ,wk, 300, ierr) 
C 
C Second derivatives 
C 
call pchez (n,time,ssl,ss5, .true. ,wk, 3 00, ierr) 
call pchez(n,time,ss2,ss6, .true. ,wk,300,ierr) 
call pchez (n,time, ss3 , ss7 , .true. ,wk, 300, ierr) 
call pchez(n,time,ss4,ss8, .true. ,wk,300,ierr) 
C 
C Send output to variables d and dl 
C 













Subroutine ANGVEL: Computes the angular velocity and angular 
acceleration of each segment in segment coordinates 
subroutine angvel(pos,vel, acc,omega,alpha,rm 
& , tdot, tddot, f nuiti) 
C 
C Program to calculate angular velocities and accel. in 
C global coordinates using Verstraete and Soutas-Little 
C algorithm 
C 
real pos(35,3),vel(35,3) ,acc(35,3),omega(12,3) 
real alpha(12,3),rm(12,3,3), angacc(3),w(3) 
real p(4,3),v(4,3),a(4,3) ,tdot(150,4),tddot(150,4) 





C Segment 1: Head 
seg=l 
n=3 




O T N =T^r^c ^ 22 ^ 
/ — /  
v(2,i)=vel(22,i) 






a (4, i) =0. 
8000 continue 
C 





C Rotate into segment coordinates 
C 








C Upper Arm segments 
C 
do 8100 seg=7,8 
n=3 
do 8150 j=l,3 






























do 8200 i=l,3 
omega (seg, i) =rm (1, i, 1) *w (1) +rm (1, i, 2) *w (2) 
& +rm(1,i,3)*w(3) 





C Trunk segments 
227 
C Upper and mid trunk (segments 2 and 3) : n=3 
do 8250 seg=2,4 
n=3 
do 8300 j=l,3 
if (seg.eq.2) then 
P(1 , 3 )  =pos(24 f  J  /  
V ( 1  »j) =vel(24 / J / 
a(l / j) =acc(24 / J / 
p(2 , j) =pos(25 / J / 
v(2 »j) =vel(25 r J ) 
a(2 / j) =acc(25 f J ) 
p(3 , j) =pos(26 r J ) 
v(3 / j) =vel(26 / J / 
a(3 / j) =acc(26 / J / 
p(4 f j) =0. 
v(4 , j) =0. 
a (4 / j) =0. 
endif 
if (seg.eq.3) then 
P(1 =pos(27 / J / 
V ( 1  . j) =vel(27 f J ) 
a(l r j) =acc(27 f J ) 
P(2 / j) =pos(28 f J } 
v(2 / j) =vel(28 f J ) 
a (2 , j) =acc(28 f J ) 
P(3 . j) =pos(29 f J ) 
V(3 / j) =vel(29 / J / 
a(3 / j) =acc(29 / J / 
p(4 / j) =0. 
v(4 / j) =0. 
a(4 f  J) — \J • 
endif 
if (seg.eq.4) then 
n=4 
P(1 , j) =pos(28 . j) 
V ( 1  /j) =vel{28 / j) 
a(l / j) =acc(28 / j) 
p(2 rj) =pos(29 »j) 
v(2 / j) =vel(29 / j) 
a ( 2  j) =acc(29 . i) 
P(3 f j) =pos(6, j)' 
v(3 , j) =vel(6, j) 
a(3 / j) =acc(6. j) 
p(4 / j) =pos(7. j) 
v(4 / j) =vel(7. j) 





do 8350 i=l,3 
oinega(seg, i)=nn{l, i, 1) *w(l)+rm{l, i, 2) *w(2) 
& +nn (1,i,3)*w(3) 
alpha (seg, i)=nn(l, i, 1) *angacc(l)+rm(l, i, 2) *angacc(2) + 




C Thigh segments 
C 
do 8400 seg=9,10 
n=4 
do 8450 j=l,3 






























do 8500 i=l,3 
omega(seg,i)=rm(l,i,1)*w(l)+rm(l,i, 2)*w(2) 
& +rm(l,i,3)*w(3) 






C To compute the angular velocity of forearm and shank 
C segments use the rotation matrix. omega of the 
C forearin=oioega of the upper arm plus the relative 
C angular velocity of the forearm to the upper arm 
C 







omega (seg, 3) =omega (seg-2,3) +relomega 
C 
C Compute angular acceleration in proximal segment 
C coordinates 
C 
alpha (seg, 1) =alpha (seg-2,1) +reIomega*omega (seg-2, 2 )  
alpha (seg, 2) =alpha (seg-2,2) -relomega*omega (seg-2,1) 
relalpha=tddot(fnum,seg-8) 
alpha (seg, 3) =alpha (seg-2,3) +relalpha 
C 


























omega (seg, 3) =omega (seg+2,3) +relomega 
230 
C 






































C Compute relative position,velocity, and accel. 
C vectors 
C 
do 9050 j=l,6 
do 9050 i=l,3 
rpos(j, i)=0. 
9050 continue 




rpos 4, i =pos(1, i -pos(4. i 
rpos 3, i =pos(2, i -pos(3, i 
rpos 5, i =pos(2, i -pos(4. i 
rpos 6, i =pos(3, i -pos(4, i 
rvel 1, i =vel(l. i -vel(2, i 
rvel 2, i =vel(l. i -vel(3, i 
rvel 4, i =vel(l. i -vel(4, i 
rvel 3, i =vel(2, i -vel(3, i 
rvel 5, i =vel(2. i -vel(4, i 
rvel 6, i =vel (3, i -vel(4, i 
racc 1, i =acc(l. i -acc(2, i 
racc 2, i =acc(1, i -acc(3, i 
racc 4, i =acc(1, i -acc(4, i 
racc 3, i =acc(2, i -acc(3, i 
racc 5, i =acc(2, i -acc(4, i 
racc 6, i =acc(3, i -acc(4, i 
9100 continue 
C 
C Remove the portion of the relative velocity that is 
C not perpendicular to the relative position vector 










rvel (i, j) =rvel (i, j) -dot*npos (i, j) 
enddo 















C Reduce to three simultaneous equations 
C 
232 
do 9200 i=l,3 


















cal 1 sgefs{w,3,3,s,l,ind,work, iwork,rcond) 
C 
C Calculation of angular acceleration using Verstraete 
C Si Soutas-Little algorithm 
C 
C First, compute vector d={ai/j-[wx(wxri/j)]}k 
C 
C Find cross products: wxri/j 
C 






C Find cross products: wxwxr 
C 
do 9350 i=l,6 
wwr(i,l)=s(2)*wxr(i,3)-s(3) *wxr(i,2) 
wwr (i, 2) =s (3) *wxr (i, 1) -s (1) *wxr ^ , 3) 
wwr (i, 3)=s (1) *wxr ^,2) -s(2) *wxr (i, 1) 
9350 continue 
C 
C Calculate vector d 
C 

















Siibroutine STGAGE; Computes forces at the hands using strain 
gage data and video data 
subroutine stgage(st,c,d,fr,f 1) 
C 
C This subroutine calculates forces at hands in global 
C coordinates using data from strain gages and the 
C locations of the backs of wrists along the bar 
C 
real st(8),c,d,fr(3),fl(3),len,convfac,a,b 
real mxa, mxb, vlx, vrx, mix, mrx, mix, in2x 
r ea 1 my a, myb, vly, vry, mly, mry, mly, m2 y 
C 







C First, do calculations for the x-direction 
C 
mxa=st(1)*convfac 
]nxb=st (2) *convf ac 
vlx=(mxb-mxa)/(b-a) 
mlx=mxb-vlx*b 
vrx=convfac*(st(3)-st(4)) / (b-a) 
itirx=st (3) *convf ac-vrx*b 
inlx=mlx+vlx*c 
in2x=mrx+vrx* (len-d) 
fr (1) =vlx- (m2x-mlx) / (d-c) 
f1(1)=vrx+vlx-fr(1) 
C 
C Second, do calculations for the y-direction 
C 









fr (2)=vly-(m2y-inly) / (d-c) 
f1(2)=vry+vly-fr(2) 
C 






Subroutine JTS; Sorts joint angles into a form useable in 
spreadsheets 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM SORTS THE DATA FROM THE *.jta FILES AND 
























Subroutine FTS; Sorts force and torque data into format 
useable in spreadsheet applications 
C THIS PROGRAM SORTS THE DATA FROM THE *.ftd FILES AND 




REAL force(150,13,3) ,inoinent (150,13 , 3) 
character*6 prefix 
character*33 fn,fn2 
fn='c: \fortran\data\'//prefix//' .ftd' 
open (l,file=fn) 
do i=l,n 
read (1,*) frame,time 
do j=l,13 
read (1,*) joint, (force(i, j ,k) ,K=1,3) 








write (2,FMT=100) j , (force(j,i,k),K=1,3) 
& ,(moment(j,i,k), k=l,3) 
100 FORMAT(13.1, ' , ' ,F10.2,',',F10.2,',',F10.2,',' 





Subroutine KIN; Sorts kinematic data into format useable with 
spreadsheet applications 
C THIS PROGRAM SORTS THE DATA FROM THE *.KIN FILES AND 
C ORDERS IT BY JOINT SO THAT IT CAN BE GRAPHED 
C 
subroutine kin (prefix, n) 
REAL ALPHA(150,12,3) ,0MEGA(150 ,12 , 3) , joint 
character*6 prefix 
character*33 fn,fn2 




read (1,*) joint, (omega(i.i.k).K=l.3) 








write (2,FMT=100) j,(omega(j,i,k),K=1,3) 
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& ,(ALPHA(j,i,k), k=l,3) 




open (l,file='c: \fortran\data\'//prefix//' .kn2') 
do i=l,n 
do j=l,12 






write (2,FMT=200) j,(OMEGA(j , i,k) ,K=1,3) 





Subroutine FDS; Sorts forces and torques in distal secment 
coordinates into format useable with spreadsheet applications 
C THIS PROGRAM SORTS THE DATA FROM THE *.ftd FILES AND 






fn='c: \fortran\data\' //prefix//'. fds' 
open (l,fils=fr.) 
do i=l,n 
read (1,*) frame,time 
do j=l,ll 
read (1,*) joint, (force(i, j,k) ,K=1,3) 
St , (moment (i, j ,k) ,k=l, 3) 
enddo 
read (1,*) (force(i,12,j),j=l,3) ,moment(i,12,3) 
read (1,*) (force(i,13,j),j=l,3) ,moment(i,13,3) 
enddo 
close (1) 




write (2,FMT=100) j,(force(j,i,k),K=1,3) 
& ,(moment(j,i,k) , k=l,3) 







Subroutine MM; Multiplies two matrices together 
C 
subrout ine mm(ml,m2,m3) 
C 
C This subroutine computes the product of matrices ml 
C and m2 and returns the product in m3 
C 
real ml(3,3) ,m2(3,3),m3 (3,3) 
do 6000 i=l,3 
do 6000 j=l,3 





StJbroutine MATVEC; Multiplies a matrix and a vector together 
subroutine matvec(r,v,product) 
C 
C This subroutine multiplies a 3x3 matrix r by a vector v 
C 
real r(3,3),v(3),product(3) 












THEORETICAL VALUES FOR MARKER LOCATIONS FROM HANAVAN MODEL 
USING THE SEGMENT CENTER OF MASS AS THE ORIGIN POINT 
Segment Marker Formulas for Location in Global 
Location Coordinates 
X Y Z 
Left Shank Left ankle 0 SL,*(1-7;J -RRs 
Left Shank Left knee 0 
-SL3*7?, -Rs 
Left Thigh Left knee 0 SL^*(l-r?,) -RR, 
Left Thigh Left front 
thigh 
-(R,-RR.)/2 (.5-77,)*SL» 0 
Left Thigh Left back 
thigh 
(R^-RR.)/2 (.5-7?,) *SL, 0 




Right Shank Right ankle 0 SL,*(1-7J,) RRs 
Right Shank Right knee 0 
-SL3*7,, Rs 
Right thigh Right knee 0 SL,*(1-7?,) RR, 
Right thigh Right front 
thigh 
-(R,-RR,)/2 (.5-7?,) *SL, 0 
Right thigh Right back 
thigh 
(R,-RR,) 12 { .5 - r , , ) *SU r\ U 
Right thigh Right 
trochanter 
0 Rt 
Pelvis Left ASIS RRp 0 -.5*Rp 
Pelvis Right ASIS RRp 0 .5*Rp 
Pelvis Left waist 
-.25*RRp -.5*SLp -.75*Rp 
x-ex VX& Right waist 
-.25*RRp -.5*SLp .75*Rp 
Mid trunk Left waist 
-.25*RR„, -.5*SL„, -•75*R„, 
Mid trunk Right waist 
-.25*RR„^ -•5*SL„, •75*R„, 
Mid trunk Vertebrae 
-RRrnt •5*SL„, 0 
Upper trunk Substernal RRui .5*SL„, 0 




Formulas for Location in Global 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 

























Right upper Right elbow 
arm 
Right upper Right back 
arm upper arm 




















-(l- 7 j f)*SLf -RRf 

















SYMBOLS: R=large radius of segment, RR=small radius, 
SL=segment length.Subscripts;f=forearm, u=upper arm, h=head, 
ut=upper trunk, m=mid trunk, p=pelvis, t=thigh, s=shank 
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APPENDIX G 




C THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS THE USER TO CHOOSE THE DATA TO BE 
C USE IN THE SIMULATION. 
C THE USER CAN SPECIFY A DATA SET TO BE USED AND THEN MAY 
C ALTER THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS: 
C PROPORTIONALITY CONSTANT BETWEEN HAND FORCE AND 
C TORQUE 
C SPECIFY ALL JT ROTATIONS TO BE ZERO FOR ONE OR MORE 
C JOINTS 
C INCREASE OR DECREASE SPEED OF GIANT SWING 
C INCREASE OR DECREASE RANGE OF MOTION AT A JT 
C 






REAL PARAM(3 0) ,DT,DPS,A(240,11) ,B(240,11) ,G(240,11) 
REAL Al(240),DUMMY(240),ANG(240) 
REAL L,E,DIA,R,INERT 
REAL DIST1,DIST2,T1,T2,T3,TD1,TD2,TD3,T(120) ,TT(240) 
REAL MAX (11, 3),MIN(11,3),WK(240) .D(120) ,DVAL(240),KP 





print *," " 
print *, "Welcome to the RELEASE MOVE simulation program" 
print *,"This program can be run using default values 
& OR " 
print *,"the input data can be custoiRized to perform a 
& number" 
print *,"of experiments" 
print " 
print *," " 
100 print *,"Do you want to run the default program (enter 
& 1)" 
print *,"or do you want to run an experiment (enter 2)" 
read *,yn 




if (yn.eq.l) then 
dir='c:\fortran\data\' 
pref ix='subj ect2' 
goto 2000 
endif 
print *," " 
print *," " 
111 print *,"The default directory for simulation data files 
& is" 
print *,"C:\FORTRAN\DATA\" 
print *," " 
print *,"You may store the data files for your 
& experiment in" 
print *,"the default directory or choose another 
& directory" 
print *,"Do you want to use the default directory (enter 
& 1)" 
print *,"or do you want to use another directory (enter 
& 2)" 
read *,ynl 
if (ynl.eq.l) then 
dir='c:\fortran\data\' 
elseif (ynl.eq.2) then 
print *," " 
print *,"Enter the directory name inside single quotes" 
print *,"The total length of the directory name must not 
& exceed" 





print *," " 
print *,"Enter an 8 character identifier for the data 
& files" 
print *,"Enter the name enclosed in single quotes" 
read *,prefix 
print *," " 
print " 
11 print *,"Which file do you want to use as the reference 
& file" 
print *," " 
print *,"1= 3 degrees of freedom, move not symmetric" 
print *,"2= Move symmetric using right side data, 1 dof 
& in trunk" 
print *,"3= Move symmetric using left side data, 1 dof 
& in trunk" 
read *,number 
242 
if (number.eq.1) then 
fl='c: \fortran\data\subject2. jvt' 
f 2=' c: \f ortran\data\subject2. cga' 
endif 
i f (number.eq.2) then 
fl='c: \fortran\data\sub2rss. jvt' 
f 2='c: \f ortran\data\sub2rss.cga' 
endif 
if (number.eq.3) then 
fl='c: \fortran\data\sub21ss. jvt' 
f2='c: \ fortran\data\sub21ss.cga' 
endif 
if ((number. It. 1) . or. (number.gt. 3)) then 
print *, •' " 
print *,"Try again" 
goto 11 
endif 
ALLOW THE USER TO CHOOSE THE EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES TO 
CHANGE 
print *," " 
print *," " 
print *, "There are several experimental variables that 
& you may " 
print *,"alter in this simulation" 
print *,"You may make changes in one or more of the 
& following" 
pr int *,"categor ies" 
print *," " 
print *,"> Change the anthropometry of the gymnast" 
print *,"> Change the speed of the giant swing-
print *,"> Change the constant of proportionality 
& between" 
print *," the forces and moments at the hands" 
print *,"> Eliminate some joint rotations" 
print *,"> Increase or decrease the range of motion of 
& joint" 
print *,"> Redistribute the force between the two hands 
print *," or" 
print *,"> Change the release point" 
print *," " 
print *, "Enter 1 to make changes, 0 to run as-is" 
print *,"0 is only valid with a name that has already 
& been run" 
print *," " 
print *, "Enter an option" 
read *,option 





C ALLOW THE USER TO ALTER ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
C 
open (1, f ile='c: \fortran\data\subject2 .dat') 
do i=l,30 




print *," " 
print *, •' " 
print *,"The following are the anthropometric data for" 
print *,"the default gymnast" 
200 print *,"l=Head circ.: ",param(l)," 2=Chest 
Sc circ.: " ,param(2) 
print*,"3=axillary circ:",param{3)," 4=elbow 
& circ.:",param(4) 
print*,"5=forearm circ.:",param(5)," 6=wrist 
& circ.:",param(6) 
print*,"7=thigh circ. :",param(7)," 8=knee 
& circ.",param(8) 
print*, "9=calf circ.: ",param(9) , " 10=forearm 
& len.:",param(10) 
print*, "ll=wrist breadth:",param(11) ," I2=hand 
& br.",param(12) 
print*,"13=stature: ",param(13)," 14=shoulder 
& ht.",param(14) 
print*,"15=substernal ht.",param(15)," 16=troch. 
& ht",param(16) 
print*,"17=sitting ht.",param(17)," 18=waist 
» hexght",param(18) 
print*,"19=ankle circ.",param(19)," 20=iliac 
& fat",param(20) 
print*,"21=chest br.",param(21)," 22=chest 
& depth",param(22) 
print*, "23=waist depth",param(23) , " 24=hip 
& breadth",param(2 4) 
print*,"25=buttock depth",param(25)," 26=upper arm 
& len.",param(26) 
print*,"27=tibiale ht. ",param(27)," 28=foot 
& len.",param(28) 
print*, "29=weight",param(29) 30=sphyrion 
& ht",param(30) 
print *," " 
print*,"All meas. in cm, except weight in kg." 
print *," " 
print*, "Enter the # of the parameter you want to change" 
print *," " 
print*, "0=go on to the next menu" 
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read *,n 
if ((n.gt. 0) .and. (n. le. 30)) then 
print *," " 










open (1, file=dir (1: len_triin(dir)) / /prefix/ /' .dat') 
do i=l,30 
write (1,4000) param(i) 
enddo 
C 
C ALLOW THE USER TO CHANGE THE SPEED OF THE GIANT 
C THIS OPTION CHANGES THE RATE OF JOINT MOTION THROUGHOUT 
C THE MOVE PROPORTIONATELY 
C 
print *," " 
print *,"The average angular speed of the default giant 
& swing is" 
print*,"approximately 210 degrees per second (3.665 
& rad/sec)" 
print *," " 
print *,"Do you want to change the speed of the move?" 
400 print *,"l=Yes, 2=No" 
^<11,,.^^ JL 
f ^iix 
if ((ynl.ne.l) .and. (ynl.ne.2) )then 
goto 400 
elseif (ynl.eq.l) then 
print *," " 
print *,"Enter the new average angular speed in degrees 
& per sec" 
print (Maximum allowed value=420 dps)" 
read *,dps 
C 




C TAKE THE JOINT ANGLE VS. TIME DATA AND CG ANGLE VS. TIME 
C DATA 
C AND INTERPOLATE TO GET DATA POINTS EVERY .02 SECONDS 
C 
























call pchez (119,t,al,d, .true. ,wk, Iwk, ierr) 
call pchev(119 ,t,al,d,nf ,tt,dummy,dval, ierr) 
do i=l,nf 





call pche2(119,t,al,d, .true. ,wk,Iwk,ierr) 







call pchez(119,t,al,d, .true. ,wk,lwk, ierr) 

























































fl=dir (l:len_trim(dir)) //prefix//'. jvt' 
f2=dir(l:len_trim(dir))//prefix//'.cga' 
ALLOW USER TO ALTER THE PROPORTIONALITY CONSTANT KPRIME 
247 
print *," " 
print *," " 
Print *,"The default value of the constant relating the 
& hand" 
print *, "forces and moments is .03 Newton-meters per 
& Newton" 
print *," " 
print *,"Do you want to change this value?" 
500 print *,"l=Yes 2=No" 
read *,ynl 
if ((ynl.ne.l).and. (ynl.ne.2)) then 
goto 500 
elseif (ynl.eq.l) then 
print *," " 







C ALLOW USER TO FIX JOINTS 
C 
print *," " 
print *,"In the default model, motion is allowed at " 
print *,"the following joints:" 
print *," " 
print *,"l=neck, 2=right shoulder, 3=left shoulder" 
print *,"4=right elbow, 5=left elbow, 6=upper back" 
print *,"7=lower back, 8=right hip, 9=left hip" 
print *,"10=right knee, ll=left knee" 
d. «f fl J.ii w f 
print *,"Do you want to disallow motion at any of these 
& joints?" 
600 print *,"l=Yes 2=No" 
read *,ynl 
if ((ynl.ne.1).and.(ynl.ne.2)) then 
goto 600 
elseif (ynl.eq.l) then 
print *," " 
print *,"How many joints do you want fixed?" 
read *,nj 
do j=i,nj 
print *," " 




















C ALLOW THE USER TO INCREASE OR DECREASE THE RANGE OF 
C MOTION OF A JOINT 
C 
print *," " 
print *," " 
print *, "Would you like to modify the range of motion of 
& one " 
print *,"or more joints?" 
700 print *,"l=Yes 2=No" 
read *,ynl 
if ((ynl.ne.l).and.(ynl.ne.2)) then 
goto 700 

















if (b (i, j) . It.min (j , 2)) then 
min(j,2)=b(i,j) 
endif 
if(g(i,j).gt.max( j ,3))then 
max(j,3)=g(i,j) 
endif 

















print *," " 
print *,"The range of motion of the joints are" 
do i=l,ll 
800 print *,jtname(i) 
print *,"1-Flexion/Extension: ",max(i,1)-min(i, 1) 
print *,"2-Lateral flexion: ",max(i,2)-min(i,2) 
print *,"3-Rotation: ",max(i,3)-min(i,3) 
print *," " 
print *,"If you want to change one of these ranges, 
& enter the" 
print *,"number of the rotation (0=no changes)" 
print *," " 
read *,achg 
if (achg.eq.l) then 










elseif (achg.eq.3) then 





elseif (achg.ne.O) then 




















C ALLOW THE USER TO MODIFY THE RELEASE POINT 
C 
frel=75./ll9.*nf 
print *," " 
print *,"In the default giant swing, the release occurs 
& at" 
print *,"a point 61% of the way through the move" 
print *,"This will be at frame #",frel,"in your 
& simulation" 
print *,"You may change this frame number if you wish" 
1200 print *,"l=Change it, 2=Keep the same release" 
read *,ynl 
if (ynl.eq.l) then 
print *,"Release frame" 
read *,frel 
elseif (ynl.na.2) then 




C ALLOW THE USER TO DIVIDE THE FORCES ASYMMETRICALLY B/W 
C HANDS 
C 
print *," " 
print *," " 
print *,"In the default simulation,the hand forces are " 
print *,"divided equally between the hands" 
print *," " 
print*, "Do you want to change it for this simulation?" 
print *,"l=yes, 2=no" 
read *,ynl 












print *, "Enter the proportion of the force that the 
i left" 
print *,"hand will take" 
read *,div 
if (div.gt.1.)then 
print *,"That is not a reasonable response" 
































l*7T'l*hoM f • 
close(l) 
INTERPOLATE JOINT ANGLE VS. TIME FILE AND STORE IN *.JT2 
print *, "WRITING DATA TO FILES " 
call angint(prefix,dir,nf) 
open (l,file='c:\fortran\data\filename.dat') 
write (1,*) " " ,dir,'' " 
write (1,*) " " ,prefix,"'" 









































fnl=dir (1; len_triin(dir)) //prefix//'. jvt' 





























fn='c: \fortran\duinmy3. for' 
call interpolatea(f,fn,nf,2) 
open(21, file='c: \fortran\duiimiyl. for') 
open(22, file='c: \ fortran\duinmy2. for') 
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REAL IXX(12),IYY(12),IZZ(12),IDY(12,3,3) ,M(12) ,MTOT 
REAL 
H(12) ,ETA(12) ,R(12) ,RR(12) , ROT (12, 3, 3) , RELRM (11, 3 , 3) 
255 
REAL ALPHA(ll) , ALPHADOT (11) , ALPHADDOT (11) ,BETA(11) 
& ,BETAD0T(11) 
REAL BETADDOT(ll) , GAMMA(11) ,GAMMADOT (11) , GAMMADDOT (11) 
REAL PG(3),P(12,3),Q(12,3),QDOT(12,3),QDDOT(12,3),H1(3) 
REAL U(12,3) ,UPRIME(12,3) ,ANG(12,3) , OMEGA (12, 3) ,RW(12,3) 
REAL X(3),XDD,THETA(3) ,THETAD0T(3) ,U1(3),U1D0T(3) 
& ,THETADD0T{3) 
REAL 
ACC(12,3),FOR(13,3) ,TOR(13,3),MARK(22,3) ,KP,CGANG(270) 
REAL RH(270,3),LH(270,3),CGR(270) ,RBAR(270) ,TBAR(270) 
REAL L,E,INERT,IC(16),PRH,PLH,ZH(2),FTOT(270,2),LRH 
REAL CGRAD,FT0TAL(2) ,ANGLE,XX(170,3) 
REAL GLH(3) ,GRH(3) ,LEFT(3) ,RIGHT(3) ,THETALAST(3) 
REAL A(12,3) ,B(12) ,C(12) ,D(12) ,W,QQ,R1,S,T1,V,DELTA,GG 
REAL XD0TREL(2) ,Y(6) , FL, FR, RMATRIX (3 , 3) ,AA(3,3) ,W(3,3) 
REAL ADUMMY(170,3) 




COMMON/COEFFS/W(3,5) ,DELTA(3,8) ,GG(4),QQ(6) ,R1(3),S(3) , 
& Tl(3) ,V(3) ,PLH(3) ,PRH(3) , KP,MTOT, FL (3) ,FR(3) ,XDD(3) 
COMMON/ CF2 /LH, RH, FTOT, ZH, CGANG 
COMMON/KINDAT/THETA, U1, UIDOT, RW, ROT, A, B, C, D, Q, QDOT, QDDOT, 
& ANG,OMEGA,ACC 
COMMON/ANGLES / ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, ALPHADOT, BETADOT, GAMMADOT, 
& ALPHADDOT, BETADDOT, GAMMADDOT, RELRM, U, UPRIME 
C 
C SET ALL VARIABLES EQUAL TO ZERO 
C 
DATA IXX/12*0/,IYY/12*0/,IZZ/12*0/ , IDY/108*0/ 
DATA M/12*0/,MTOT/Q/,H/12*0/,ETA/12*0/,R/12*0/ 
DATA RR/12*0/,ROT/108*0/,RELRM/99*0/ 
DATA ALPHA/11 * 0 / , ALPHADOT /11 * 0 / , ALPHADDOT /11 * 0 / 
DATA BETA/11*0/ ,BETADOT/11*0/,BETADDOT/11*0/ 
DATA GAMMA/11*0/ ,GAMMADOT/11*0/ ,GAMMADDOT/11*0/ 
DATA 
PG/3*0/,P/36*0/,Q/36*0/,QDOT/36*0/,QDDOT/3 6*0/,H1/3*0/ 







DATA L,E,INERT/3*0/,IC/16*0/,PRH,PLH/6*0/, ZH/2*0/ 
& ,FTOT/540*0/ 



















IDATA FILE WITH ANTHROPOMETRIC INFO. 
C FN2=DIR(1:LEN_TRIM(DIR) ) / /PREFIX/ / ' . IC 
IDATA FILE WITH INITIAL CONDITIONS 
C FN3=DIR(1:LEN_TRIM(DIR))//PREFIX//'.JVT' 
IDATA FILE WITH JOINT ANGLES VS. TIME 
C FN4=DIR(1:LEN_TRIM(DIR))//PREFIX//'.QDT' 
IDATA FILE WITH Q'S VERSUS TIME 
C !CALCULATED IN QDOT 
C FN5=DIR(1:LEN_TRIM(DIR))//PREFIX//'.K1' 
!OUTPUT FILE FOR KINEMATIC DATA 
C FN6=DIR(1:LEN_TRIM(DIR))//PREFIX//'.K2' 
1OUTPUT FILE FOR KINETIC DATA 
C FN7=DIR(1:LEN_TRIM(DIR))//PREFIX//'.MKS' 
IOUTPUT FILE WITH MARKER POSITIONS 
C FNS^DIR(1:LEN_TRIn (DIR) ) / /PREFIX/ / *' . XY2 
IDATA FILE WITH CG XY COORDINATES VS TIME 
C I CALCULATED IN THIS PROGRAM 
C FN9=DIR(1:LEN_TRIM(DIR))//PREFIX//'.THR' 
IDATA FILE WITH CG ANG VS TIME, RECATCH PHASE 
C FN10=DIR(1:LEN_TRIM(DIR))//PREFIX//CGA' 
IDATA FILE WITH CG ANGLE VERSUS TIME 
C FN11=DIR(1;LEN_TRIM(DIR))//PREFIX//'.JT2' 
IDATA FILE FOR INTERPOLATED JOINT ANGLES 
C FN12=DIR(1:LEN_TRIM(DIR))//PREFIX//'.QD2' 
IDATA FILE FOR INTERPOLATED Q'S 
C FN17=DIR(1:LEN_TRIM(DIR))//PREFIX//'.FT2' 
IDATA FILE WITH INTERPOLATED TOTAL FORCE 
C 
fn=dir (1: len_triin(dir)) //prefix//' .Dat' 
call inertia(m,ixx,iyy,izz,r,rr,h,eta,fn) 
C 








C READ IN INITIAL CONDITIONS AND ASSIGN TO VARIABLES 
C 








E=ic(5)*100. 1ADJUST UNITS TO GET RESULTS IN KG AND CM 













C PART 2; CALCULATE THE SEGMENT CG VECTORS AND 
DERIVATIVES 
C IN REFERENCE SEGMENT COORDINATES-WRITE TO FN4 
C 
nf=nfraines/20 





C IN ORDER TO DO NUMERICAL INTEGRATION, NEED TO 
INTERPOLATE 
C DATA FOR SMALLER INTEGRATION STEPS. THIS SUBROUTINE 
C INTERPOLATES THE Q'S SO THAT THERE IS A DATA POINT EVERY 
C .001 SECONDS AND WRITES THE DATA TO FN12 
C 






C PART 3A: GIANT SWING PHASE 
C FROM DATA FILE FNIO, READ IN ANGLE OF CG VECTOR VS TIME 
WRT 
C THE ORIGIN OF THE GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM 
C 





C GET RIGHT AND LEFT HAND POSITION VECTORS WITH RESPECT TO 
CG 










call rotation (alpha, beta, gamma, relrm) 
call rm(relrm,rot) 
call cg(r,eta,rot,m,q,h,pg,p) 










C GET THE RADIUS (DISTANCE FROM GLOBAL ORIGIN) TO CG OF 
BODY 
C AT EACH FRAME (.02 SECONDS APART) 
C 
n=nrelease/20 
call getr (carnmtot ,• 1, e, inert, rbar, tbar) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE X-Y COORDINATES OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY 









C USE THE INTERPOLATION ROUTINES TO COMPUTE X-Y 
COORDINATES 
C AND THEIR DERIVATIVES EVERY .001 SECONDS, STORE IN FILES 
C FOR READING IN LATER 
C 
fn=dir (1: len_trini(dir)) / /prefix//' .xy2' 
Call interpolate!(xx,fn,n,xdotrel) 
call filterl(fn,nrelease) 





C GIVEN R AND THETA AND BAR DEFLECTIONS, USE NUMERICAL 
C METHODS TO SOLVE FOR SEGMENT 1 ROTATIONS IN GLOBAL 
C COORDINATES USE THESE AND EQUATIONS DEVELOPED IN 
APPENDIX A 
C TO CALCULATE KINEMATICS AND KINETICS DURING THE GIANT 
SWING 
C 
open(5, file=dir (1: len_triin(dir)) / /prefix/ /' .mat') 
!OUTPUT FOR KINEMATICS 
open(6,f ile=dir (1; len_trixn(dir)) / /prefix/ / '. tht') 
!OUTPUT FOR KINETICS 
open(7, file=dir (1: len_triin(dir)) //prefix//' .mks') 
!OUTPUT FOR ANIMATION DATA 
open(8,file=dir (l;len_triin(dir)) //prefix//' .xy2') 
1INTERPOLATED XY AND 2ND DERIVATIVES 
open(ll, file=dir (1: len_triin(dir)) / /prefix//'. jt2 ') 
!INTERPOLATED JOINT ANGLES 
open (12, f ile=dir (1: len_triin (dir)) / /prefix// . qd2 ') 
1INTERPOLATED Q'S 





C READ IN DATA FOR EACH FRAME 
C 
















If (inod(fraTne,20) .Eq.O) Then 
C 
C SET UP EQUATIONS FOR USING SPOOR AND VELDPAUS METHODS TO 
C COMPUTE THE ROTATION MATRIX BETWEEN SEGMENT 1 AND THE 
C GLOBAL COORDINATES 
C 






C CALCULATE THE ROTATION MATRIX OF EACH SEGMENT WITH 
RESPECT 










C CALL ROTl AND CALCULATE THE ROTATION MATRIX BETWEEN 
GLOBAL 
^ Tk ikTr> ^ ^ 








w(2,1)=rbar(frame/2 0)*cos(tbar(frame/2 0)) 





















if (theta(i)-thetalast(i).ge.6.) then 
piflag(i)=piflag(i)-1 
endif 






























Print *,"Release frame" 
print *,"please wait...computing kinematics and 
kinetics" 
print *,"for giant swing phase" 
print 
C 
C FROM THETAS, FILTER AND DIFFERENTIATE TO GET THE 
262 
C DERIVATIVES OF THE THETAS 
C 





C LOOP TO FIND THE KINEMATICS AND KINETICS OF EACH 
C SEGMENT/JOINT DURING THE GIANT SWING 
open(5,file=dir (1: len_triin(dir)) //prefix/ /' .Kl') 
1 OUTPUT FOR KINEMATICS 
open(6,file=dir (1: len_triin(dir))//prefix//' .K2') 
I OUTPUT FOR KINETICS 
open(8 ,file=dir (1: len_trini(dir)) / /prefix/ /' .xy2') 
! INTERPOLATED XY AND 2ND DERIVATIVES 
open(ll,file=dir(1: len_triin(dir)) //prefix//'. jt2') 
!INTERPOLATED JOINT ANGLES 
open(12,file=dir(l:len_trini(dir)) //lorefix//' .ad2') 
•INTERPOLATED Q'S 
open(13,file=dir(l:len_triin(dir)) //prefix//' .Tht') 
! INTERPOLATED THETAS 
open{17, file=dir (1: len_triin(dir)) //prefix//' .ft2') 
! INTERPOLATED FTOT 
do frame=l,nf 
C 





















read (13, *) theta (i) , thetadot (i), thetaddot (i) 
enddo 

























C CALCULATE THE ROTATION MATRIX OF EACH SEGMENT WITH 
RESPECT 










C CALCULATE THE TOTAL APPLIED MOMENT 
C 
inoiatot=kp*sqrt (ftotal (1) **2+ftotal (2) **2) 
C 
C CALCULATE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF EACH SEGMENT WITH RESPECT 
TO 




C CALCULATE THE TERMS OF THE RELATIVE ANGULAR 
ACCELERATIONS 





C CALCUIiATE INERTIA DYADIC OF EACH SEGMENT WITH RESPECT TO 












C COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE PXMA TERMS 
C 















& relrm,rot,kp,m, ixx,iyy,izz,f1,fr) 
C 




write(5,*) (ang(i,j) , j=l,3) 
write (5, *) (omega (i, j) j=l3) 
write(5,*) (acc^/j) / j=l/3) 
enddo 










C PART 3B; FLIGHT PHASE 
C 
C VELOCITY AT RELEASE FROM THE LAST FRAME OF THE GIANT 








C CALCULATE ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF THE BODY ABOUT ITS CENTER 
OF 
C GRAVITY AT THE POINT OF RELEASE 
C 
call angiiioin(hl,rw,p,idy,ia,ul) 
print *," " 
print *," " 
print *," " 
print *,"At the time of release" 
print *,"Angular Momentum in Segment 1 coordinates",HI 
print *,"Velocity ","x VI," y ",V2 
PRINT *,"Expected Recatch Frame",RCF,"(",RCF/20" 
PRINT *,"Angular Velocity",Ul 
PRINT *,"Initial Position",X 
print *,"Initial Orientation",theta 
print *," " 
print *," " 
PRINT *,"D0 YOU WANT TO ALLOW THE REFERENCE SEGMENT TO 
a x<wxAxr»** 
PRINT *, "ABOUT ITS LONG AXIS AND ITS AP AXIS DURING 
& FLIGHT?" 
PRINT *,"1=YES, 2=N0" 
read *,igo 







C COMPUTE ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN GLOBAL COORDINATES 
C 
















y(3)=hl(1)*r3l+hl(2)*r3 2+hl(3)*r3 3 
PRINT *, "ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN GLOBAL COORDINATES:" 
PRINT *,"X (Horizontal axis perpendicular to bar) ",Y(1) 
print *,"y (Vertical axis) ",Y(2) 
print *,"Z (Horizontal axis parallel to bar) ",Y(3) 
print *,"do you want to change these values?" 
print *,"l-yes, 2-no" 
read *,go 
if (go.eq.l) then 
print *, "Do you want to change the momentum about the X 
& axis?" 
print *,"l-yes, 2-no" 
read *,gox 
if (gox.eq.l) then 
print *, "Enter new angular momentum about the X axis" 
read *,y(l) 
end if 
print *,"Do you want to change the momentum about the Y 
& axis?" 
print *,"l-yes, 2-no" 
read *,goy 
if (goy.eq.l) then 
print *, "Enter new angular momentum about the Y axis" 
read *,y(2) 
endif 
print *, "Do you want to change the momentum about the Z 
& axis?" 
print *,"l-yes, 2-no" 
read *,goz 
if (goz.eq.l) then 




C COMPUTE THE FORCE AT THE HANDS REQUIRED TO PRODUCE THIS 







forcex=abs(force*sin(tt)) / ICQ. 
if (x(2).gt.O) Then 
f orcex=-forcex 
endif 








write(6,*) i, (for(i,j),j=l,3),(tor(i,j),j=l,3) 
enddo 
C 
C THESE FORCES CHANGE THE LINEAR VELOCITY, ALSO 
C 
deltavl=f orcex*10G. *. 02/intot 
deltav2=f orcey*100. *. 02 /mtot 
vl=deltavl+vl 
v2 =de 1 tav2 +v2 
PRINT *,"CHANGING THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM CHANGED THE 
LINEAR" 
PRINT *, "VELOCITY TO: ",V1,",",V2 
PRINT *, "ENTER 1 TO CONTINUE, ENTER 2 TO CHANGE THESE 
& VALUES" 
if (go.eq.2) then 
PRINT *,"ENTER VX" 
read *,vl 


































C USE CONSERVATION OF LINEAR MOMENTUM IN THE HORIZONTAL 






C USE CONSTANT ACCELERATION FORMULAS (GRAVITY) TO 
DETERMINE 















C SOLVE FOR THE ANGULAR VELOCITY U1 USING DAPENA'S 
ALGORITHM 
C 













C CALCULATE THE ROTATION MATRIX OF EACH SEGMENT WITH 
RESPECT 










C CALCULATE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF EACH SEGMENT WITH RESPECT 
TO 






















C CALCULATE INERTIA DYADIC OF EACH SEGMENT WITH RESPECT TO 
C THE REFERENCE SEGMENT COORDINATES 
C 
call dyadic(ixx,iyy,i z 2,rot,idy) 
C 





C SET UP THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION TO SOLVE FOR THE 
ROTATION 




C FROM NEW THETAS, CALCULATE HI IN TERMS OF THE 
COORDINATES 
C OF THE REFERENCE SEGMENT 
C 
rll=cos(theta(1)) *cos(theta(3)) -sin(theta(l)) *sin(theta(2)) 
& *sin(theta(3)) 
rl2=-sin(theta(1)) *cos(theta(2)) 
rl3=cos(theta(1)) *sin(theta(3)) +sin(theta(l)) *sin(theta (2)) 
& *cos(theta(3)) 
r21=sin(theta (1)) *cos (theta(3)) +cos (theta(1)) *sin (theta (2)) 
& *sin(theta(3)) 
r22=cos (theta(1)) *cos(theta(2)) 
r23=sin(theta(1)) *sin(theta(3)) -cos (theta(1)) *sin(theta(2)) 
& *cos(theta(3)) 
r31=-sin(theta(3)) *cos (theta (2)) 
r32=sin(theta(2)) 
r3 3=cos (theta(2)) *cos(theta(3)) 
hl(l)=y(l) *rll+y(2) *r21+y (3) *r31 
hi (2) =y (1) * IT 12-i-y (2) '''ir22+y (3) *r23 
hl(3)=y(l) *rl3+y(2)*r23+y(3) *r33 
C 
C CALCULATE THE TERMS OF THE RELATIVE ANGULAR 
ACCELERATIONS 








C CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE I DOT ALPHA TERMS 
C 
cal 1 idotalpha (idy ,a,b,c,d,qq,rl,s,tl,v) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE PXMA TERMS 
C 
271 
ca 11 pxma (q, qdot, qddot, delta, m, mtot, p) 
C 




C EVERY .02 SECONDS, COMPUTE KINEMATICS AND KINETICS 
C 
if (mod(frame,20).Eq.O) Then 
C 
C GET DERIVATIVES OF U1 
call fl(theta,ul,uldot) 
C 












call f ortorq (theta, ang, omega, acc, h, eta, r, f or, tor, 
& relrm,rot,kp,m, ixx, iyy, izz, f 1, fr) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE 3D POSITIONS OF LANDMARKS FOR ANIMATION 
C 
ca 11 1 andmark (h, eta, r, x, theta, pr ot, mark) 
C DRAW UPDATED FIGURE 
C 
call animate (mark) 
C 




w uc ^ ^  \ — / J/fJ f ^  / 
write(5,*) (omega(i,j) , j=l,3) 
write(5,*) (acc(i, j), j=l,3) 
enddo 
do i=l,13 
write(6,*) i, (for(i,j),j=l,3) ,(tor(i,j),j=l,3) 
enddo 
do i=l,22 






C PART 3C: RECATCH PHASE 






C CHECK TO SEE IF HANDS ARE NEAR THE BAR 
C 
C IN GLOBAL COORDINATES, COMPUTE THE VECTOR FROM THE CG TO 


















o£iiL ±r jowxn nAx>iuo 
C IF SO, THEN CONTINUE FLIGHT PHASE 
C 
if((lrh.Gt.15.).And.(Rrh.Gt.15.)) Then 








C IF THE BAR IS BETWEEN THE HANDS AND THE CG, THEN ASSUME 
C RECATCH 
C 



























C USE CONSERVATION OF LINEAR MOMENTUM IN THE HORIZONTAL 





C USE CONSTANT ACCELERATION FORMULAS (GRAVITY) TO 
DETERMINE 















C SOLVE FOR THE ANGULAR VELOCITY U1 USING DAPENA'S 
ALGORITHM 
C 












C CALCULATE THE ROTATION MATRIX OF EACH SEGMENT WITH 
RESPECT 









C CALCULATE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF EACH SEGMENT WITH RESPECT 
TO 






















C CALCULATE INERTIA DYADIC OF EACH SEGMENT WITH RESPECT TO 









C SET UP THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION TO SOLVE FOR THE 
ROTATION 




C FROM NEW THETAS, CALCULATE HI IN TERMS OF THE 
COORDINATES 



















C CALCULATE THE TERMS OF THE RELATIVE ANGULAR 
ACCELERATIONS 





















C EVERY .02 SECONDS, COMPUTE KINEMATICS AND KINETICS 
C 
if (mod(frame,20) .Eq.O) Then 
print " 
print *,"****HANDS ARE NOT NEAR THE BARI 1 ! I FLIGHT 
& CONTINUES****" 
print *,frame/20 
pr int *, Irh,rrh 
print *,"left hand position" , left 
print *, "right hand position" ,right 
print *,"enter 1 to continue" 
read *,go 
C 








C COMPUTE KINETICS 
C 
fl(l)=0. 





call fortorq (theta, ang, omega, acc, h, eta, r, for, tor, 
fit relrm,rot,kp,in,ixx,iyy,i2z,fl,fr) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE 3D POSITIONS OF LANDMARKS FOR ANIMATION 
C 
call landmark (h, eta,r, x, theta,p, rot,mark) 
C 














write(6,*) i,(for(i,j),j=l,3),(tor(i,j) , j=l, 3) 
enddo 
do i=l,22 




go to 500 
endif 
C 
C IF BOTH HANDS DIDN'T MISS, ASSUME THEY BOTH CATCH 
C 
3333 close(8) 
PRINT *, "RECATCH!i1" 
n=frame/20 
print *,"recatch frame",n 
print *,"enter 1 to continue" 
read *,go 
C 
C CALCULATE ANGLE VS. TIME USING THE CGANGLE DERIVATIVES 
C 
fn=dir (1: len_triin(dir)) / /prefix//' .cga' 











C GET RIGHT AND LEFT HAND POSITION VECTORS WITH RESPECT TO 
CG 
C OF BODY IN SEGMENT 1 COORDINATES 
C 




























C GET THE RADIUS (DISTANCE FROM GLOBAL ORIGIN) TO CG OF 
BODY 
C AT EACH FRAME (.02 SECONDS APART) 
C 
ca 11 getr (cgr, nl, mtot, 1, e, iner t, r bar, tbar) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE X-Y COORDINATES OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY 




















read(11,*) alpha (i) ,alphadot(i) ,alphaddot(i) 
read (11, *) beta (i) , betadot (i) / betaddot (i) 







C SET UP EQUATIONS FOR USING SPOOR AND VELDPAUS METHODS TO 
C COMPUTE THE ROTATION MATRIX BETWEEN SEGMENT 1 AND THE 
C GLOBAL COORDINATES 
C 




call rotation (alpha, beta,gaima, relrm) 
C 
C CALCULATE THE ROTATION MATRIX OF EACH SEGMENT WITH 
RESPECT 








ca 11 handloc (p Ih, prh, p, r ot, eta, h) 
C 
C CALL ROTl AND CALCULATE THE ROTATION MATRIX BETWEEN 
GLOBAL 
C AND SI COORDINATES 
C 




w(l, i)=xx( frame, i) 
enddo 
w (2,1) =rbar (frame) * cos (tbar (frame)) 
w(2,2)=rbar (frame) *sin(tbar (frame)) 
w(2,3)=zh(2) 
w(3,l)=w(2,l) 




C CALCULATE THE ROTATION ANGLES FROM THE ROTATION MATRIX 
C 
pi=acos(-1.0) 
theta (1) =atan2 (-rMatr ix (1,2) , rmatr ix (2,2)) 
theta(2) =asin(rmatrix(3,2)) 
280 
theta (3) =atan2 (-rmatrix (3,1) , rmatrix (3,3)) 
if ((rmatrix(3 , 3) .gt.0.) .and. (Cos (theta(3)) . It.0.)) then 
theta(2)=Pi-theta(2) 





write(l,*) (nnatrix(i, j) , j=l,3) 
enddo 
write(2,*) frame, theta(1),theta (2) ,theta(3) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE 3D POSITIONS OF LANDMARKS FOR ANIMATION 
C 
call landmark (h, eta, r, x, theta, p, rot,mark) 
C 












C FROM THETAS, FILTER AND DIFFERENTIATE TO GET THE 
C DERIVATIVES OF THE THETAS 
c 
fn=dir (1: len_triiri (dir)) //prefix/ / '. tht * 
nf=nl 
C 
C IN ORDER TO SMOOTH THE RECATCH DATA, INTERPOLATE 20 
FRAMES 
C BETWEEN THE DATA FOR THE ANGLES DURING THE .02 SECOND 














C LOOP TO FIND THE KINEMATICS AND KINETICS OF EACH 
C SEGMENT/JOINT DURING THE SWING 
C 
open(ll,file=dir(1:len_triiii(dir)) //prefix//'. jt2') 
!INTERPOLATED JOINT ANGLES 
open(12,file=dir (1: len_triin(dir)) / /prefix//' .qd2') 
1INTERPOLATED Q'S 









read(ll,*)alpha(i) ,alphadot(i) ,alphaddot(i) 
read(11,*)beta(i),betadot(i),betaddot(i) 
















read(11, *) alpha (i) ,alphadot.(i) ,alphaddot(i) 
read (11,*) beta (i) , betadot (i) , betaddot (i) 




V / \ — w / ^ 











read (13, *) theta (i) , thetadot (i) , thetaddot (i) 
enddo 
enddo 
ul (1) =thetadot (2) *cos (theta ( 3) ) -thetadot (1) *cos (theta ( 2)) 
& *sin(theta(3)) 
ul (2)=thetadot(l)*sin(theta(2))+thetadot(3) 
ul(3) =thetadot (1) *cos (theta (2)) *cos (theta (3)) 
& +thetadot(2)*sin(theta(3)) 
uldot (1) =thetaddot (2) *cos (theta (3)) -thetadot (2) *thetadot (3) 
& 
*sin(theta(3)) -thetaddot (1) *cos (theta (2)) *sin(theta(3) ) 
& +thetadot(l) *thetadot(2) *sin(theta(2)) *sin (theta (3)) 
& -thetadot (1) *thetadot(3) *cos(theta(2)) *cos (theta (3)) 
uldot (2)=thetaddot (1) *sin(theta (2)) +thetadot (1) 
& *thetadot(2)*cos(theta(2))+thetaddot (3) 
uldot(3)=thetaddot(l) *cos(theta(2)) *cos(theta(3)) 
& -thetadot(l) *thetadot(2) *sin(theta(2)) *cos (theta(3)) 
& -thetadot (1) *thetadot (3) *cos (theta(2)) *sin (theta (3)) 
& +thetaddot (2) *sin (theta (3)) +thetadot (2) *thetadot (3) * 
& cos(theta(3)) 
C 






C CALCULATE THE ROTATION MATRIX OF EACH SEGMENT WITH 
RESPECT 








call handloc (plh, prh, p, rot, eta, h) 
C 




C CALCULATE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF EACH SEGMENT WITH RESPECT 
TO 





C CALCULATE THE TERMS OF THE RELATIVE ANGULAR 
ACCELERATIONS 




C CALCULATE INERTIA DYADIC OF EACH SEGMENT WITH RESPECT TO 












C COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE PXMA TERMS 
C 

















& relnn,rot,kp,m, ixx, iyy, izz, f 1, fr) 
C 






















C THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA AND 
CALCULATES 
C MASS, CENTER OF GRAVITY AND MOMENTS OF INERTIA FOR EACH 







C DEFINE SEGMENTS AS FOLLOWS 
C 1=MID TRUNK 
C 2=UPPER TRUNK, 3=L0WER TRUNK, 4=HEAD 
C 5=RIGHT FOREARM & HAND, 6=LEFT FOREARM & HAND 
C 7=RIGHT L^PER ARM, 8=LEFT L^PER ARI-I 
C 9=RIGHT THIGH, 10=LEFT THIGH 
C 11=RIGHT SHANK & FOOT, 12=LEFT SHANK & FOOT 
C 
















read 1 4000) Stat 
read 1 4000) shldh 
read 1 4000) subh 
read 1 4000) troch 
read 1 4000) sith 
read 1 4000) wsth 
read 1 4000) ankc 
read 1 4000) if 
read 1 4000) chesb 
read 1 4000) chesd 
read 1 4000) waisd 
read 1 4000) hipb 
read 1 4000) buttd 
read 1 4000) uparl 
read 1 4000) tibh 
read 1 4000) footl 
read 1 4000) w 
read 1 4000) sphyh 
close (1) 
4000 format (f8.2) 
C 




trunkin=. 349*w+. 423* (sith- (stat-shldh)) + . 229*cc-35.460 
h(2)=shldh-subh 
h(1)=subh-wsth 
h (3) = (sith- (stat-shldh)) -h(2) -h(1) 
if ((sith-(stat-shldh)) *trunkin .Eq. 0) Then 
in(2)=0 
in( 1) =0 
m(3)=0 
else 
m(2) =h(2) / (sith- (stat-shldh)) *trunkin 
in(l)=h(l) / (sith-(stat-shldh)) *trunkiii 
m(3) =h(3) / (sith-(stat-shldh)) *trunkm 
end if 
iti(5) = . 029*wrisc+. 075*wrisb+.031*handb-.746+. 081*wrisc 
& +.052*fac-l.650 
m (6) =™ ( 5) 




in(ll) = . lll*cfc+. 047*tibh+. 074*ankc-4.208 
& +. 003*w+. 048*ankc+. 027*footl-.8690 
m(12)=in(ll) 
C 








do 4200 i=l,12 







C CALCULATE PRINCIPLE INERTIAS FOR EACH SEGMENT 
C 









ixx(4)=0.2*in(4) *(r(4) **2+rr (4) **2) 
izz(4)=ixx(4) 
iyy(4)=0.4*in(4) *rr(4) **2 
C 








do 4400 i=l,3 
ixx(i)=i!\(i) /12* (3*rr (i)**2+h(i)**2) 
izz (i)=ni(i) /12* (3*r (i) **2+h(i) **2) 
iyy(i)="-(i) /4* (r (i) **2+rr (i) **2) 
4400 continue 
C 
C FOR ARMS AND LEGS, R=LARGE RADIUS, RR=SMALL RADIUS 
C 

































do 4500 i=5,ll,2 












bb=3./80.*(1.+4.*rt+10.*rt**2+4 = *rt**3+rt**4) 
«e / ((i.+rt+rt**2) **2) 
end if 
d=r(i) **2+rr(i)*r(i)+rr(i)**2 
if (h(i) .Eq. 0 .Or. Pi .Eq. 0 .Or. D .Eq. 0) Then 
d=0 
else 
d=3 . *in(i) /h(i) / (r (i) **2+rr (i) *r (i) +rr (i) **2) /pi 
End if 




ixx(i)=aa*in(i) **2/d/h(i)+bb*in(i) *h(i) **2 
end if 
izz(i)=ixx(i) 
if (r(i)**3-rr(i)**3 .Eq. 0) Then 
iyy(i)=0 
else 







C LOCATE CENTER OF GRAVITY ALONG Y-AXIS 
C 
do 4600 i=l,4 
eta(i)=.5 
4600 continue 
do 4700 i=5,ll,2 
if (r(i) .Eq. 0) Then 
inu=0 
else 
inu=rr (i) /r (i) 
end if 
s i gina=1+inu+ip.u * * 2 
if (sigma .Eq. 0) Then 
eta(i)=0 
else 







SUBROUTINE QDOTS (FNIN, FNOUT, ETA, H, R, NFRAMES, M) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN THE JOINT ROTATION ANGLES VS. 
C TIME AND COMPUTES THE DERIVATIVES OF THE Q'S WHICH ARE 
C THE DISTANCES FROM THE CENTER OF MASS OF SEGMENT 1 TO 
C THE CENTER OF MASS OF SEGMENT 2 
C 



































C AFTER ALL Q'S ARE CALCULATED, USE CUBIC SPLINES TO 

















C WRITE THE DERIVATIVES TO A DATA FILE FOR READING INTO 

















C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE CENTER OF GRAVITY OF THE 
C BODY WITH RESPECT TO THE ORIGIN OF THE REFERENCE SEGMENT 
C OF THE BODY. 
C 
SUBROUTINE CG (R,ETA,ROT,M,Q,H,PG,P) 




C DEFINE VARIABLES:Q(I, J)-LOCATION OF CENTER OF GRAVITY 
C OF SEGMENT I WITH RESPECT TO THE ORIGIN OF SEGMENT 1 
C 

































C SEGMENT 3: PELVIS 
C 
vector(1)=0. 





























































































































































































































^ f \ 









Q(llf2)=V2 f2)+v3 f2)+v4f2^+h(l)/2. 
q(ll,3)=v2(3)+v3(3)+v4(3) 




































C COMPUTE CENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATION 
C 






C COMPUTE LOCATION OF CENTER OF GRAVITY OF EACH SEGMENT 
C WITH RESPECT TO CENTER OF GRAVITY OF ENTIRE BODY IN 











C THIS SUBROUTINE SETS UP THE ROTATION MATRICES BETWEEN 
C SEGMENTS FOR THE SIMULATION PROGRAM. THE INPUT IS JOINT 
C ANGLES. THE OUTPUT IS THE ROTATION MATRICES. 
C 
SUBROUTINE ROTATION (ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, RELRM) 
C 
C JOINTS ARE NUMBERED AS FOLLOWS: 1-NECK,2-R SHOULDER, 
C 3-L SHOULDER, 4-R ELBOW, 5-L ELBOW, 6-UPPER BACK, 
7-LOWER 
C BACK, 8-RIGHT HIP,9-LEFT HIP, 10-RIGHT KNEE, 11-LEFT 
KNEE 
C 
REAL RELRM(11,3,3) ,ALPHA(11) ,BETA(11) ,GAMMA(11) 
do i=l,ll 
relnti(i, 1,1) =cos (alpha (i)) *cos(gainina (I)) -sin (alpha (I)) 
& *sin(beta(I)) *sin(gaiimia(I)) 
relnn(i,l,2)=-sin(alpha(I))*cos(beta(I)) 
relnn(i,l,3)=cos(alpha(I)) *sin(gaitana(I) )+sin(alpha(I)) 
& *sin(beta(I) )*cos(gaiiuna(I)) 
relrin(i,2,1) =sin(alpha (I)) *cos(gaima(I)) +cos (alpha(I)) 
& *sin(beta(I)) *sin(gainma(I)) 
relnn(i,2,2)=cos(alpha(I))*cos(beta(I)) 










C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE ROTATION MATRIX OF EACH 
SEGMENT 





























SEGMENT 4: HEAD 
do i=l,3 
do j=l,3 









SEGMENT 7: RIGHT UPPER ARM 
do i=l,3 
do j=l,3 
a(i, j)=relrin(6,i, j) !UPPER BACK 













a(i, j)=relrin(6,i, j) lUPPER BACK 









SEGMENT 9: RIGHT THIGH 
do i=l,3 
do j=l,3 
a(i,j)=relnn(7,i,j) ILOWER BACK 









SEGMENT 10: LEFT THIGH 
do i=l,3 
*-c w J —-I. f ^ 
a(i,j)=relrm(7,i,j) I LOWER BACK 









SEGMENT 5: RIGHT FOREARM 
do i=l,3 
do j=l,3 
a(i,j)=rot(7,i,j) IRIGHT UPPER ARM 















a(i,j)=rot(8,i,j) 'LEFT UPPER ARM 














a(i,j)=rot(9,i,j) IRIGHT THIGH 














a(i,j)=rot(10,i,j) ILEFT THIGH 













SUBROUTINE MATVEC (R,V,PRODUCT) 
C 
















C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE PRODUCT OF MATRICES Ml AND 
M2 
C AND RETURNS THE PRODUCT IN M3 
C 
REAL Ml(3,3),M2(3,3),M3(3,3) 
do 6000 1=1,3 
C r\ r\f\  -i—1 
J—^ f ^  





SUBROUTINE INTERPOLATEQ (FNl, FN2 , NF) 
REAL A(12,4),ADD(12,4),B(12,4) 
REAL BDDfl2.4) ;G(12,-4) ..GDD(12,4) ,AI(12,S0) 
REAL BI(i2,80),GI(12,80),ADI(12,80) ,BDI(12,80) ,D(4) 
REAL GDI (12, 80) ,ADDI(12,80) ,BDDI (12,80) ,GDDI (12,80) 



























































call pchez (4 , t,f ,d, .true. ,wk,8,ierr) 















write(20,*)ai(j,i) ,adi( j , i) ,addi(j,i) 
write(20,*)bi(j,i) ,bdi(j,i) ,bddi(j,i) 










C THIS SUBROUTINE USES AN ITERATIVE PROCESS TO CALCULATE 
THE 
C RADIUS OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY VECTOR FROM THE ORIGIN 
OF 
C THE GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM 
C 
SUBROUTINE GETR ( R, NFRAMES, M, L, E, INERT, RB, TB) 
C 
C VARIABLES USED: 
C INPUT: CGANG=ANGLE OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY FROM THE 
C ORIGIN 
C LH=VECTOR FROM THE CENTER OF GRAVITY TO THE LEFT 
C HAND IN REFERENCE SEGMENT COORDINATES 
C RH=VECTOR FROM THE CG TO THE RIGHT HAND IN R.S. 
C COORD. 
C ZH=DISTANCE OF EACH HAND FROM THE CENTER OF THE 
BAR 
C (WHICH IS THE ORIGIN OF THE GLOBAL COORDINATE 
C SYSTEM) 
C NFRAMES=THE NUMBER OF FRAMES IN THE GIANT SWING 
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C PHASE 
C M=THE TOTAL MASS OF THE BODY 
C L=THE LENGTH OF THE BAR 
C E=YOUNG'S MODULUS OF THE BAR 
C INERT=AREA MOMENT OF INERTIA OF THE BAR 
C 
C OUTPUT: R=THE RADIUS OF THE C.G. VECTOR FROM THE 
ORIGIN 
C OF THE GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM 
C FTOT=THE TOTAL FORCE OF BOTH HANDS ON THE BAR 
C RB=THE DISTANCE OF THE CENTER OF THE BAR FROM 
THE 
C ORIGIN OF THE GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM 
C (=MAGNITUDE OF DEFLECTION) 
C TB=THE ANGLE OF THE CENTER OF THE BAR FROM THE 
C ORIGIN (=THE DIRECTION OF THE DEFLECTION) 
C 
C VARIABLES USED IN COMPUTATIONS: 
C RH1=THE XY DISTANCE FROM THE CG TO THE RIGHT HAND 
C RH2=THE XY DISTANCE FROM THE CG TO THE LEFT HAND 
C RH=THE XY DISTANCE FROM THE CG TO THE CENTER OF THE 
BAR 
C (TAKEN AS THE AVERAGE OF THE LEFT AND RIGHT HAND 
C DISTANCES) 
C RLAST=TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAY FOR THE PREVIOUS 
C ITERATION OF R 
C WK,IERR=ARRAYS AND VALUES FOR THE CUBIC SPLINES 
ROUTINE 
C T=TIME 
C TDOT=THE FIRST TIME DERIVATIVE OF CGANG 
C TDDOT=THE SECOND TIME DERIVATIVE OF CGANG 
C RDCT=TKE FIRST TIME DERIVATIVE OF R 
C RDDOT=THE SECOND TIME DERIVATIVE OF R 
C T1=THE ANGLE BETWEEN R AND RB 
C T2=THE ANGLE BETWEEN RB AND RH 
C T3=THE ANGLE BETWEEN R AND RH 
C 
C DECLARE VARIABLES 
C 
REAL WK(540),M,L,E,INERT 
REAL CGANG (270) .LHr270.3) ,RH(270,3) ,R(270) ,.FT0T(270, 2) 
& ,ZH(2) 
REAL 
RH1,RH2,RRH(270) ,RB(270) ,RLAST(270) ,T(270) ,TDOT(270) 
& ,TB(270) 
REAL 
TDDOT(270),RDOT(270) ,RDDOT(270),T1(270) ,T2(270),T3(270) 
& ,PI 





C FIRST, FIND RH AND USE IT AS THE FIRST ESTIMATE OF R 
C 
open (33,file='c: \fortran\data\handloc.dat') 
do i=l,nfraines 




rhl=sqrt(rh(i, 1) **2+rh(i,2)**2+rh(i,3)**2-zh(l) **2) 










call pchez(nframes,t,cgang,tdot, .true.,wk,270,ierr) 
call pchez (nframes,t,tdot,tddot, .true. ,wk, 270, ierr) 
C 
C NOW, CALCULATE R 
C 
C GET DERIVATIVES OF R 
C 
call pchez (nfraines,t,r,rdot, .true. ,wk,270, ierr) 
call pchez (nframes,t,rdot,rddot, .true. ,wk,270, ierr) 
C 
C CALCULATE TOTAL FORCE AT THE HAND FROM THE ACCELERATIONS 
C FROM THESE R,CGANG VALUES USING EQUATIONS FOR 
ACCELERATION 
C IN POLAR COORDINATES 
C 
open (33,file='c: \fortran\data\r.dat') 
do i=l,nframes 
ftot (i, l)=m* (rddot (i) -r (i) *tdot (i) **2) -m*981*sin(cgang(i)) 
ftot (i; 2) =in* (r (i) *tddot (i) +2*rdot (i) *tdct (i)) 
& -m*981*cos(cgang(i)) 
C USE A SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM MODEL, AND CALCULATE THE BAR 
C DEFLECTION ASSOCIATED WITH THESE FORCES 
C 
rb (i)=sqrt(ftot(i, 1)**2+ftot(i,2)**2)*l**3/(48.*E*Inert) 
C 
C LET THERE BE A MAXIMUM BAR DEFLECTION OF 25 CM, ASSUME 
C LARGER DEFLECTIONS ARE ABERRATIONS 
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C 
if (rb(i).Gt.20) Then 
rb(i)=20 
endif 
tl(i)=abs(atan2 (ftot(i,2) ,ftot(i,l) )-cgang(i)) 
if (tl(i).gt.pi) then 
tl(i)=2.*pi-tl(i) 
endif 
write(33,*)Ftot(i,l) ,ftot(i,2) ,r(i) ,rdot(i) ,rddot(i) ,rb(i) 









if ((rb(i) *sin(tl(i)) /rrh(i)) .gt. 1.) then 
t3 (i)=pi/2. 
else 
t3 (i)=asin(rb(i) *sin(tl(i)) /rrh(i)) 
endif 
t2(i)=pi-tl(i)-t3(i) 
if (sin(t3(i)).eq.O) then 
if (tl(i).eq.O) then 
r(i)=rrh(i)-rb(i) 
else 
r (i)=rrh(i) +rb(i) 
endif 
if (sin(t3(i)).eq.O) then 
r(i)=rb(i) 
else 







C CHANGE FORCES FROM POLAR TO RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 
C 
do i=l,nfraines 
fx=ftot(i,l) *cos(cgang(i) )-ftot(i,2) *sin(cgang(i)) 









C StJBROUTINE TO COMPUTE LOCATION OF FORCE APPLICATION 
(HANDS) 









C LOCATION OF HANDS=LOCATION OF FOREARM C.G. + VECTOR FROM 
C FOREARM C.G. TO HAND 
C 
C RIGHT FOREARM IS SEGMENT 5, LEFT FOREARM IS SEGMENT 6 
C 
C DEFINE THE VECTOR FROM THE CG OF THE FOREARM TO THE HAND 
C 
vector(1)=0. 
vector (2) =- (1-eta (5) )'*h (5) -hlen 
vector(3)=0. 
C 







ca 11 matvec (r riti, vector, v2) 
C 






C REPEAT FOR LEFT HAND LOCATION VECTOR 
C 
























SUBROUTINE INTERPOLATE! (X, FN8 ,N, XDOTREL) 
REAL X(170,3),XX!,XX2,XX3 
REAL XDDl, XDD2 , XDD3 , XDOTREL (2) 







call pchez (n,t,a,d, .true. ,wk, Iwk, ierr) 
xdotrel(1)=d (n) 
fn!='c: \fortran\duininyl.fil' 





call pchez (n, t, a, d,. True., Wk, Iwk, ierr) 








read (21,*) xxl,xdd! 

























call pchez (n, t ,x,d, .True. ,Wk, Iwk, ierr) 
call pchev(n, t,x,d,n*20,tl,xxl,dval, ierr) 
if (flag.eq.l) then 
call pchez (n,t,d,dd, .true. ,wk, Iwk, ierr) 












call pchez (n,t,d,dd, .true. ,wk,Iwk,ierr) 






























fnl='c: \fortran\duiiuny2. f il' 
call interpolatea(a,fnl,n,0) 
open(20,file=fn) 
open(2l,file='c: \fortran\duitiitiyl. fil') 












C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF EACH 
SEGMENT 






C SEGMENTS ARE NUMBERED AS FOLLOWS: 1-MID TRUNK, 2-UPPER 
C TRUNK, 3-PELVIS, 4-HEAD, 5-RIGHT FOREARM, 6-LEFT 
FOREARM, 
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C 7-RIGHT UPPER ARM, 8-LEFT UPPER ARM, 9-RIGHT THIGH, 
10-LEFT 
C THIGH, 11-RIGHT SHANK, 12-LEFT SHANK. 
C 
REAL 
ALPHA(ll) ,BETA(11) ,GAMMA(11) ,ALPHADOT(ll) ,BETAD0T(11) 
REAL 
GAMMADOT (11) ,ALPHADD0T(11) , BETADDOT (11) , GAMMADDOT (11) 
REAL RELRM(11,3,3) ,U(12,3) , UPRIME (12 , 3) ,RW(12,3) 
REAL RRM(3,3),UR0T(3),UBACK(3) 
INTEGER SEG,JT 
COMMON/ANGLES /ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, ALPHADOT, BETADOT, GAMMADOT, 
& ALPHADDOT, BETADDOT, GAMMADDOT, RELRM, U, UPRIME 
C 







C SEGMENT 2-UPPER TRUNK 
C 












C SEGMENT 4-HEAD 
C IN TERMS OF UPPER TRUNK COORDINATES 
C 
call ucalc (1, alpha, alphadot,beta,betadot, gammadot,u 
C 













uprime (seg, i) =uback (i) 
rw (seg, i) =upr ime (seg, i) +u (2, i) 
enddo 
C 
C SEGMENT 7-RIGHT UPPER ARM 





ucalc (j t, alpha, alphadot, beta, betadot, gammadot, u, seg) 
C 







upr ime (seg, i) =uback (i) 
rw (seg, i) =upr ime (seg, i) +u (2, i) 
enddo 
C 
C SEGMENT 8-LEFT UPPER ARM 





ucalc (j t, alpha, alphadot, beta, betadot, gammadot, u, seg) 
C 











C SEGMENT 9-RIGHT THIGH 






















C SEGMENT 10-LEFT THIGH 





ucalc (j t, alpha,alphadot,beta,betadot,gammadot,u,seg) 
C 

























C SEGMENT 6-LEFT FOREARM 
C 
do i=l,3 






































u(seg,l)=bdot( jt) *cos(a(jt)) -gdot( jt) *cos(b( jt)) *sin(a( jt)) 







C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES TERMS OF THE ANGULAR 
C ACCELERATION OF EACH SEGMENT IN SEGMENT 1 (MID-TRUNK) 
C SEGMENT COORDINATES 
C EACH SEGMENT'S ANGULAR VELOCITY CAN BE WRITTEN IN THE 
C FOLLOWING FORM: 
C ANGACC= (ANGACC11+A1-B*U (1,3) +C*U (1,2)) B1+ ( ANGACC12+A2 
C +D*U(1,3)-C*U(1,1) )B2+(ANGACC13+A3+B*U(1,1) -D*U(1,2) ) B3 
C ANGACCII'S AND U(1,I)'S ARE IN TERMS OF UNKNOWN 
C ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA. ALL OTHER TERMS ARE CONSTANTS 
C (A,B,C,D) THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS A-D FOR EACH SEGMENT 
SUBROUTINE ANGACC(A,B,C,D) 
REAL U(12,3) ,ALPHA(11) ,BETA(11) ,GAMMA(11) , ALPHADOT (11) 
REAL 
BETADOT (11), GAMMADOT (11), ALPHADDOT (11), BETADDOT (11) 
REAL GAMMADDOT(ll) ,RRMDOT (11, 3 , 3) ,A(12 , 3) ,B(12) 
REAL C(12) ,D(12) ,UDOT(12,3) ,UDP{12,3) ,UPRIME(12 , 3) 
REAL RELRM(11,3,3) 
INTEGER JT,SEG 
COMMON/ANGLES / ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, ALPHADOT, BETADOT, GAMMADOT, 
& ALPHADDOT, BETADDOT, GAMMADDOT, RELRM, U, UPRIME 
C 
C IF THE ANGLE'S SECOND DERIVATIVE IS HIGH, IT PROBABLY 
C CHANGED SIGN, I.E. WENT FROM POSITIVE TO NEGATIVE PI. 
SET 
C HIGH SECOND DERIVATIVE TO ZERO 
C 
do i=l,ll 















& *cos (gamma (I)) -gammadot (I) *cos (alpha (I)) 
& *sin (gamma (I)) -alphadot (I) *cos (alpha (I)) 
& *sin(beta (I)) *sin(gamma (I)) -betadot (I) 
& *sin(alpha (I)) *cos(beta(I)) *sin(gamma (I)) 
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& -ganunadot (I) *sin(alpha(I)) *sin(beta(I)) 
& *cos(gamma(I)) 
rrmdot (i, l, 2) =-alphadot (I) *cos (alpha (I)) 
& *cos(beta(I) )+betadot(I) *sin(alpha(I)) 
& *sin(beta(I)) 
rrmdot(i, 1, 3)=-alphadot (I) *sin(alpha(I)) 
& *sin(gamma(I))+gammadot (I) *cos (alpha (I)) 
& *cos(gamma (I))+alphadot (I) *cos(alpha(I)) 
& *sin(beta(I)) *cos(gainma(I)) 
& +betadot(I) *sin (alpha (I)) *cos (beta (I)) 
& *cos(gamma(I)) -gammadot(I) *sin(alpha(I)) 
& *sin(beta(I)) *sin(gainma(I)) 
rrmdot(i,2, l)=aIphadot(i) *cos(alpha(I)) 
& *cos (gamma (I)) -gammadot(I) *sin(alpha(I)) 
& *sin(gamma(I)) -alphadot(I) *sin(alpha(I)) 
& *sin(beta(I)) *sin(gauima(I) )+Betadot(I) 
& *cos (alpha (I)) *cos (beta (I)) *sin(gamma (I)) 
& +gammadot(I) *cos(alpha(I)) *sin(beta(I)) 
St *cos(gamma(I)) 
rrmdot(i,2,2)=-alphadot(I) *sin(alpha(I)) 
& *cos(beta(I) )-betadot(I)*cos(alpha(I)) 
& *sin(beta(I)) 
rrmdot (i, 2, 3 )=a Iphadot (I) *cos (alpha (I)) 
& *sin(gamma (I))+gammadot (i) *sin(alpha(I)) 
& *cos (alpha (I)) +alphadot(I) *sin(alpha(I)) 
& *sin(beta(I)) *cos(gamma(I)) -betadot(I) 
& *cos (alpha (I)) *cos(beta(I)) *cos (gamma(I)) 
& +gammadot (I) *cos(alpha(I)) *sin(beta(I)) 
& *sin(gamma(I)) 
rrmdot (i,3,1) =betadot (I) *sin(beta(I)) *sin(gamma(I)) 
& -gammadot (I) *cos(beta(I)) *cos (gamma (I)) 
rrmdot (1,3,2) =betadot (I) *cos (beta (i)) 
rrmdot (i,3,3) =-betadot(i) *sin(beta(I)) *cos(gamma(I)) 
& -gammadot (I) *cos (beta (I)) *sin (gamma (I)) 
enddo 
C 
C COMPUTE ANGULAR ACCELERATION TERMS SEGMENT BY SEGMENT 
C 




ca 11 uudot (j t, a Ipha, a Iphadot, a Iphaddot, beta, bet adot 






C(2) = u(2,3) 
d(2)=u(2,l) 
SEGMENT 3 PELVIS 
seg=3 
jt=7 
ca 11 uudot (j t, a Ipha, a Iphadot, a Iphaddot, beta, bet adot 







SEGMENT 4 HEAD 
seg=4 
jt=l 
call uudot (j t, a Ipha, a Iphadot, a Iphaddot, beta, bet adot 
& , betaddot, gammadot, gammaddot, udot, seg) 
do i=l,3 
udp (seg, i)=udot (seg, 1) *relrm( jt, i, 1) +u (seg, 1) 
& *rrmdot(jt,i,1)+udot(seg,2)*relrm(jt, i, 2) 









SEGMENT 7 RIGHT UPPER ARM 
seg=7 
jt=2 
call uudot (j t, a Ipha, a Iphadot, a Iphaddot, beta, bet adot 
& , betaddot, gammadot. gammaddotudotseg) 
do i=l,3 
udp (seg, i)=udot (seg, 1) *relrm( jt, i, 1) +u(seg, 1) 
& *rrmdot(jt,i,1)+udot(seg,2)*relrm(jt,i,2) 


































& *rrmdot(jt,i,l)-rUdot(seg,2) *relrm( jt, i, 2) 

















& *rnndot(jt,i,l)+udot(seg,2)*relna(jt, i,2) 
& +u (seg, 2) *rnndot (j t, i, 2) +udot (seg, 3) *relrin (j t, i, 3) 





b (seg) =u (3,2) +upr ime ( seg, 2) 
c (seg) =u (3,3) +upr ime (seg, 3) 
d(seg)=u(3 ,1) +upriine(seg, 1) 
C 





udot (seg, i) =a Iphaddot (j t) * (relrm (2,l,3)*relnn(6,i,l) 
& +relnn(2,2,3) *relnn(6, i, 2)+relnn(2,3 ,3) *relnn(6, i, 3)) 
& +alphadot (jt) * (rrmdot (2,1,3) *relrTn(6, i, 1) +relrin(2,1,3) 
& *rrmdot (6, i, 1) +rnndot (2,2,3) *relnn(6, i, 2) 
& +relrin (2,2,3) *rnndot (6, i, 2) +mndot (2,3,3) *relnn (6, i, 3) 
& +relrm(2,3,3)*rrindot(6,i,3)) 
enddo 
a (seg, 1) =udot (2,1) +udp(seg+2,1) +udot (seg, 1) 
a (seg, 2) =udot (2,2) +udp ( seg+2,2) +udot (seg, 2) 
a (seg, 3) =udot (2,3) +udp (seg+2,3) +udot (seg, 3) 
b (seg) =u (2,2) +upr ime (seg+2,2) +u (seg, 2) 
c (seg) =u (2,3) +uprime (seg+2, 3) +u (seg, 3) 
d (seg) =u (2,1) +upr ime (seg+2,1) +u (seg, 1) 
C 





udot (seg, i)=a Iphaddot (jt) * (relrm (3,1,3) 
& *relrm(6,i,1)+relrm(3,2,3) 
& *relrm(6, i, 2) +relrm(3 ,3,3) *relrm(6, i, 3)) +alphadot (jt) * 
& (rrmdot (3 ,1,3) *relrm(6, i, 1) +relrm(3, l, 3) *rrmdot (6, i, 1) 
& +rrmdot(3,2,3)*relrm(6,i,2) 
& +relnn (3.-2.-3) *rrmdot (6i, 2) +rr!!idot (3,3,3) *relrm (6,1,3) 
& +relrm(3,3,3)*rrmdot(6,i,3)) 
enddo 
a (seg, 1) =udot (2 ,1) +udp (seg+2,1) +udot (seg, 1) 
a (seg, 2) =udot (2,2) +udp (seg+2,2) +udot (seg, 2) 
a (seg, 3) =udot (2,3) +udp (seg+2,3) +udot (seg, 3) 
b (seg) =u (2,2) +upr ime (seg+2,2) +u (seg, 2) 
c (seg) =u (2,3) +upr ime (seg+2,3) +u (seg, 3) 
d (seg) =u (2,1) +upr ime (seg+2,1) +u (seg, 1) 
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udot (seg, i) =a Iphaddot (j t) * (relrm (8,1,3) 
& *relrni(7,i,l)+relnti(8,2,3) 
& *relnn(7, i, 2) +relnn(8,3,3) *relrm(7, i, 3)) +alphadot (jt) 
& * (rrindot (8,1, 3) *relnn(7, i, 1) +relna(8,1, 3) *rrmdot (7, i, 1) 
& +rnndot(8,2,3) *relnn(7,i,2) 
St +relnn (8,2,3) *rnndot (7, i, 2) +rrindot (8,3,3) *relriii (7, i, 3) 
St +relnn(8, 3, 3) *rrmdot (7, i,3)) 
enddo 
a (seg, l)=udot (3,1) +udp(seg-2,1) +udot (seg, 1) 
a (seg, 2) =udot (3,2) +udp (seg-2,2) +udot (seg, 2) 
a (seg, 3) =udot (3,3) +udp (seg-2, 3) +udot (seg, 3) 
b (seg) =u (3 , 2 ) +upr ime (seg-2,2) +u (seg, 2) 
c (seg) =u (3,3) +upr ime (seg-2,3) +u (seg, 3) 
d (seg) =u (3 ,1) +uprime (seg-2,1) +u (seg, 1) 
C 





udot (seg, i) =a Iphaddot (j t) * (relrm (9,1,3) 
& *relrin(7,i,l)+relrin(9,2,3) 
& *relrin (7, i, 2) +relrin (9,3,3) *relrin (7, i, 3)) +alphadot (j t) 
& * (rrindot (9,1, 3) *relrm(7, i, 1) +relrin(9,1, 3) *rrmdot (7, i, 1) 
& +rrridot(9,2,3) *relrm(7,i,2) 
& +relnn (9,2,3) *rrmdot (7, i, 2) +rrmdot (9,3,3) *relnn (7, i, 3) 
a -rj. c ^ 5 , o , ) •^jTiTiuu.O ) 
enddo 
a (seg, 1) =udot (3,1) +udp (seg-2,1) +udot (seg, 1) 
a (seg, 2) =udot (3,2) +udp (seg-2 ,2) +udot (seg, 2) 
a (seg, 3) =udot (3,3) +udp (seg-2 , 3) +udot (seg, 3) 
b (seg) =u (3 , 2) +upr ime (seg-2, 2) +u (seg, 2) 
c (seg) =u (3, 3) +uprime (seg-2,3) +u (seg, 3) 




SUBROUTINE UUDOT (JT, A, ADOT, ADDOT, B, BDOT, BDDOT, GDOT 
& ,GDDOT,UDOT, SEG) 
REAL UDOT(12,3),A(11) ,B(11),AD0T(11),BDOT(11),GDOT(11) 
REAL ADDOT(ll) ,BDD0T(11) ,GDD0T(11) 
INTEGER JT,SEG 
C 
udot (seg, 1) =bddot (jt) *cos (a (jt)) 
321 
& -bdot( jt) *adot( jt) *sin(a(Jt)) 
& -gddot (jt) *cos(b(jt)) *sin(a(Jt)) 
& +gdot (jt) *bdot( jt) *sin(b( jt)) *sin(a( jt)) 
& -gdot( jt)*adot( jt)*cos(b( jt) )*cos(a(jt)) 
udot(seg,2)=bddot(jt) *sin(a( jt)) 
& +bdot (jt) *adot (jt) *cos(a (jt)) 
& +gddot (jt) *cos(b( jt)) *cos(a(jt)) 
& -gdot (jt) *bdot( jt) *sin(b(jt)) *cos(a( jt)) 
& -gdot (jt) *adot( jt) *cos(b( jt)) *sin(a( jt)) 
udot (seg, 3)=addot (jt) +gddot( jt) *sin(b( jt)) 




C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE INERTIA DYADIC OF A SEGMENT IN 
C REFERENCE SEGMENT COORDINATES 
C 






















c THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE ANGULAR 













w(i,l)=w(l,l) + (idy(i,2,2)-idy(i,3,3))*rw(i,2)*rw(i,3) 
& +idy(i,2,l) *rw(i,l) *rw(i,3)+idy(i,2,3) *(rw(i,3) **2 
& -rw(i,2) **2)-idy(i,3,1) *rw(i, 1) *rw(i,2) 
w(2,l)=w(2,l) + (idy(i,3,3)-idy(i,l,l))*rw(i,l)*rw(i,3) 
& +idy(i,3,2) *rw(i,l) *rw(i, 2)+idy (i, 3,1) * (rw(i, 1) **2 
& -rw(i,3)**2)-idy(i,l,2) *rw(i,2)*rw(i,3) 
w(3,l)=w(3,l) + (idy(i,l,l)-idy(i,2,2))*rw(i,l)*rw(i,2) 
& +idy(i,l,3)*rw(i,3)*rw(i,2)+idy(i,l,2)*(rw(i,2) **2 
& -rw(i,l)**2)-idy(i,2,3) *rw(i,l)*rw(i,3) 
w(l,2)=w(l,2)+idy(i,2,l)*rw(i,3)-idy(i,3,l) *rw(i,2) 
w(l,3)=w(l,3) + (idy(i,2,2)-idy(i,3,3))*rw(i,3) 
& -2*idy(i,2,3)*rw(i,2)-idy(i,3,l)*rw(i,l) 
w(l,4)=w(l,4) + (idy(i,2,2) -idy(i,3,3))*rw(i,2) 
& +2*idy(i,2,3)*rw(i,3)+idy(i,2,l)*rw(i,l) 
w(l,5)=w(l,5)+idy (i,2,2)-idy(i,3,3) 
w(2,2)=w(2,2) + (idy(i,3,3)-idy(i,l,l) )*rw(i,3) 
& +2*idy(i,3,l)*rw(i,l)+idy(i,3,2)*rw(i,2) 
w(2,3)=w(2,3)+idy(i,3,2) *rw(i, 1)-idy (i, 1, 2) *rw(i,3) 
w(2,4)=w(2,4)+(idy(i,3,3)-idy(i,l,l))*rw(i,l) 
& -2*idy(i,1,3) *rw(i, 3) -idy(i,1,2)*rw(i,2) 
w(2,5)=w(2,5)+idy(i,3,3)-idy(i,l,l) 
w(3,2)=w(3,2) + (idy(i,l,l) -idy(i,2,2))*rw(i,2) 










C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE I DOT 
C ALPHA TERM OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
C 
SUBROUTINE IDOTALPHA (IDY, A, B, C, D, Q, R, S, T, V) 




















r(j)=r(j)+idy(i, j,l)*a(i,l)+idy(i, j,2)*a{i,2) 
& +idy(i,j,3)*a(i,3) 
s(j)=s(j)+idy(i, j,2)*d(i)-idy(i, j,l)*b(i) 
t(j)=t(j)+idy(i, j,l)*c(i)-idy(i, j,3)*d(i) 






C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE P X MA 
C TERM OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
C 
SUBROUTINE PXMA (Q, QDOT, QDDOT, DELTA, M, MTOT, P) 
REAL Q(12,3) , QDOT (12, 3) , QDDOT (12, 3) ,DELTA(3,8) 
REAL M(12),MTOT 
REAL QP(12,3,3) ,QPP(12,3),P(12,3) 
C 
C FIRST, GET THE TERMS OF THE ACCELERATION OF EACH SEGMENT 
C QP AND QPP, WHERE QP'S ARE THE CAPITAL Q PRIMES IN 
























qp (i,k, 1) =qp (i, k, 1) +m (j) /intot*qddot (j , k) 
qpp(i,k)=qpp(i,k)+m( j) /intot*q(j,k) 
end if 
enddo 




qp(i,3,3)=qp(i,3,3)+m( j) /mtot*2.*qdot( j ,2) 
qp(i,l,2)=qpU,l,2)+m( j) /intot*2.*qdot(j ,2) 
End if 




qp(i,2,2)=qp(i,2,2)+m(j) /mtot*2.*qdot(j ,1) 
qp (i # 3,2) =qp {i, 3 , 2) +m (j) /mtot * 2 . *qdot (j , 1) 
End if 




qp(i,l,3)=qp(i,l, 3)+m( j) /mtot*2.*qdot(j ,3) 




do 1=1 , 1 2  
do k=l,3 
qpp(i,k)=q(i,k)-qpp(i,k) 











delta(i,l)=delta(i, l)+m( j) *p(j , i) 
do k=2,4 








delta (1,7) =delta (l,7)+in(j)*(p(j,2) 
& *qP(j,3,l)-p(j,3)*qp(j,2,l)) 
delta (1,8) =delta (l,8)+in(j)*(p(j,2) 
& *qP(j/3r2)+p(j,3)*qp(j,2,3)) 
delta(2,5)=delta(2,5)+in(j)*p(j,2)*qp(j,l,3) 
delta (2,6) =delta (2, 6) +in (j) *p (j , 2) *qp (j , 3 , 3) 
delta (2,7) =delta (2,7)+in(j)*(p(j,3) 
& *qp ( j r l , l)-p ( j r l)*qp ( j,3 , l ) )  
delta (2,8) =delta (2,8)+in(j)*(p(j,3) 
& *qP(j,l/3)+p(j,l)*qp(j,3,3)) 
delta (3, 5) =delta (3 , 5) +in (j) *p (j , 3) *qp (j , 1, 2) 
delta(3,6)=delta(3,6)+in( j) *p(j,3)*qp( j,2,2) 
delta(3,7)=delta(3,7)+in(j)*(p(j,l)*qp(j,2,l) 
& -P(j/2)*qp(j,l,l)) 








C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE GAMMA TERMS USED IN 
KINEMATICS 
C 
C INPUT VARIABLES :Q A1;D DELTA 


















C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE LINEAR AND ANGULAR 
C ACCELERATION OF EACH SEGMENT AND THE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF 









COMMON/KINDAT/THETA, U1, UIDOT, RW, ROT, A, B, C, D, Q, QDOT, QDDOT, 
& ANG,OMEGA,ACC 
C 







C COMPUTE THE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF EACH SEGMENT IN SEGMENT 























C COMPUTE ANGULAR ACCELERATION IN SEGMENT 1 COORDINATES 
C 
do i=l,12 
ang(i,1)=uldot(1)+a(i,1) -b(i)*ul(3)+c(i)*ul (2) 
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ang(i,2)=uldot(2)+a(i,2)+d(i)*ul(3)-c(i)*ul(l) 
ang(i, 3) =uldot (3) +a(i, 3) +b(i) *ul (1) -d^) *ul (2) 
enddo 
C 















C COMPUTE LINEAR ACCELERATION IN SEGMENT 1 COORDINATES 
C 
acg(l)=xdd(l) * (cos (theta(1)) *cos (theta (3)) -sin(theta (1) ) 
& *sin(theta (2)) *sin(theta(3)) )+xdd(2) * (sin (theta (1)) 
& *cos(theta (3)) +cos(theta(1)) *sin(theta(2)) 
& *sin(theta (3))) -xdd(3) *sin(theta (3)) *cos (theta (2)) 
acg(2)=-xdd(l) *sin(theta(l)) *cos(theta(2) )+xdd(2) 
& *cos(theta (1)) *cos (theta (2) )+xdd(3) *sin(theta(2)) 
acg(3)=xdd(l) * (cos (theta (1)) *sin(theta(3)) 
& +sin(theta (1)) *sin(theta(2)) *cos (theta (3))) 
& +xdd(2) * (sin (theta (1)) *sin(theta (3)) -cos (theta (1)) 
St *sin(theta(2)) *cos(theta(3))) 
S: +xdd(3)*ccs(thsta(2) )*ccs(thsta(3)) 
C 
C FIRST, GET THE TERMS OF THE ACCELERATION OF EACH SEGMENT 






























qp(if l»2)=qp(i, 1,2) +m(j) /ititot*2.*qdot( j ,2) 
End if 

































& ul (2) -qpp(i, 1) * (ul (3) **2+ul (2) **2) +qpp(i,2) * 
& (ul (1) *ul (2) -uldot (3)) +qpp(i / 3) * (uldot (2) 
& +ul(l)*ul(3)) 
acc(i,2)=acg(2)+qp(i,2,l)+qp(i,2,2)*ul(3)-qp(i,2,3)* 




& ul(2)+qpp(i,1)*(ul(3) *ul(1)-uldot(2))+qpp(i,2)* 





















SUBROUTINE FORTORQ (THETA, ANG, OMEGA, ACC, H, ETA, R, FOR, 
& TOR, RELRM, ROT, KPRIME,MASS, IXX, IYY, IZZ, FL, FR) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE FORCES AND TORQUES AT EACH 
C JOINT USING THE KINEMATICS AND INERTIAL PROPERTIES OF 
C THE SEGMENTS 
C THE FORCES AND TORQUES ARE CALCULATED IN PROXIMAL 
C SEGMENT COORDINATES 
C 
C INPUT: 
C THETA=ROTATION ANGLES OF THE REFERENCE SEGMENT WRT 
GLOBAL 
C COORD. 
C ANG=ANGULAR ACCELERATION OF THE SEGMENTS 
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C OMEGA=ANGULAR VELOCITY OF SEGMENTS 
C ACC=LINEAR ACCELERATION OF SEGMENTS 
C H=SEGMENT LENGTHS 
C ETA,R,RR=SEGMENT DIMENSIONS 
C RELRM=ROTATION MATRICES BETWEEN SEGMENTS 
C RELF=RELEASE FRAME, RECF=RECATCH FRAME 
C KPRIME=PROPORTIONALITY CONSTANT BETWEEN HAND FORCES 
C AND TORQUES 
C N=CURRENT FRAME NUMBER 
C ROT=ROTATION MATRICES BETWEEN EA. SEGMENT AND SEGMENT 1 
C FL,FR=FORCES AT HANDS 
C 
C OUTPUT: 
C FOR=FORCE VECTORS AT JOINTS IN PROXIMAL SEGMENT 
C COORDINATES 
C TOR=TORQUE VECTORS AT JOINTS IN PROXIMAL SEGMENT 
C COORDINATES 
C 
C DECLARE VARIABLES 
C 
REAL THETA(3),FL(3),FR(3) 
REAL ANG(12,3) , OMEGA (12, 3) ,ACC(12,3) ,H(12) 
REAL ETA (12) ,R(12) ,F0R(13,3) ,TOR(13,3) ,RELRM(11, 3 , 3) 
REAL ML,MR,FRMAG,FLMAG,MASS(12) ,FD{3) ,TD(3) ,KPRIME 
REAL S1R0T(3,3),ROT(12,3,3) ,RFROT(3,3) 
REAL LFR0T(3,3) ,ROTRF(3,3) 
REAL R0TLF(3,3) ,VECT0R(3) ,V2(3) ,V3(3) 
REAL WT(12,3),SEGR0T(3,3) 
REAL ROTSEG(3,3) ,HG(12,3),RXF(3) 
REAL RXF2 (3) ,RXF3 (3) ,IXX(12) 
REAL IYY(12),IZZ(12) 








C SET UP ROTATION MATRIX BETWEEN SEGMENT 1 COORDINATES AlTD 
C GLOBAL COORDINATES 
C 
slrot(l, l)=cos (theta(l)) *cos (theta (3)) 
& -sin(theta(1)) *sin(theta(2)) *sin(theta(3)) 
slrot(l,2)=-sin(theta(l)) *cos(theta(2)) 
slrot(l,3)=cos(theta(l)) *sin(theta(3)) 
& +sin(theta(1)) *sin(theta(2)) *cos(theta(3)) 
slrot(2,l)=sin(theta(l)) *cos(theta(3)) 









C START WITH FORCES AT THE HANDS 
C 
C ROTATE FROM GLOBAL COORDINATES INTO FOREARM COORDINATES 
C 
C FROM GLOBAL TO SEGMENT 1: 
call trans(slrot) 
C 








call iiun(rotrf, slrot,rfrot) 
call iiim(rotlf, slrot, If rot) 
C 
C MULTIPLY HAND FORCES W/ MATRIX TO GET FOREARM 















C MOMENTS AT HANDS 
C 
flniag=sqrt(for (13,1) **2+for (13,2) **2+for (13 , 3) **2) 
fnnag=sqrt(for (12,1) **2+for (12,2) **2+for (12,3) **2) 
mr=kprime*frmag 
ial=kpr iitie* f Imag 
C 
















C FIND WEIGHT OF EACH SEGMENT IN SEGMENT COORDINATES 
C 
C GET ROTATION MATRIX FROM GLOBAL TO SEGMENT COORDINATES 
































hg(i, l) = (ixx(i)*ang(i, 1)-(iyy(i)-izz(i))*omega(i,2) 
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C ROTATE INTO UPPER ARM COORDINATES 
C 
do i=l,3 
for (4,i)=-(relnn(4,i, 1) *fd(l) +relnn(4,i,2) *fd(2) 
& +relnn(4,i,3)*fd(3)) 
tor (4, i)=- (relrin(4 , i, 1) *td(1) +relrm(4, i, 2) *td(2) 
f ^ f ^ f \ y / 
enddo 
do i=l,3 






















C FIND THE FORCES AND MOMENTS AT THE SHOULDERS IN UPPER 















C ROTATE INTO UPPER TRUNK COORDINATES 
C 
do i=l,3 


















C ROTATE INTO UPPER TRUNK COORDINATES 
C 
do i=l,3 
for (3, i)=-(relrin(3, i, 1) *fd(l)+relnn(3, i,2) *fd(2) 
Sc +relnii{3,i,3) *fd{3)) 


























C FIND FORCES AT THE UPPER TRUNK 
C 
do i=l,3 




C ROTATE INTO MID TRUNK COORDINATES 
C 
•; —1 
\<CVi/ -L.— J. f o 
for(6,i)=-(relrm(6,i,1) *fd(l)+relna(6,i,2)*fd(2) 
& +relrin(6, i, 3) *fd(3)) 
enddo 
C 
C FIND FORCES AT THE KNEES 
C 
do i=l,3 
fd(i)=inass(ll) *acc(ll, i) -wt(ll, i) 
enddo 
C 










































C FIND FORCES AT HIPS 
C 
do i=l,3 
fd(i)=mass (9) *acc(9 . i) -for (10,. i) -wt (9i) 
enddo 
C 
C FIND MOMENTS AT HIPS 


























tor (8, i) =-(relnti(8, i, 1) *td(l) +relrin(8, i,2) *td(2) 
& +relrin(8,i,3) *td(3)) 
enddo 
C 
C LEFT HIP 
C 
do i=l,3 
fd(i) =inass(10) *acc(10, i) -for (11, i) -wt (10, i) 
enddo 
C 
























for (9, i) =-(relnn(9, i, 1) *fd(1) +relnn(9, i, 2) *fd (2) 
& +relnn(9,i,3)*fd(3)) 
tor (9, i)=- (relrni(9, i, 1) *td(l) +relnn(9, i, 2) *td(2) 
& +relnn(9 , i, 3) *td(3)) 
enddo 
C 
C FIND FORCES AT LOWER BACK "JOINT" 
C 
do i=l,3 
fd(i) =inass (3) *acc{3, i) -wt (3 , i) -for (8, i) -for (9, i) 
enddo 
C 





C MOMENT ARISING FROM RIGHT HIP FORCE 
C 




C MOMENT ARISING FROM LEFT HIP FORCE 
C 










C COMPUTE MOMENT 
C 
do i=l,3 










































C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES 3-D LOCATIONS OF 21 LANDMARKS IN 





C LOCATE THE FOLLOWING LANDMARKS: (l)TOP OF HEAD (2) CHIN 
C (3) SUPRASTERNALE (4) RIGHT SHOULDER (5) RIGHT ELBOW 
C (6) RIGHT WRIST (7)RIGHT KNUCKLE III (SET =WRIST) 
C (8) LEFT SHOULDER (9) LEFT ELBOW (10) LEFT WRIST (11) LEFT 
C KNUCKLE III (SET=WRIST) (12)RIGHT HIP (13) RIGHT KNEE 
C (14) RIGHT ANKLE (15)-(16) RIGHT FOOT (SET=ANKLE) 
C (17) LEFT HIP (18) LEFT KNEE (19) LEFT ANKLE (20)-(21) 
C LEFT FOOT (SET=ANKLE) 
C 








C ROTATION MATRIX FROM SEGMENT 1 TO GLOBAL COORDINATES 
C 
nnain{l,l)=cos(y(l)) *cos(y(3) )-sin(y(l) ) *sin(y(2)) 
& *sin(y(3)) 
rinain(l,2)=-sin(y (1)) *cos(y(2)) 
nnain(l,3)=cos{y (1)) *sin(y (3) )+sin(y (1)) *sin(y (2)) 
& *cos(y(3)) 
rmain(2,l)=sin(y(l)) *cos(y(3) )+cos(y(l)) *sin(y(2)) 
& *sin(y(3)) 
nnain(2,2)=cos(y (1) ) *cos(y(2)) 
rmain(2,3)=sin(y(l)) *sin(y(3) )-cos(y(l)) *sin(y(2)) 
& *cos(y(3)) 
niiain(3,l)=-sin(y (3)) *cos(y(2)) 
rmain(3,2)=sin(y(2)) 
rroain(3,3)=cos(y (2)) *cos(y (3)) 






















































































mark(7, i) =inark(6, i) 
enddo 
v(l)=0. 













mark(9, i)=v2 (i)+cg(i) 
enddo 
v(l)=0. 
















iaark(ll, i)=mark(10, i) 
enddo 
v(l)=0. 












call matvec (rmain,v,v2) 
do i=l,3 














call matvec (rmain,v,v2) 
do i=l,3 
mark(13, i) =v2 (i)+cg(i) 
enddo 
v(l)=0. 











































































C THIS SUBROUTINE USES DAPENA'S ALGORITHMS TO ANIMATE 
C THE GYMNAST 














C SETTING THE MASS AND THE STANDING HEIGHT OF THE SUBJECT (IN 












coor (j , 1) =inark( j , 1) /lOO. 




cm (j) =xnark(22, j) /100. 
enddo 
C 
C SETTING THE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL SCALES FOR THE DRAWING 
C (SCALH AND SCALV, RESPECTIVELY, IN INCHES OF THE GRAPH PER 






C CALCULATION OF THE R' COORDINATES OF A "CENTRAL" POINT OF 
THE 











C SETTING THE X' AND Y' COORDINATES OF THE LOWER LEFT CORNER 
OF 





C CALCULATION OF THE R' COORDINATES OF THE BODY LANDMARKS 
C (COORTF) RELATIVE TO THE R' POSITION OF THE CENTRAL POINT. 
C 
DO 200 J=l,21 



















Subroutines CLOSPL.MOVE»OPSNPL.ERASE.CONT and SPACE 
C THESE SUBROUTINES ADAPT DAPENA'S PROGRAM TO MICROSOFT 
C FORTRAN GRAPHICS COMMANDS 
C 
SUBROUTINE CLOSPL 
INCLUDE ' FGPJ^-PH - FD' 





DOUBLE PRECISION WX,WY 







INTEGER*2 MODESTATUS, MAXX, MAXY 
RECORD/VIDEOCONFIG/MYSCREEN 
COMMON MAXX MAXY 
inodestatus=setvideoniode ($MAXRESMODE) 















DOUBLE PRECISION WX,WY 
status=lineto_w (wx, wy) 
return 
end 
SUBROUTINE SPACE (IXLL, lYLL, IXUk, IYUR) 
INCLUDE 'FGRAPH.FD' 
DOUBLE PRECISION IXLL,IYLL,IXUR,IYUR 










open (51, f ile='c: \fortran\duiniayl.f il') 
do k=l,n 



































open (51, f ile='c: \fortran\dummyl. f il 
do k=l,n 

































REAL A(3,3),P(3,3) ,AMEAN(3) , PMEAN (3) ,MT(3,3) ,MAG 
REAL 
PAT(3,3,3),PATMEAN(3,3),M(3,3),MTM(3,3),D11,D22,D33 
REAL V(3,3),MV(3,3) ,VT(3,3) ,R{3 , 3) , X, XI, X2 , X3 
n=3 




do 7050 j=l,3 
do 7050 i=l,n 
amean (j) =amean (j) +a (i, j) 
pmean (j) =pmean (j) +p (i, j) 
7050 
c 
C compute the average vectors 
C 





C compute matrices PAT 
do 7150 i=l,n 
do 7150 j=l,3 
do 7150 k=l,3 
pat(i,j,k)=p(i,j)*a(i,k) 
7150 continue 
do 7200 i=l,3 
do 7200 j=l,3 




C Compute matrix M 
C 
do 7250 i=2,n 
do 7250 j=l,3 
do 7250 k=l,3 
pat (1, j , k) =pat (1, j , k) +pat (i, j , k) 
7250 continue 
do 7300 j=l,3 
do 7300 k=l,3 
pat(l,j,k)=pat(l,j,k)/n 
in (j ,k) =pat (1, j , k) -patmean (j , k) 
7300 continue 
C 
C Find the matrix MTM 
C 
C First, transpose matrix M and put in matrix MT 
C 
do 7350 j=l,3 




find eigenvalues and eigenvectors for MTM 
Use Newton's method to find three roots for the 
cubic equation (to find eigenvalues) 
Using matrix MTM find the cubic equation's 
coefficients I,a2,al,a0 
a2=- (mtm (1,1) +mtm (2,2) +mtm (3,3)) 
al=mtm(l, 1) *mtm(2,2) +mtm(l, 1) *mtm(3,3) +mtm(3,3) 
*mtm (2,2) -mtm(1,2) **2-mtm(1,3) **2-mtm(3,2) **2 
aO=mtm(1,3) **2*mtm (2,2) +mtm (1,2) **2*mtm(3,3) 





if (abs(xl-x).gt.le-6) then 
n=n+l 
if (n.gt.le3) goto 7450 
x=xl 
go to 7400 
endif 



































if (abs(x2-x).gt.le-6) then 
X=X2 
n=n+l 
if (n.gt.lOOO) goto 7550 





if (abs(x3-x).gt.le-6) then 
X=X3 
n=n+l 
if (n.gt.le3) goto 7650 
goto 7600 
J * ^  XiSU.jLX. 
C compute eigenvectors (orthonormal set) 
C 















if ((mtm(3,1).eq.0).and.(mtm(3,2).eq.0)) then 
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c 
c use the upper left hand part of the matrix to solve for 
xl 










f actorl=mtin (2,2) -dll 
factor2=(mtm(2,2) -dll) *mtm(l, 3) -mtm(l, 2) *intm(2, 3) 
if ((factorl.Eq.O).or.(factor2.eq.O)) Then 
factor3=(intm(2,1) *mtin(l,3) -mtm(2 , 3) * (mtm(l, 1) -dll)) 
if (factor3.eq.0) then 
v(3,l)=l. 
V (1,1) = (mtm (1,3) *mtin (3, 2) - (mtm (3 , 3) -d 11) *mtm (1,2)) 
& / ((intm(l, 1) -dll) *mtm(3,2) -mtm(3,1) *mtm(l, 2)) 
endif 
v(2,l)=l. 








if ((mtm(2,2)-d22).Eq.O) Then 
V(2,l)=l. 































C Rotation matrix is l/dll*mvl, l/d22*mv2, 
l/dll/d22 *mvlxmv2 





C Cross product of first two columns 
C 
mv(l, 3)=mv(2,1) *mv(3 ,2) -mv(3,1) *mv(2 , 2) 
mv (2,3) =mv (3,1) *mv (1,2) -mv (1,1) *mv (3,2) 
mv (3, 3) =mv (1,1) *mv (2,2) -mv (1,2) *mv (2,1) 
C 
C Normalize magnitudes 
C 
do 7700 i=l,3 
mv(i,l)=mv(i,l)/dll 




C compute V transpose =vt 
do 7750 j=l,3 
do 7750 k=l,3 
vt(j ,k)=v(k, j) 
7750 continue 
call min(mv,vt,r) 























call pchez (nf ,t,a,ad, .true. ,wk,400, ierr) 
call pche2(nf ,t,ad,add, .true. ,wk,400,ierr) 
call pchez (nf, t,b,bd, .true. ,wk, 400, ierr) 
call pche2(nf ,t,bd,bdd, .true. ,wk,400, ierr) 
call pchez (nf ,t,g,gd, .true. ,wk, 400, ierr) 
call pchez (nf,t,gd,gdd, .true. ,wk,400, ierr) 
open(15,file=fnl) 
do i=l,nf 














open (51,file='c: \fortran\duininyl.f il') 
do k=l,n 
Do j=l,3 









read(50,*)q(j ,n+l) ,q2(j,n+i) 
qp(j)=0. 


































open (51, f ile='c: \fortran\dummyl. f il') 
do k=l,n 








































open (51,file='c: \fortran\duituiiyl. f 11') 
do k=l,n 



































C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF 
C THE BODY AT THE POINT OF RELEASE 
C 






























pdot (i, 3) =oinega (i, 1) *p(i, 2) -omega (i, 2) *p (i, 1) 
enddo 
C 
C CALCULATE THE CROSS PRODUCT OF P X PDOT 
c 
do i=l,12 
pxpdot (i, 1) =p (i, 2) *pdot (i, 3) -p (i, 3) *pdot (i, 2) 
pxpdot (i, 2) =p (i, 3) *pdot (i, 1) -p(i, 1) *pdot (i, 3) 
pxpdot (i, 3) =p (i, 1) *pdot (i, 2) -p (i»2) *pdot (i, 1) 
enddo 
C 
C TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM IS THE SUM OF THE ANGMOMS AND 













C THIS SUBROUTINE USES THE METHODS OF DAPENA (1979) TO 
C COMPUTE THE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF THE REFERENCE SEGMENT 
C 
SUBROUTINE FINDUl (IDY, RW, U1, M, QDOT, Q, H) 
REAL IDY (12, 3, 3) ,RW(12 , 3) ,U1 (3) ,M(12) .QDOT (12 ,-3) ,Q(12, 







































































v3 (2)=v(3) *v2 (1) -v(l) *v2 (3) 






























ell=ell+(3ii(i) i^ suiuCl) -q(i,l)) *q(i,l) 
el2=el2+(in(i) *suiii(2) -q(i,2)) *qU/l) 
el3=el3+(m(i) *suin(3) -q(i, 3)) *q(i, l) 
e21=e21+(m(i) *suin(l)-q(i,l) )*q(i,2) 
e22=e22+(in^ ) *suin(2) -q(i,2)) *q(i,2) 
e23=e23+(in(i) *suin(3) -q(i, 3)) *q(i, 2) 
e31=e31+(in(i) *suin(l) -q(i, 1)) *q(i, 3) 
e32=e32+(xn(i) *sum(2) -q(i,2)) *q(i, 3) 










































a T1(3),V(3),FLH(3),FRH(3),KF,nxOx,FL(3), FR (3),XDD(3) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES YDOT(I) AS 





































& delta (2, 2)+ul (3) **2* (delta (2, 2) -delta (1,3))) 
C 






C I DOT OMEGA CROSS OMEGA 
C 













C COMPUTE THE FUNCTION WHICH IS EQUAL TO THE U DOT TERMS 
C SUM OF MOMENTS + SUM OF PXF = IDOTA+PXMA-IWW 
C SUM OF MOMENTS+SUM OF PXF= (IDOTAR+PXMAR+FXN)-IWW 





fxn(i) = (iww (i) -pxmar (i) -idotar {i)) 
enddo 
C 
C WRITE THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
C 
if ({gg(l)*gg(4)-gg(2)*gg(3)) .Eq. 0) Then 
uldot.(4)=0 
else 
uldot (1) = ( (gg(4) *fxn(l) -gg(2) *fxn(2)) * (qq(6) +delta(2,3) + 
& delta(1,2)) +fxn(3) * ((delta(3 ,2) -qq(3) ) *gg(4) -
& (delta(3,3)-qq(5) )*gg(2)) )/(gg(l)*gg(4)-gg(2)*gg(3)) 
end if 




uldot (2) = ( (gg(3) *fxn(l) -gg(l) *fxn(2)) * (qq(6) +delta(2,3) + 
& delta(1,2)) +fxn(3) *( (delta(3,2) -qq(3)) *gg(3) -
& (delta(3,3)-qq(5) )*gg(l)))/(gg(2)*gg(3)-gg(l)*gg(4)) 
if ((qq(6)+delta(2,3)+delta(l,2)) .eq. 0) then 
Uldot(3)=0 
else 
uldot (3) = (fxn{3) + (delta(l, 4) -qq(3)) * 
& (((gg(4)*fxn(l)-gg(2)*fxn(2) )*(qq(6)+delta(2,3) 
& +delta (1,2)) +fxn(3) * ((delta(3,2) -qq (3) ) 
& *gg(4)-(delta(3,3)+qq(5))*gg(2))) 
& /(gg(i)*gg(4)-gg(2)*gg(3))) 
& +(delta(3,3)-qq(5) )*(((gg(3)*fxn(l)-gg(l)*fxn(2))* 
Se (qq(6)+delta(2,3)+delta(l,2) )+fxn(3) *( (delta(3,2) 
& 
-qq(3))*gg(3)-(delta(3,3)*qq(5))*gg(l)))/(gg(2)*gg(3) 







C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES YDOT(I) AS 
C A FUNCTION OF Y(I) AND T. 
C 
REAL 
THETA(3),U1(3) ,YD0T(3) ,Y1(3),AN{3),BN(3),CN(3) ,DN(3) 
C THETA U)=ALPHA, THETA (2) =BETA , THETA (3) =GAMMA, Y(4)=U11, 
C Y(5)=U12,Y(6)=U13 
C 
C USE RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD FOR STEPWISE INTEGRATION: STEP 
C SIZE=.001SEC 
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C THIS SUBROUTINE SETS UP THE ROTATION MATRICES BETWEEN 
C SEGMENTS FOR THE SIMULATION PROGRAM. THE INPUT IS JOINT 




C JOINTS ARE NUMBERED AS FOLLOWS: 1-NECK,2-R SHOULDER, 
365 
C 3-L SHOULDER, 4-R ELBOW, 5-L ELBOW, 6-UPPER BACK, 
7-LOWER 




relrm(l,l)=cos(theta(l) )*cos(thet.a(3) )-sin (theta(l)) 
& *sin(theta (2))*sin(theta(3)) 
relnn(l,2)=-sin(t.heta(l)) *cos(theta(2)) 
relnn(l, 3)=cos (theta(l)) *sin(theta(3))+sin (theta (1)) 
& *sin(theta(2))*cos(theta(3)) 















SUBROUTINE FINDANG (NFRAMES, N, ANGLE, FNIO, FN9) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE USES THE ANGLE OF THE CG AT THE END OF 
THE 
C FLIGHT PHASE, USES THE "MEASURED" ANGLE FROM THE 
ORIGINAL 
C DATA TAKES THE DERIVATIVE, THEN USES NUMERICAL 
INTEGRATION 
C TO DETERMINE THE CG ANGLE THROUGHOUT THE RECATCK PHASE 
C 





















































































fnl='c: \fortran\duininy3. f il' 
call interpolatea(a,fnl,n,0) 
open(20,file=fn) 
open(21, f ile='c: \fortran\duiimiyl. f il') 
open(22,file='c:\fortran\dummy2.f i1') 























open (1,file='c:\fortran\data\filename. dat') 






PRINT *," " 
PRINT *,"D0 YOU WANT TO VIEW THE ANIMATION AGAIN?" 
122 PRINT *,"1=YES,2=N0" 
read *,yn 






print *,"number of frames",n 
fn5=dir (1: len_triiii(dir)) //prefix//' .Kl' 
!OUTPUT FILE FOR KINEMATIC DATA 
fn6=dir(1:len_trim(dir))//prefix//'.K2' 
!OUTPUT FILE FOR KINETIC DATA 
fn7=dir (1; len_triiti(dir)) //prefix//' .Mks' 
!OUTPUT FILE WITH MARKER POSITIONS 
if (yn.Eq.l) Then 
call reanimate(fn7,n) 
endif 
print *," " 
PRINT *, "CALLING REORDERING PROGRAM" 
call ftreorder(fn6,n) 
call knreorder (fn5,r.) 
print *," " 
PRINT *,"D0 YOU WANT TO VIEW PLOTS OF THE FORCES AND 
& TORQUES?" 
124 PRINT *,"1=YES,2=N0" 
read *,yn 
if ((yn.Ne.1).And.(Yn.Ne.2)) Then 
goto 124 
endif 






























"THE FILE FOR THE KINEMATIC DATA IS:" 
FN5 
tl II 
"THE FILE FOR THE KINETIC DATA IS:" 
FN6 
•I 11 
"THESE FILES CAN BE READ DIRECTLY OR IMPORTED 
*,"SPREADSHEET PROGRAM FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS" 
II 
"PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE" 
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APPENDIX H 
FORCES AT HANDS BASED ON SPRING MODEL OF BAR 
The relationship between hand forces and bar deflections 
was derived in the Theory section of the main document. The 
final equations were: 
_F^^y{L-c)^c\Fjj,y{L-d) [c^-[L^-{L-dm 
3EIL 6EIL (1) 
F^^[L-C) F,t^{L-d) [C^ - [1,2- (L-d) 2] ] 
^ih * • 3EIL 6EIL 
_F^j,^c[{L-d)^-{L^-C^) {L-d)] _ F^^y{L-d)^d^ 
6EIL 3EIL ( 2 )  
_F^^c[{L-d)^-{L^-C^) (L-d)] _F,^ (L-d)2d2 
6EIL 3EIL 
The constant terms can be combined and these equations can be 
rearranged to solve for the forces in terms of the 
deflections: 




C - (L-d) (c^ -(L^ -(L-d)^ )) 
,, (4) 
2 6EIL 










p _ ^ zYrb^C^yih 
qCs-Qq 
p, _ CiVrh^C^yih 
c c -c c 
"-2''3 W*-! 
These equations can be written in the form: 





where the constants K, to K4, like C, to C4 are functions of the 
distances c and d, which are the distances from the end of the 
bar to the right and left hands, and the elastic modulus of 
the bar E, the area moment of inertia of the bar cross section 
I, and L, the length of the bar. 
In order to use the bar forces in differential equations 
to solve for the body orientation and trajectory, they must be 
written in terms of the unknowns, a, y, X,, Xj and X3. In 
Appendix A, the location vectors from the center of gravity to 
the hands were found in segment 1 coordinates. In order to 
determine these in global coordinates, the transformation 
matrix from the global coordinates to the segment 1 
coordinates must be used. If 
(9) 
where the A's are known values, then the vectors can be 
written in fixed global coordinates using the rotation matrix 
between segment 1 and the fixed reference frame. 
{A^ (cacY-saspsy) -A^sac^+A^ {casy+sas^cy)) 1 
+ (A4 (sac7+casPsY) +A^cacP+A^ {sasy-cas^cy)) j 
+ (-A4SYCP +A^s^+A^c^cy) k 
(10) 
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[A^icacTf-sas^sy) -ZjSacP+Aj (casy^ 'SasPcY)) i 
+ (Ai (sacy+casPsy) +A2cacP+A3 (sasy-caspcY)) j (H) 
+ (-AiSycP +A2SP+A3CPCY) 
Then Xlh*RH,yLH,yRHwritten in terms of the unknowns using 
the P's. Since the P vector is the location of the hand minus 
the location of the center of gravity of the entire body, then 
the location of the hand is equal to the location of the 
center of gravity plus the P vector (See Figure A-3) . Using 
this relationship, the forces at the hands can be rewritten in 
terms of the unknowns: 
^zhx =K^{Xi,2+A^{cacY-sas^sy) -A^SOLC^+A^ (casy+sasPcY)) 
+K2 {•Xgi'^ -^ 4 (cacy-sasPsy) -A^ sac^ +A^  (casy+saspcy)) 
l^hx~ J<3 (Xgj+Ai (cacy-sasPsy) -A2sacP+A3 (casy+saspcy)) 
+K^  {Xq^ +a^  icacy-sasPsy) -A^ sac^ +A. (casy+sasPcy)) 
(12) 
(sacy+casPsy) +A2cacp+A2 (sasy-cocsBcy)) 
' {X(,2+A^ (sacy+casPsy) +A^cacP+A^ {sasy-cas^cy)) 
I^hy =K^  {XQ2*A^ {sacy+c(isPsy) +A2cacP+A3 (sasy-caspcy)) 
(Xg2+A4 (sacy+casPsy) +A5cacP+A6 (sasy-caspcy)) 
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This allows the writing of three second order 
differential equations from the force vector equation: 
=-Wtot^ Gi 03 
= {K^+Kj) {X^^+A^icacy-sasPsy)-A2sac^+A2{casy+sas^cy)) 
+ [K^+K^) {X^^+A^icacy-sasi^sy) -A^sac^+A^ {casy+sas^cy)) 
^Fy=MtoJ^G2 
= (K^+K^) {X(,2+A^isacy+cas^sy) +A2cacp+A2{sasy-cas^cy)) OAi 
+ {K2+K^) {X^2*-^4 isacy+cas^sy) +A^cacP+Ag (sasy-cas^cy)) 
-MtotS 
(15) 
The constant terms can be consolidated further, so that the 
equations can be written in a simpler form: 
cacy-sas^sy) +B^soic^-B^ {casy+sasPcy) =0 . 
SFy:M^^fJc^2~^i^G2~^2 isacy+ccts^sy) -B^cas^-B^isasy-cas^cy) % 
During the flight phase, the forces at the hands are zero and 
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SAMPLE RUK OF SIMULATION PROGRAM 
Note: BOLD type indicates the user is responding to a 
computer prompt or entering information 
C: \ FORTRAN \ SOURCE \ S IMULATE>S IMULATE 
C: \FORTRAN\SOIIRCE\SIMULATE>DATA. EXE 
Welcome to the RELEASE MOVE simualation program 
This program can be run using default values OR 
the input data can be customized to perfonn a number 
of experiments 
Do you want to run the default program (enter 1) 
or do you want to run an experiment (enter 2) 
2 
The default directory for simulation data files is 
C; \FORTRAN\DATA\ 
You may store the data files for your experiment in 
the default directory or choose another directory 
Do you want to use the default directory (enter 1) 
or do you want to use another directory (enter 2) 
1 
Enter an 8 character identifier for the data files 
Enter the name enclose in single quotes 
'INCHIPR' 
Which file do you want to use as the reference file? 
1= 3 degrees of freedom, move not symmetric 
2= Move symmetric using right side data, 1 dof in trunk 
3= Move symmetric using left side data, 1 dof in trunk 
2 
There are several experimental variables that you may alter in 
this simulation 
You may make changes in one or more of the following 
categories: 
> Change the anthropometry of the gymnast 
> Change the speed of the giant swing 
> Change the constant of proportionality between the forces 
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and moments at the hand 
> Eliminate some joint rotations 
> Increase or decrease the range of motion of a joint 
> Redistribute the force between the two hands 
or 
> Change the release point 
Enter 1 to make changes, 0 to run as-is 
0 is only valid with a name that has already been run 
1 
The following are the anthropometric data for the default 
gymnast: 
l=Head circ: 58.2 
3=Axillary circ: 31.7 
5=Forearm circ: 27.8 
7=Thigh circ: 49.9 
9=Calf circ: 34.6 
ll=Wrist breadth: 6.5 
13=Stature: 174.5 
15=Substernal ht: 128.2 
17=Sitting ht: 86.6 
19=Ankle circ: 26.3 
2l=Chest br: 30.4 
23=Waist depth: 20.5 
25=ButtGCk depth: 24.5 
27=Tibiale ht: 50.2 
29=Weight: 70.3 
2=Chest circ: 97.7 
4=Elbow circ: 27.0 
6=Wrist circ: 18.3 
8=Knee circ: 35.1 
10=Forearm len: 26.3 
12=Hand breadth: 9.2 
14=Shoulder ht: 136.8 
16=Troch. ht: 95.2 
18=Waist ht: 111.7 
20=Iliac fat: 6.0E-1 
22=Chest depth: 26.0 
24=Hip breadth: 30.4 
26=Upper arm len: 31.1 
28=Foot len: 25.5 
30=Sphyrion ht: 7.6 
All meas. in cm, except wt in kg 
Enter the # of the parameter you want to change 
0=go on to next menu 
The average angular speed of the default giant swing is 
approximately 210 degrees per second (3.665 rad/sec) 
Do you want to change the speed of the move? 
l=Yes, 2=No 
2 
The default value of the constant relating the hand forces and 
moments in . 03 Newton-meters per Newton 
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Do you want to change this value? 
l=Yes 2=No 
1 
Enter new value 
0 
In the default model, motion is allowed at the following 
joints; 
l=neck, 2=right shoulder, 3=left shoulder, 4=right elbow, 
5=left elbow, 6=upper back, 7=lower back, 8=right hip, 9=left 
hip, 10=right knee, ll=left knee 
Do you want to disallow motion at any of these joints? 
l=Yes, 2=No 
1 
How many joints do you want fixed? 
1 
Enter joint number you want fixed 
1 
Would you like to modify the range of motion of one or more 
joints? 
l=Yes, 2=No 
The range of motion of the joints are; 
Neck 
1-Flexion/Extension; 0 
2-Lateral flexion: 0 
3-Rotation; 0 
If you want to change one of these ranges, enter the number of 




2-Lateral flexion: 4.95 
3-Rotation; 6.68 
If you want to change one of these ranges, enter the number of 
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2-Lateral flexion: 4.95 
3-Rotation: 6.68 
If you want to change one of these ranges, enter the number of 




2-Lateral flexion: 0 
3-Rotation: 0 
If you want to change one of these ranges, enter the number of 




2-Lateral flexion: 0 
3-Rotation: 0 
If you want to change one of these ranges, enter the number of 




2-Lateral flexion: 0 
3-Rotation: 0 
If you want to change one of these ranges, enter the number of 




2-Lateral flexion: 0 
3-Rotation: 0 
If you want to change one of these ranges, enter the number of 





2-Lateral flexion: 1.145 
3-Rotation: .96625 
If you want to change one of these ranges, enter the number of 






2-Lateral flexion: 1.145 
3-Rotation: .96625 
If you want to change one of these ranges, enter the number of 






2-Lateral flexion: 0 
3-Rotation: 0 
If you want to change one of these ranges, enter the number of 




2-Lateral flexion: 0 
3-Rotation: 0 
If you want to change one of these ranges, enter the number of 
the rotation (0=no changes) 
0 
In the default giant swing, the release occurs at a point 61% 
of the way through the move. 
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This will be at frame #75 in your simulation. 
You may change this frame number if you wish 
l=change it 2=keep same release 
2 
In the default simulation, the hand forces are divided equally 
between the hands 
Do you want to change it for this simulation? 
l=Yes, 2=No 
angles for joint number 1 
angles for joint number 2 
angles for joint number 3 
angles for joint number 4 
angles for joint number 5 
angles for joint number 6 
angles for joint number 7 
angles for joint number 8 
angles for joint number 9 
angles for joint number 10 
angles for joint number 11 












C: \ FORTRAN \ SOURCE \ S IMULATE> SIMULATE. EXE 
C:\FORTRAN\DATA\INCHIPR 
Number of frames 119 
Interpolating eg vectors, please wait.... 
(Computer animates the giant swing phase) 
RELEASE FRAME 
Please wait...computing kinematics and kinetics 
for giant swing phase 
At the time of release 






Velocity x: 212.05 y: 317.86 
Expected recatch frame: 104 
Angular velocity: 0 0 -7.244476 
Position: -87.6 84.469 0 
Orientation: -6.011459 0 0 
DO YOU WANT TO ALLOW THE REFERENCE SEGMENT TO ROTATE ABOUT ITS 
LONG AXIS AND ITS AP AXIS DURING FLIGHT? 
1=YES, 2=N0 
ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN GLOBAL COORDINATES: 
X (horizontal axis perpendicular to bar): 0 
Y (vertical axis): 0 
Z (horizontal axis parallel to bar): -467053.1 
Do you want to change these values? 
1-yes, 2-no 
Do you want to change the momentuin around the X axis? 
1-yes, 2-no 
2 
Do you want to change the momentum around the Y axis? 
1-yes, 2-no 
2 
Do you want to change the momentum around the Z axis? 
1-yes, 2-no 
1 
Enter the new angular momentum around the Z axis: 
500000 
CHANGING THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM CHANGED THE LINEAR VELOCITY TO : 
209.38 320c629 







Do you want to force arms to be symmetric during flight? 
1-yes, 2-no 
2 
(computer animates flight phase until frame 104, expected 
recatch frame) 
****HANDS ARE NOT NEAR THE BAR!!! FLIGHT CONTINUES*** 
105 
Enter 1 to continue 
1 
****HANDS ARE NOT NEAR THE BAR!!! FLIGHT CONTINUES*** 
106 
Enter 1 to continue 
1 
RECATCH!!!! 
Recatch frame 107 
Enter 1 to continue 
(computer animates recatch phase) 
C: \FORTRAN\SOURCE\SIMULATE>POSTP.EXE 
C:\FORTRAN\DATA\INCHIPR.*** 
DO YOU WANT TO VIEW THE ANIMATION AGAIN? 
1=YES, 2=N0 
2 
CALLING REOPJDERING PROGRAM 
DO YOU WANT TO VIEW PLOTS OF THE FORCES AND TORQUES 
1=YES, 2=N0 
2 
DATA FROM THIS SIMULATION ARE STORED IN DOS TEXT FILES 
THE FILE FOR THE KINEMATIC DATA IS: 
C:\F0RTRAN\DATA\INCHIPR.K1 
THE FILE FOR THE KINETIC DATA IS:\ 
C: \F0RTRAN\DATA\INCHIPR.K2 
THESE FILES CAN BE VIEWED DIRECTLY OR IMPORTED INTO A 
SPREADSHEET FILE FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
STOP-PROGRAM TERMINATED 
